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Abstract 

ORGANIC COATING REMOVAL BY SINGLE PARTICLE 
IMPACT 

Marcello Papini 

Doctor of Philosophy 1 998 
Department of Mechanicd and industriai Engineering 

University of Toronto 

Organic coatings are often removed using soivents that create waste which is dificuit and 

expensive to dispose of. For this reason, mechanical coating removal techniques such as Hast 

cleaning are of inmashg interest. The impact of single particles with two typical 

coating/substrate systems was examineci in detail as an important nrst step to understanding the 

fundamental mechanisms which govern the removal of organic coatings by blast cleaning. A 

gas gun capable of launching single particles at speeds of up to 120 m l s  and a high-speed 

photographie setup capable of measuring inbound and rebound particle velocities were 

constnicted in order to characterise impact behaviour with respect to energy loss. The impact 

sites were photographeci and the amount of coating removal was determined using image 

Coating removal for a typical aikyd enamel on a pretreated steel substnite was fotmd to 

be due to impact-induced buckling delamination of the coating. An analytical technique based 

on the coupling of a novel post-buckling analysis with an existing strain energy release rate 

analysis was developed with the purpose of predicting the amount of coating removed when a 

single particle was launcheà, at a given velocity, agaiost a coated substrate. Predictions of 

delamination size using this mode1 were obtained for a wide variety of incident velocities, 
ii 



particle s k ,  and coating thicknesses, and cornparison with measured delamination size 

revealed good agreement. 

A second coathg system, consisting of a typical aerospace urethane coating with an 

epoxy primer appiied to an aiuminum substrate, was found to be erodeâ, and an existing rigid- 

plastic erosion theory developed for semi-infiaite targets and spherical particles was modified 

to include elastic eBects and show to predict m e r  size weu. A general rigid-plastic analysis 

was then developed in which the size of an impact Crater, particle rebound velocity and energy 

Ioss could be predicted for an incident particle of any size, shape, and density, impacthg at any 

angle of attack and in any orientation. Finaily, a parametric study in the case of symmetric 

particles of arbitrary angularity revealed interesting trends with respect to coating removal. 



Per Giorgio e Lucia 

S e m  di voi, non ce I'avrei fatia. Grazie di tutto mamma e papa 
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Nomenclature 

Due to the large number of variables used in this thesis, and the author's wish to comply 

with the standard conventions used in the fiterature, it was necessary to occasionaiiy use the 

same variable in different contexts. To avoid confusion, the noinenclanire has been divided 

into that used in each chapter. 

Chaoter 3 

a ......................................... delamination radius (or size of buckled plate) 

A(r) - E(r) ......................... functions used in power expansion of displacements for Matthewson 
anal y sis 

Ai, Bi,  .............................. integration constants w d  in buckling andysis 

b ....................................... inner radius to which buckling is prevented 
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................................ C C2 buckling parameters 
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D' ...................................... Merential operator used in Matthewon and modified Matthewson 
analyses 
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F ......................... .. ......... normal contact force applied to particle 
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f(r) ................................ spherical indentor profile used in Matthewson analysis 

............................... F,(c). nomial contact force in modified Matthemon analysis 

f&) .................................. spherical indentor profile used in modifieci Matthewson analysis 

g ......................................... Euler's constant (= 0.577) 

........ G ...................... ... strain energy release rate 

G' ................... ............ shear modulus of coating 

H .................................. argument of inteprai used in potential energy calculaiion in buckling 
andysis 



h ........................................ thickness of coatkig 

........ Ii(x)Ji(x),Yi (x),K,(x) Bessel fhcti011~ of order i 

Je ....................................... strain energy of bending for buckling analysis 

................................. JE ...... strain energy of stretching for buckling analysis 

....................................... JL work done by force P in buckling analysis 
~ ' 1 1  KP] ............................ y real and imaginary parts of (interfacial) complex stress intensity 

factor 

ki , k2, 4, ci, cz ................... integration constants for buckling analysis 

.................. L(r), N(yr), I(r) variables representing certain integrals used in buckling analysis 

1, L ................................... reference lengths for complex stress intensity factor 

..................................... m m a s  of particle 

M(r) ................................... bencihg moment in buckled plate 
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C h a p t e r  1 

Introduction 

Organic coatiiigs are often removed using solvents that create waste that is difficult and 

expensive to dispose of. For this reason, mechanical coating removal techniques such as blast 

cleaning are of increasing interest. In the blast cleaning process, a stream of particles is 

directed towards the coated subsûate, and the coating is removed by mechanical means. 

Typicd blasting media includes wheaî starch, cornstarch, wainut &eus, glass, plastic, steel, 

ceramic, and dry ice, in both gtandar and spherical fom. The media is nomally launched at 

high speed using either compressed air or blasting wheels, in which particles are accelerated by 

the centripetal force created by a rapidly spinning wheel. In srnall-scale applications, the 

media is blasted manuaiiy by a singie openuor using cornmercially avaiiable blasting 

equipment, but, in the aerospace industry where paint stripping of fid-sale airnaft is 

necessary, robotic seippers have been developed Besides coating removal, other applications 

of blast cleaning include the removal of adhesive flash and the cieaning of various types of 

processing equipment. In many blast cleaning situations, it is desired to remove the coating 

while leaving the underlying substrate uchanged. 

1.1 Motivation 
The use of blast cleaning to remove organic coatings involves a large number of 

parameters that can be varied to affect removal efficiency for a specific coating. These include: 

particle material, size, shape, moisture content, and orientation, incident velocity and angle of 

attack, standoff distance and dwell tirne. The f'undamental mechanisms of coating removal 



have not been established, ancl, as a result, the choice of these parameters for a specific 

coating/substrate system, is, for the most part, govemed by ûiai-and-error and d e s  of thumb. 

This thesis is thus motivated by a need for a fiindamental understanding of the widerlying 

mechanisms that govern coating removal so that an optimal choice of blasting media and 

pararneters can be made. 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

Although multiparticle interactions, the spread of the particle streams, and the distribution 

of particle sizes and shapes will have a significant effect on coating removal during the blast 

cleaning process, a single particle study serves as a logicd first step to understanding the 

fiindarnentals of coating removal. The aim of this thesis is to elirninate some of the guesswork 

involved in the choice of partide and blasting pararneters by identifjhg and modelling the 

fundamental mechanisms of coating removal using blast cleaning for some typical 

coating/subsûate systems. The specific objectives were: 

To consûtict an experimental apparatus capable of launchhg single particles at coated 

substrates at typical blast cleaning velocities, measuring the energy lost in the collision, and 

quantitatively assessing the damage done to the coating. 

To characterise the behaviour of typical coating/substrate systerns with respect to energy 

loss when impacted by single particles of different &es and shapes, and to correlate the 

energy loss with coating rernovai, thereby detennining the blasting panuneters that are 

most important for maximishg coating removal. 

To iden* the hdamentd mechanisms (Le. ploughing, cutting, fkcturddelamination) of 

coating removal for the srpical mode1 coating/substrate systems. 

To develop analytical techniques to predict the amount of coating removed as a function of 

the process parameters and particle material pmperties so that the process can be optimised. 

13 Thesis Organisation 
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 describes the apparatus constructed and 

used for the single-particle collision experiments 
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In Chapter 3, the impact behaviour of an alkyd coating/steel substrate mode1 system is 

anaiysed The relevant background is discussed, the model system is described in detaii, and 

the impact behaviour is characterised qualitatively. Aiternate possible removal mechanisms 

are evaluated. An analysis capable of predicting the amount of coating removed for single 

spherical particles impacthg the model system is then presented and experhnentally verified. 

Chapter 4 deals with the impact behaviour of another model system consisting of a urethane 

coating on an epoxy-primed aiuminum substrate. The relevant background is discussed, and an 

anaiysis capable of predicting the size of miters left by impacts of single spherical particles is 

presented and experimentally venfied. 

in Chapter 5, a generally applicable anaiytical mode1 of the impact of angular particles on 

eroding substrates is presented. A specific case, that of symmetric angular particles, is 

discussed in detail, and cornparisons with experirnental data in the Merature are made. A 

parametric study of the effect of various incident parametee on crater size and shape is then 

undertaken, and conclusions with respect to maximishg crater size are drawn. 

In Chapter 6, the ciifferences baween the two major types of mode1 systems disnwed in 

Chapters 3 and 4 are identifie4 and suggestions are givm for maxhkhg removal in 

multiparticle applications, and, conversely, for improving coating erosion resistance. 

In Chapter 7, the conclusions and recommendations are given. 



C h a p t e r  2 

Experimental Apparatus 

This chapter describes the experimental apparatus used in investigating the collision of 

single particles with various coated targets. First, a brief background in erosion rigs and 

particle velocity measufements is presented, and then a detailed description of the apparatus 

designed and constructed for the present study is given. The description of the experirnentai 

setup has already been published elsewhere [ 1 1. 

2.1 Background 

In order to chanicterise the erosion of both coatings and bare substrates, many 

investigators have designed various types of erosion rigs and gas guns. For example, 

Hutchings and Winter [2] have designed a gas gun that uses a reservoir fùll of either heiium or 

nitrogen, and is aiggered by the bursting of two diaphragrns. The single particles are placed in 

polythene sabots that are stopped at the end of the barrel, yielding speeds of up to 600 ds. 

The performance of this gun under dBerent operating pressures and fluids was evaluated and 

compared to theory. Grahem et al. [3] built an erosion test facility based on exploding 

aluminum foils that propel single particles in the size range 100-8000 pn at velocities ranging 

fiom 250-7000 m/s. Hutchings et al. [4] have designed a gun with a rectangular bore capable 

of launchhg 0.5 g particles at speeds of 300 mis. The gun uses a solenoid vaive to release a 

compressed gas into a banel, and the rectanguiar bore ensures that the particles are launched 

without rotation. Sundaratajan and Shewmon [5] have used helium as the accelerating M d  and 

a solenoid valve as the trigger in order to launch 4.76 mm steel sphezes at specds of up to 200 



mis. A theoretical and experimentai shidy of the effect of valve op&g times on the 

performance of gas guns can be found in the papa by White and Fowles [6]. 

To measure the speeds of the incident particles, experimenters have typ idy  either used 

photodiodes and thers [SI or high speed photography [7]. The measurement of rebound 

velocity is particulariy difficult, given the uncertainty in the rebound trajectory the particle will 

take. Sundararajan and Shewmon [5] have used two pieces of dlrminum foi1 connected to 

timers to deduce this velocity. The aluminum foi1 was placed in the vicinity of the anticipated 

rebound trajectory, and allowed to be pierced by the rebounding particles. The holes left 

behiad in the alurninurn were used to trace the rebound tmjectory. 

2.2 Gas gunhigh speed flash setup 

Collisions between single particles and bare substrates are normdy characterised in 

terms of energy losses and coefficients of restitution. A similar approach was utiiised in this 

stuciy to build an experimental database for coliisions between various particles and some 

typical coating/substrate systems. In order to do this, a gas gun/high speed photographic setup 

was designed and constructed with the foilowing design criteria: 

(a) single particles (50-2000 pn typical size) were to be launched at reaiïstic blasting speeds 

(approximately 120 m/s) 

(b) the apparatus had to be capable of measuring the incident and rebound velocities (both 

direction and magnitude) so that the energy loss in the collision could be determined 

(c) the apparatus had to be capable of quantifying the mount of coating damage andfor 

removal 

(d) some level of automation had to be built in so that these measurements could be made 

quickly and accurately 

Figure 2.1 shows the gas-gun5gh-speed photographic setq designeci and b d t  for the 

present study [Il. A single particle was loaded into a cylindrical urethane sabot (6.3 mm 

diameter aml 10 mm length) which was, in tum, loaded into a 6.3 mm b e r  diameter, 50 cm 



long steel baml Ma a breech. The target spec:imens (30 mm x 30 mm) were clamped onto the 

specimen holder which consisted of a 9 mm thick piece of steel. The specimen holder was 

pivoted in a clevice, which allowed rotation to any incident impact angle. The clevice, in hün, 

was clamped to a long steel rod permitting adjustments in the height of the target. 

110 
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Figure 2.1: Experimental setup. 



The barrehreech was attached to a solenoid valve, which was, in tum connected to a 

compressed air cyfinder. The fast-acting solenoid valve (Mode1 732 16 BN2MT00, Honeywell) 

permitted a burst of compressed air to accelerate the urethane sabot and the blasting particle to 

the end of the barrel where a urethaae ring stoppeci the sabot, but allowed the glas sphere to 

exit. A series of holes drilled at the top of the barrel relieved the pressure behind the sabot as it 

stoppe& and minimised the amount of air exiting the end of the baml with the particle. 

Pressure (MPa) 

Figure 2.2: Cas gun velocity versus air pressure. 

It was found that the speed of the particles exiting the banel was independent of the size, 

density and shape of the particles when tested with angular and sphericai glas, plastic, and 

steel in the diameter range 0.1 to 1 mm. This was because the mas of the particles was very 

smd compared to that of the sabot The pressurelvelocity curve for this gas gun can be found 

in Figure 22, and, as can be seen, the velocity levels out somewhat after 1 MPa This is 

probably due to the hi& pressure air escaphg around the sabot as it is accelerated up the 

barrel. For a discussion of gas gun design, including the use a different gas, faster opening 

valve, and longer barrel to increase velocity, see Reference [8]. 

Two cameras (black and white CCD cameras, not special field-ondernand) were used to 

obtain images in perpendicular pl-, thereby dowing a verification that the rebound and 
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incident velocity vectors were in a nngle plane. A true colour RGB fkne grabber (Occulus 

TCX, Coreco hc.) was used with the two cameras conuected to two of the three charnels. The 

h e  grabber continuously grabbed h e s  at the rate of 60 Hz, contiauously ovenmiting its 

fime buffa. Because the ~ ï î i s i ~ n ~  were expected to last on the order of hundreds of 

microseconds, it was ody necessary to have the sehip deterrnuie which of the b e s  was the 

frame of interest (i.e. the fiame in which the collision occuned), and then the continuous grab 

could be terminateci with the frame of interest in the f h e  grabber buffer. 

Figure 23: Sample image obtained from esperimental setup. The images of the 0.64 
mm glas particle in flight have been digitaiiy enhanced for ciarity. Incident 
velocity = 53 ds, incident angle = 579 

An inhred trigger momted at the end of the baml (VIS II, ûptikon Inc.) sensed the 

particles as they left the barrel, and sent a signal to an Y0 board (Opto 22 PB8) aîtached to the 

cornputer and to a delay generator. The Il0 b o d  was comected to the frame grabber and the 

fiame grab sequence was termiaated upon triggering. The tngger also *uiscd the delay unit to 

generate puises to trigger four hi&-speed flashes (flash dinaton e 0.5 p) mounted near the 

target at adjustable delays (1 p rninhum). Because the CCD cameras are essentially iight 

inteptors, summing a i l  the iight that reaches their setwr in one hune, a trajectory of the 

particle (four images) appeared on the grabbed hune. The delays were timed so that two 
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images of the particle were just before collision, and two just after collision. A sample image 

obtained with this apparatus appears in Figure 2.3. 

By using image analysis software (Image Pro Plus, Media Cybemetics Inc.), the precise 

distance between successive particle images (i.e., the distance the particle ûavelied between 

flashes) and the incident and rebound angles were measured. This distance divided by the 

delay between flashes gave the incident and rebound velocities of the particle. Measurernents 

of velocity obtained in this manner are estimated (based on a worst case calculation of the error 

in velocity associated with a one pixel in each direction error in the determination of the 

position of the particle images) to be no greata than 5%. The cornputer pro- WCitten to 

control and automate the hme-grabbing/flash triggering cm be fomd in Appendix A. The 

data obtained h m  nms of this program was linked to a Miciosoft Excei spreadsheet to 

facilitate calcdations, and an example appears in Appendix D. 



Alkyd CoatingISteel Substrate System 

This chapter will focus an the first of the two coating/substrate systems testeû, the 

alkydkteel system. Fim, a survey of the relevant liteniture regarding the analysis of the blast 

cleaning process and solid particle erosion is presented. Then, a description of the aikyd/steel 

systern is given, followed by a description of the experiments and d t s .  Experimental 

observations and arguments leading to the conciusion that the coating delaminates due to 

impact-induced buckling are then presented. Finally, an analytical method is presented for 

prediction of the amount of coating removed for glas and steel spheres impacting the mode1 

coating. Much of the material in this chapter has been previously published [l ,9, 1 O]. 

3.1 Background 

Prevîous research related to blast cleaning is mostiy of an empirid nature and very 

specific to particdar systems [Il, 12, 131. ûther usefid literatlire cm be found in the contact 

mechanics literature, and in the field of solid particle erosion of bue substrates. The following 

is a description of some of the more intereshg papers that cm be found. 

Finnie did some of the early fûndarnental work on the theory of a particle cutting a 

substrate 1141. In Finnie's original method, the equations of motion of a particle were obtained 

by a simplified analysis, which considered the forces at the tip of a cutîing particle to be 

constant. The resuiting equations could be solved in closed form and estirnates of mater 

volume and rebound parameters couid then be made. 

A book by Johnson provides an excellent introduction to contact mechanics, containhg 

solutions for elastic coïiisïons between particles and substrates [IS], and for static contact 
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analysis of elastic Iayers on semi-innnite substrates [16]. Ramamurthy et. al. [17, 181 have 

modelled the removal of chips of paint on automobiles due to stone impacts using shock 

physics and f i t e  element models of wave propagation. Brach has developed a very simple 

method for characterising collisions of single particles with uncoated substrates in ternis of 

energy losses, the coefficient of restitution, and the ratio of normal to tangentid impulse [19]. 

Matthewson 1201 has developed an asymptotic solution for the static indentation of an elastic 

layer on a semi-infinite substrate that includes the calculatioa of interfaciai shear stress. 

Rossikhin and Shitikova [2 11 have recently developed a wave propagation mode1 of the impact 

of a ngid sphere with an elastic layer based on ray methods. Lu [22] has provided valuable 

observations of indentation cracks in coating/substrate systerns, and has proposed a method to 

determine the crack paths. Dioh and Williams [23] have studied the impact behaviour of paints 

and developed methods for the experimental determination of materiai properties under impact 

conditions. 

Estimates of Crater volume and rebound parameters can be obtaineù, in certain cases, by 

use of a rigid-plastic theory in which the target is assumed to be M y  plastic, and the particle 

nondeforming. The force resisting indentation is characterised by a dynamîc hardness of the 

target equal to the resisting force divided by the instantmeou contact area Because the 

contact area is a fcunction of tirne, and the resisting force was assumed perpendicular to the 

contact am,  both the magnitude and direction of the resisting force were a hct ion  of time, 

and the resulting equations of motion for the particte had to be solved numerically in time 

steps. The groundwork for this approach was laid by Hutchings e t  al. [7, 24, 25, 261 and 

variations of the same idea were presented by other authors [27,28,29,30,3 11. 

An excellent review of the solid particle erosion of coatings cm be found in the paper by 

Shipway and Hutcbings [32]. The paper also outfines a method for describing wating erotion 

in terms of a critical dose of particles of a particdar size and shape needed to remove a coating. 

3.2 Mode1 system 

The first modei system investigated was typical of a class of relatively soit coatings on 

ngid substrates, and was a test system used at the laboratories of Valspar Inc. The system 
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consisted of Valspar Inc. allcyd enamel of various thicknesses on Bonderite 1000 iron 

phosphate pretreated, polished cdd-ded  steel (0.66 mm thick) obtained fiom ACT 

Laboratories. h the case of the 40 p thick coating, the samples were obtained firom Valspar 

inc., whereas for the other thicknesses, the coatings were applied using a draw-dom 

technique. The coatings were applied to the 15 x 5 cm steel plates and then cut using a shear 

into approximately 30 x 30 mm samples. Each of these sarnples was large enough for 

approximately 30 single impact experiments. The coatkg thicknesses were measured using a 

magnetic gage (DeFelsko Co., Positector Mode1 6000) having a tolerance of * 2 pn and the 

variability in coating thickness for the samples tested was also found to be approximately * 2 

P. 

One of the major problerns enwuntered was the lack of any material properties for the 

paint. Manufacturers were unable to provide even the most basic material properties such as 

Young's moduluî and Poisson's ratio. Because the coatings were presurnably visco-elastic, 

and thus strain rate sensitive, this was firrther complicated by the fact that the materid 

properties were needed at high rates of strain. Therefore, the Young's moduius and Poisson's 

ratio were determined by measuring the shear and longitudinal wave velocities using a the-of- 

fiight ultrasonic method at 5 MHz The wave velocities were calculated as the average of three 

measurements, with the maximum Werence between the h e e  measunments being 

approximately 2%. It was reasoned that the combination of a high measuring fkquency and 

low strain amplitude would produce an elastic (as opposed to viscoelastic) coating response 

approximating that created by the very hi& strain rates of impact. The Young's rnodulus and 

Poisson's ratio of the coating obtained in this rnan.net were 2.47 GPa and 0.406, respectively. 

The measured value of Poisson's ratio was in agreement with that obtained by Ramamurthy et 

aL [18] for a similar coating, and the measured Young's modulus was the same order of 

magnitude as those obtained for other paints by Dioh and Williams using a split Hopkinson 

pressure bar [23]. 

The particles used for most of the impact experiments were glas and steel spheres. The 

Young's Moduius and Poisson ratio of the steel and glass spheres was 200 GPa, 0.3; and 70 
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GPa, 0.17, respectively. The masses of single particies of glas and steel were measured on a 

microbalance as the average of 50 randornly selected particles and were found to be 0.364 and 

1.49 mg, respeztively. The radii of the particles were also measured by taking the average of 

50 measurements using a micrometer, and were found to be 0.32 mm and 0.37 mm for the 

glass and steel spheres, rwpectively with a standard deviation of approximately 0.03 mm in 

both cases. 

3.3 Characteripation of impact behaviour 

In order to investigate the effects of particle impacts on this paint, the photographic sehip 

descnbed in Chapter 2 was used to detemiine the incident and rebound velocities of single 

glas spheres (0.64 mm diameter) launched at various angles of attack against the coated 

specimens. Four paint thicknesses were used (20, 25, 40, and 50 p) and the normal 

component of the incoming velocity was varied fiom 10 to 120 m/s. Impact experiments were 

also performed on the bare steel substrate for cornparison pioposes. In all cases, the particles 

remained undamaged after impact. 

Figure 3.1: Impact sites on 40 pm thick alkyd coatint 
velocities of: (a) 33 m/s, (b) 50 m/s, (c) 90 mis. 

90° incident angle, incident 
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33.1 Observations of crack path and impact site 

Figure 3.l(a) shows a 33 ds velocity (at nomial incidence) impact site on the paint 

photographed with a scanning electron microscope. The coating did not delaminate, but the 

impact created an indentation that was similar to the ploughing or cratering observed by 

Hutchings in the collisions of spheres with bare steel substrates [25]. 

At higher velocities, the coathg delaminated approximately axisymmetrically. Figure 

3.1 @) and (c), for incident velocities of 50 m/s and 90 mls (90° incident angle), show the 

blister-like nature of the impact site, with the coating delaminated below the blister. This 

characteristic feshire may have been due to the delaminated paint chip adhering to the giass 

particle as it rebounded and thus king partially pded off the substrate. Alternately, the blister 

may have resulted fiom the lateral displacement and buckling of the coating as the particle 

penetrated to the steel. A hole in the paint layer is visible in the centre of both Figure 3.1 (b) 

and (c) indicating that the glass sphere had penetrated through the paint layer. An interesthg 

featm of the 50 m/s collision (Figure 3.l(b)) is the radial cracking pattern, which was typical 

only for a d range of velocities (45-55 m/s for the 40 pm coating). impact sites for angles 

other than 90° showed similar feaîures, but were slightly skewed into an oval shape for impacts 

at low angles of attack (with a high tangentid component of incident velocity vector). 

At higher velocities, it was clear that delamination had occurred; however, at lower 

incoming velocities, it was not so obvious. in order to determine if the coating had 

delaminated, specid adhesive tape was applied to the impact site and pulled off in the manner 

describecl in the ASTM standard adhesion scratch test [33]. [fa chip came off, it was assumed 

that delamination had occurred. In all  cases, the tape consistently removed the paint to the bare 

abstrate; Le. the coating always faüed by del aminating h m  the pretreated steel. The area 

removed in each collision was measured using a video camera on a microscope, a h e -  

grabber, and digital image analysis software. 

Figure 3.2 shows the steel substnue below the impact sites of Figure 3.1 (b) and (c) d e r  

the paint chips were removed with the adhesive tape, as describecl above. The paint has ken  

cornpletely removed in both cases, and the r o h g  lines of the steel are visible except for a 
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smaU spot of aushed paht directly below the impact in the 50 d s  case (Figure 3.2(a)). 

Sirniiar cracking patterns were observed by Lu in staîic indentation tests on Zn0 coated Si 

substrates [Z]. Figure 3.2@) shows that at higher velocities (>60 ds ) ,  the remaining dot of 

crushed paint on the subsaate is replaceci by a dimple of permanent deformation in the steel. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XE'S) d y s i s  of the back d a c e  of the removed paht chip 

revealed that there was no phosphate present. This, together with the fa t  that there was no 

observed paint residue left on the substrates in Figure 3.2, indicated that delamination occurred 

at the interface between the iron phosphate pretreatment and the paint, and not within either the 

paint or the iron phosphate layer. 

Figrire 33: Steel aubstrate below impact site after removal of 40 pi coating wing 
adhesive tape. 90° incident angle at incident velocities of: (a) 50 m/s, (b) 90 m/s. 

detailed inspeztion of the 50 m/s (normal incidence) impact site (Figure 

1 no visible damage to the substrate, indicafing that it was possible to remov 

damaging the substrate (this will be discussed fiirther in Section 3.3.4). 



332 Dominance of normai effeeb and cornparison to Brach's mode1 

Brach has shown that the energy losses in a collision due to noTm81 and tangential effects 

are, respectively [19], 

- mv, Ji 
where a is the angle of attack, dehed as the angle between the incident velocity vector and the 

surface, A is the ratio of the particle radius squared to the radius of &on of the particle 

squared (Sn for a sphere), e is the coefficient of restitution (defineci as the ratio of the normal 

rebound velocity to the normal incident velocity), vi is the incident velocity, and is the 

cntical impulse ratio which defines the transition fiom sliding to rollhg during a collision and 

is defineci as [19], 

The impulse ratio, p, is the ratio of tangential to normal impulse generated during the 

impact and is m e a d  by taking the ratio of the change in momenhmi in the tangential 

direction to the change in mornentum in the normal direction (using the appropriate 

cornponents of measured incident and rebomd velocities). It is important to note that the 

impulse ratio is equivdent to a dynamic fiction coefficient only in the case where the 

mechanisrn of tangential impulse is due to fiction. For a more complete discussion of impulse 

ratio, and the role of fiction, see Reference [19]. An underlying assumption is that, regardles 

of the mechanism of tangentid impulse, there can be no impulse ratio higher than the critical 
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impulse ratio, h, so that if a series of impact experiments is performed at fixeci incident 

velocity, and the m e a d  impulse ratio is plotted vernis the angle of incidence, there shodd 

be a point where the transition from sliding to rolling occurs, after which the data points lie 

within a band defined by equation (3.3) at e=û and e= l [19]. 

1 I 

20 40 60 80 100 

Incident Angle of Attack, a (deg.) 

Figure 33: Variation of impulse ratio with angle of attack for 85 m/s total incident 
velocity coilisions with 40 pm thick coating. Critical impuise ratio of Brach (191 
also shown for esO and -1. 

Brach used experimentai data on uncoated specimens to support his analysk, and in 

partîcular, this hypothesis of a critical impulse ratio [19]. There is, however, no reason why the 

analysis should not also hold for coated substrates, and Figure 3.3 shows typicai data gathered 

in the present study. The data points are average of multiple impacts perfomed at each angle 

of incidence. As mentioned above, the impulse ratios were cddated by taking the ratio of the 

change in momentun in the tangentid direction to the change in mornentum in the normal 



direction, using the expcrimentally measured components of incident velocity and rebound 

velocity in the tangential and normal directions. 

O 0.5 1 t .5 2 2.5 3 

Normal Energy Loss, TLn (mJ) 

Figure 3.4: Area of coating removed vs. energy los  due to normal direction effects 
for coating thickness: A - 5û Fm, O - 40 pm, a - 25 p, O - 20 p. 

The transition between rolling and sliding appears to occur at a 45' angle of incidence, 

after which the data points roughly follow the 'envelope' dehed by the theoreticai critical 

impulse ratios at e = O and e = 1. The other experimental data show similar trends and ai l  have 

a large amout of scatter in the impulse ratio. This relatively large scatter has ken  

experienced by others [19,34] and is probably due to sudace irregularities and the fact that the 

impulse ratio is very sensitive to variations in the impact and rebouml velocities. 

The dependence of the paint arwt removed on the energy l o s  associateci with the normal 

and tangential incoming velocities is shown in Figure 3.4 aml Figure 3.5. The amount of paint 



removed does not depend very much on energy loss due to taogentid effects (Figure 3 . 9 ,  but 

does hcrease with the energy loss due to normal effects (Figure 3.4). 

Taagential Energy Loss, TL (mJ) 

Figure 3.5: Area of coating removed vs. energy Ioss due to tangentid direction 
effects for coating thiclriim: A - 5û Pm, 0- 40 pin, 0 - 25 pm, O - 20 p. 

This relatively strong comlation between the area l o s  and the energy losses due to 

normal effects and the relatively weak correlation between the area loss and the energy losses 

due to tangentid effects suggests that nomal effects dominate paint removal. Furthemore, a 

threshold value of energy ioss due to normal effects exists for each coating thickness (Figure 

3.4), whereas, there is no such threshold value for energy los due to tangential effects (Figure 

3.5). 

Figure 3.6 is a plot of the incident normai velocity component versus the amount of 

coating removed for ail expgiments perfonned at angles of incidence between 18 and 90'. 

This Uustrates that a critical amount of incident n o d  velocity is reqriired, for each coating 
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thickness, to initiate removal of the coating, and, firrthermore, that this criticai value is 

independent of the tangentid component. 

Incident Normai Component of Velocity (mls) 

Figure 3.6: Ana of coating removed as a fundion of incident normal velocity 
eomponent for coathg thifbas: h - 5û pm, O - 40 pm, - 25 pm, O - 20 jtm. 

The dependence on n o d  effects is m e r  iliustrated by Figure 3.7, which is a plot of 

the energy losses normalised by the total incident kinetic energy versus angle of attack. In all 

cases, the energy 10% in the normal direction accounts for most of the mergy los.  This system 

exhibits, what is termeci in the field of solid puticle erosion, d e f o d o n  or ploughing wear, as 

opposed to cutting Wear [19,25]. This type of deformation wear is also characterised by the 

dominance of normal effects, with the marrimm amount of damage (energy loss and area los) 

occUmng at high angles of incidence (a+90°). This is demonstrated futher in Figure 3.8 and 

Figm 3.9, which show the area of paht removed as a fimction of the incident angle of aîtack 



for various total incident velocity ranges. The area losses are averages of multiple impacts 

performed at each angle. The nmchum coating rernoval occurs at higher angles of attack, and 

removal does not begin until the normal component of velocity is dc ient ly  large. 
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Figure 3.7: Energy loss due to normal and tangentid direction effects normalised by 
total incident kinetic energy as a functioa of incident angle of attack Normal 
energy lo s  for coating thiclmess and total incident velocity: A - 50 pn thick 
coating,80mEs,'- 4 0 ~ m , 8 5 m / s , ~ - 4 0 ~ , 5 6 m l ~ ~ - 2 5 ~ , 4 2  mls,O-20 
Pm, 57 m/s. Tairgential energy loss for coating ttiickaess and total incident velocity: 
A-50 p m , 8 0 m h , ~ - 4 0  w,85 d ~ , * - 4 0  w,56 m/~,.-25 pm, 42 m/s ,@-20  
pu, 57 mis, 



O : 
O 20 40 60 80 1 O0 

Incident Angle of Attack, a (deg.) 

Figure 3.8: Average a r a  of coating removed as a function of incident angle of 
a-.ck for düferent ranges of incident total velocity and coathg thickn Data 
points ~ ~ r e S e - ~ t G i i @ ~ f i ~ - i m o ~ 8 r l  iïïeiïsiïremclits rt a& angic s 2  
~ s a r i ~ O - s i - 9 0 n l a , l o w , A - 7 s s t ~ r , s p , 0 -  lOt-l08m/s,JI)p. 

3.3.3 Role of tangenthi effeeb 

The onset of coating rernovai was, as demonstrated above, independent of tangentid 

effects. However, the role of tangential effccts in the magnitude of coating removal has not yet 

been discussed. Figure 3.6 shows that the area of coating removed increases as the normal 

component of incident velocity increases. These daîa, however, are for a large number of 

different impact conditions (Le. angle of attack, incident velocity). 



Incident Angle of Attack, a (deg.) 

Figure 3.9: Area of paint removed as a function of incident angle of attack for 
different ranges of incident total velocity and coating thickness. Data points 
repraent average of area removal measurements rt eaeh anglc - 3- m/s, 25 

- 25-27 m/s, 25 pm, A - lOZl 10 m/s, 25 pm, 0 - 54-62 ds, 20 pn, A - 25-30 
mls, 20 p. 

In order to M y  understand the role of tangentid efEects on the area of coating removed, 

a series of expeïiments was perfomed in which the incident angle and total incident velocity 

were varied so as to always give the same normal component of incident velocity. The average 

and standard deviation of the arpa removed was calculated for a number of experiments 

performed at each condition, and the resuits are shown in Table 3.1. 

The area removed for each coating thickness is viraially independent of tangentid effects 

(the scatter in the data is approximate1y constant). This result is somewhat counterintuitive, as 

one might expea that an increase in tangentid velocity should have some effect on the amount 

of coating removed As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the only tangentid effect was that, at 

lower impact angies (tangentid component of incident velocity high), the coating removal area 



changed fiom king axisymmetric to king slightly oval shaped, even though the total area 

removed was not affecteci by this change in shape. 

Incident 
Angie 
(deg) 

Standard 
deviation of 

coating 
area 

removed 
(mm2) 

No. of 
data 

points 

Table 3.1: Cornparison of coating a r a  removed keeping normai component of 
velocity constant, while va iying tangential CO mponent of velocity. 

Normal 
cornponent 
of incident 

velocity 
(mis) 

Average 
coating 
area 

removed 
(mm2) 

The above arguments lead to the conclusion thaî, for this particula. system, normal 

Tangenthl 
component 
of incident 

veiocity 
W s )  

effects dominate the onset of coating removal (i.e. the threshold value of normal incoming 

velocity and energy loss required to remove the coating), and that tangential effects have Little 

or no infiuence on the magnitude of coating removed. Thus, for the purposes of investigating 

the onset of coating xemoval, and for simplification of analytical models, the tangentid effects 

could be ignored. 

3.4 Evaluation of possible mechanisms of coating removal 

3.4.1 Dynamic versus quasi-static effecîa 

in order to detennine whether the mechanisrn of coating removal was dominated by 

dynarnic (stress wave propagation) effects or quasi-static effects, a senes of experimental 

observations was made. It was initiaily suspected that removal was the result of a spalling 

mechanism, in which the collision of the particle with the coating caused a compressive 

spherical stress wave to pmpagate h u g h  the coathg. Most of the wave wodd then be 
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reflected at the coating/substrate interfhx (because the substrate has a much higher amustic 

impedance) as a compressive wave, then reflect at the top sudace of the coating, and back 

down towards the coatingfsubstrate interface as a teasile wave which would delamhate the 

coating. It was also possible that the portion of the compressive wave that was transferred to 

the steel substrate could travel to the back surface of the substrate and reflect as a tensile wave 

which would then travel to the interface and delaminate the coating. in order to investigate the 

hypothesis that paint removal was due to a type of spalling, a series of experiments was 

perfonned. 

A 12.5 mm thick piece of steel was clamped to the back of the painted (40 pn thick 

coating) steel sheet with three different coupling layers: an ultnwnic coupling fluid, honey, 

and a thin layer of epoxy, so that the clamped interface would transfer dl waves without much 

attenuation. If a wave reflected h m  the backside of the 12.5 mm plate as a tensile wave and 

caused a delaminaton as explained above, the size of the delamination should be decreased 

relative to the steel sheet alone because the sphericd wave would have been dispersed and 

attenuated by the much thicker subsûate (approximately 19 times as thick as the onguial 

wnple). The paint areas removed using the coupling gel, honey, and epoxy, were, 

respectively, 0.659, 0.643, and 0.613 mm2. The area removed from the painted steel sheet 

alone (without the 12.5 mm plate coupled to it) was 0.690 mm2. The ciifferences betwecn these 

vaiues are smali, and ceTtainly well within experimentai emr, which is approximately *30% as 

shown in Figure 3.4. This memt that the compressive waves reflecting as tensile waves h m  

the back of the substrate couid be eliminated as a mechanism of coating removal. 

Nevertheles, a spahg-type mechanism could stiU possibly resuit if compressive waves 

reflected at the substrate/paint intedace and back dom fiam the k e  d a c e  at the top of the 

paint layer towards the interface as tensile waves. The other conclusion that can be drawn h m  

this experiment is that the 0.66 mm thick steel substrate can be modelled effectively as semi- 

infinite. 

Funher insights into the mechanism of removd may be gainecl fiom Figure 3.6, a plot of 

the paint a m  removed vernis the incident norrnai velucity component for all experiments 



performed on this coating/substmte system. An interesthg feature is that the area rernoved 

tends to reach a plateau at higher incoming normal velocities. Although this observation is 

intuitively correct, it is contrary to the spailing hypothesis, where one would expect the area 

removed to continue to increase, as the intensity and energy of the wave increases with the 

incident normal velocity. 

An additional assesment of whether quasi-static or inertid (wave) effects dominate can 

be obtained by calculaîing the amount of time it takes for stress waves to traverse the coating 

thickness, and comparing this to the amount of tirne that the sphere is in contact with the 

coating during the collision. The longitudinal wave speed for this coating h m  ultrasonic tests 

in Section 3.2 was z 2000 m/s . For a 50 p coating, it takes 0.025 ps for the wave to traverse 

the coating. Experimentai observations have shown that the contact time is on the order of 50 

p. Because the stress waves will ûaverse the thiclaiess of the coating approximately 2000 

times during the contact tirne, the stress field will be domlliated by static, rather than inertial 

effects. 

Figure 3.10: Impact near a free edge for a 40 pm thick coating. Note the attached 
paint in the shape of the original free edge. 

The other possible mechanism for coating removal is the attainment of a quasi-static 

criticai delamination shear stress. In this model, the collinon is treated as a quasi-static 
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indentation problem, under the assumption that the coating wili delaminate once a criticai shear 

stress is reached. An experimental observation that appears to support this mechanism is seen 

in Figure 3.1 û, wbich shows an impact site very close to the cut edge of the paint layer (though 

relatively far away h m  the edge of the steel substrate). Here, a 0.64 mm glass spherr was 

launched at the edge of a 40 pm thick paint layer sample to investigate the effect of a fiee 

d a c e  in the vicinity of an impact site. The coating was delaminated in the usual manner, 

except that in the vicinity of the fke d h c e  at the edge, a small tidge of paht (shown by arrow 

in Figure 3.10) ~emained intact in exady the shape of the origiaal edge of the paint layer. 

Because the shear stress on a free boundary must be zero, equilibrium considerations imply 

that the shear stress dong the paintkubstrate intedace must aiso f d  to zero very quickly at the 

edge, thereby explahhg why a namw strip of paint remains attached in the immediate vicinity 

of the fke surface of the edge. Under the spalling hypothesis, one would expect the fiee 

surface of the edge to have linle effect on the reflected tensile wave, and for ail of the paint to 

be removed. The above experimental and analyticd observations led to the conclusion that the 

coating removal was due to quasi-static, rather than wave effects, normal effects dominated the 

collision for this system, and that inteditcial shear effects played a role in the delamination. 

3.42 Anaiysis of incident kinematics 

A realistic mode1 of the kinematics of the incident portion of the collision assurned that 

the coating behaved locally in a M y  plastic rnanner during the impact, resisting indentation 

with a constant dynamic flow pressure (or dynamic hardaess, for a sphere, the resisting force 

divided by the projected contact ara) [15, 24-3 11. For a sphere, an estimate of the dynamic 

hardness can be obtained by setting the incoxning kinetic energy equai to the work done 

indenting the coating, 



where F is the indentation force, which is quai  to the d y d c  hardness multiplied by the 

projection of the contact area (i.e. F = pdnc2). 

Figure 3.11: Geometry of indentation of coating (thickness h) on rigid substrate by a 
sphere of radius R 

By assuming a relationship ktween the penetration depth, d, and the contact radius, c, 

Figure 3.1 l), of the fom (neglecting the pile-up ah), 

equation (3.4) becomes [ 1 1, 

where pd is the dynamic hardness, is the maximum contact radius reached during the 

indentation, and m, R, and are, respectively, the mas, radius and incident velocity of the 

particle. 

Adjusting the dynamic hardness in the plastic mode1 so thaî penetration to the bare 

mbstrate occurred for the experimental penetration velocities shown in Table 3 2  resulted in a 

relatively consistent dynamic hardness (&O show in Table 32). It should be noted that Table 
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hcludes normal incidence experiments perfonned with 0.72 mm diameter steel spheres, 

which were used to test the dependence of pd on particle material. 

Coathg 
Thickness 

(rm) 

Table 33: Experimeotally determined incident vdocity and kinetic energy required 
to remove coating, and resulting dyaamic hardness for different impacthg particles 
and coating thickness. 

Impacthg 
Particle 

glas 
steel 
dass 

The dependence of the dynamic hardness on the indentation depth is quite smaii. One 

would expect that the dynamic hardness should increase with decrrasing coating thickness 

Velocity required 
to initiate coaüng 

removai (Le. 
penetrate to steel 
substmte) ( d s )  

20 
20 
40 

since the infiuence of the substrate will be a maximum when the coating is thin. This was 

found to be the case for organic coatings in studies by other authors [35, 361, and is evident 

Kinetif Energy 
required to just 

penetrate 
coathg to steel 

(mJ) 
0.073 
0.297 
0.29 1 

when cornparhg the 40 and 50 pm thick coatings, but not for coating thicknesses of 20 and 40 

p. The reason for this was not clear, but it is possible that, for very thin coatings, the 

infiuence of the substrate became relatively consistent. It should also be noted that the 

instantaneous dynamic hardness will change slightly as the particle penetrates the coating. 

T'us, the dynamic hardnesses in Table 3.2 shouid be viewed as values averaged for the whole 

impact. 

The fa~t that the required kinetic energy to penetrate the coaîing to the substraîe (to just 

start to remove the coating) is almost the same for the steel and glass spheres on the same 40 

pm thick coating is &O expected, given the fact t h  the phcles  are of similar size, and do not 

deform while penetrating the coating in both cases. 

As an interesthg side note, the dependence of dynamic hardness on the substnite materiai 

was used to explain differences in coating removal rates in a multiparticle blast cleaning 

application. When identical coatings were applied to alinninum and composite subsûaies, it 
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was found that the coating removd rate was much higher for the composite substrate. In 

addition, a 'selective stripping window' which is a period of time where, upon blasting, a 

coating can be removed without removîng the epoxy primer, existed for the duminum 

substnue panels, but not for the composite panels [36]. Because the composite matrix will be 

of approximately the same dynamic hardaess as the coating (and the epoxy primer), whereas 

the aluminum will be of higher dynamic hardness, the coating should be effectively softer on 

the composite panels. This explains the differences in coating removal rates between the two 

systems. Also, for the same reason, the composite system wil l  appear to the impacthg particle 

as essentiaiiy a very thick panel of material of dynarnic hardness approximately equal to that of 

the coating, whereas when the epoxy primer is reached in the case of the aluminwn system, the 

presence of the hard alumiaum subseate will be felt more by the impacthg particle. Thus, one 

would expect the selective stripping window to appear in the case of the aluminum system, but 

not the composite system. 

In order to M e r  test the validity of the My-plastic indentation model at a range of 

incident velocities, single glas spheres were launched against a 40 pn thick coating at normal 

incidence, and the diameter of the permanent indentation of the coating was measined using 

image analysis software, and compared to that predkted by the analysis using a constant value 

of pd = 190 MPa The resuits are presented in Table 3.3. 

Table 33: Cornparison of predicted and measured contact diameters for 40 pm 
tbick coating impacted by glas sphere @=O32 mm, m=0364 mg) using p W c  flow 
model with dynamic harness, p&90 MPa 

Incident 
Velociîy, 
VI,, (mk) 

27 
37 

Measured coating 
contact diameter, 

2c, (mm) 
0.233 
0.3 13 

Plastic-fiow model 
coating contact 

aiameter, 2c, (mm) 
0.252 
0.299 

Percent DHerence 
~ ( C ~ + ~ ) / ( C ~ + C & ~ O O  

7.8 
-4.6 



The agreement is very good, and thus it cm be concluded that this analysis, which neglects 

any elastic effects during the incident portion of the collision, desmi the kinematics of the 

indentation adequately. 

Table 3.4 shows a cornparison of predicted peneûation velocities using pd = 1 90 MPa and 

the experimental observations of the m a i  velocity component required to begin coating 

removal (from Figure 3.6). There is a good correlation between the predicted coating 

penetration velocity and the m d  velocity at whkh the coating begins to be removed for 

four different coating thicknesses. In other words, coating removal begins only when the 

coating is M y  penetrated for this coatin&ubstratteparticle system. The reason for this may be 

that the omet of delamination required the creation of a free edge that was fomed when the 

particle reaches the subsûate. 

Table 3.4: Cornparison of predicted velocity (pd = 190 MPa) to cause penetration of 
coating to steel substrate, and measured velocity at onset of coating removal. 

Coating 
thickness 

(P) 

20 
25 
40 
50 

According to Johnson [15], the dynamic hardness, pd, is between 1.1 and 3 times the 

yield stress of the coating, though this relationship is for infinitely thick materiais (whereas 

there is some dependence of the dyPamc hardness on coating thiclmess as shown above). 

Thus, for this coating, the yield stress is in the range 60-170 MPa, which compares well to the 

values obtained by Dioh and Williams [23] for other types of paints. 

A certain amount of energy was lost in penetrating the coating, and then the collision 

proceeded as if the remaining energy (incident energy minus energy to penetrate the coating to 

Experimentd nomil  
componemt of veiocity at 

Predicted nomai 
component of velocity 

Difference 
(%) 

to penetrite coating 
(mls) 

20 
25 
39 
50 

which coating begins to be 
removed (Fig. 6) (ds) 

20 
22 
40 
45 

1 
13 
4 
11 
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the substrate) was incident on a bare substxate. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.12, which 

shows that for d coating thicknesses, e tended to reach an approximately constant valw of 

0.35 when the coating began to be removeci, meaning that the collision pmceeded in a simiiar 

manner for all the coating thicknesses h m  this point. This is M e r  iiiu~frated in Figure 3.13, 

which shows that the coefficient of restitution tended to reach the value measured on bare steel 

at higher incoming energies. 

O 0.5 1 1 .S2 2 
Area of Coating Removed (mm ) 

Figure 3.12: Variation of coefficient of restitution, e, with area of coating removed 
for coating thicknm: A - 50 pm, 0- 40 pm, O - 25 pm, a 20 p. 

The coefficient of restitution can be estimatecl by using the fidly-plastic indentation 

mode1 (equation (3.6)) to d&be the incident portion of the hpm and an eiastic anaiysis to 

demibe the elastic dound of the particle. Johnson [15] used a similm approach with bare 

substrates. The elastic analysis used is similar to that developed by Matthewson [20], with a 



AIkyrt/Steel Coating System 
--. - . .. - - - - - - .- - - - - 

modification by the author [l] to the expression for the indentor profle which gives more 

accurate d t s .  The model is p~e~ented in Appendix B, and its application in a MathCaci 7.0 

(Mathsoft Inc) sheet c m  be found in Appendix D. This model shall be referred to as the 

'rnodified Matthewon d y s i s ' .  Application of this procedure for incident kinetic energies 

less than or equal to that for penetration to the substrate (range for which the elastic model is 

valid), yielded predicted values of e (solid iine in Figure 3.14 is linear best fit of predicted e) 

that agreed reasonably well with the experimental data (dashed line in Figure 3.14 is linear best 

fit of experimental e), given the scatter inherent to measufements of e. This W e r  iilustrates 

the validity of the present model, and shows that the value of Young's modulus of the coating 

obtained uitrasonically is a reasonable estimate of the tnie value under impact conditions. 

O 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Nomai Incident Kinetic Energy (mJ) 

Figure 3.13: Variation of coenicient of restitution, e, with incident kinetic energy in 
nomil direction for coating tbickness: h - 50 CM. 0- 40 pm, - 25 p. O - 20 
Pm, ' - bare steeL 



30 35 40 

Incident normal velocity (m/s) 

Figure 3.14: Coefficient of restitution as a fundion of incident normal velocity for 
40 pm thick coaüng. %qerimental data, O - predicted using plastic analysis for 
incident portion and elastic analysis for rebound portion. 

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show energy Iosses for the coated system as a whole, including 

energy losses due to local plastic deformation in the bare steel substmte diredy below the 

impact site. An estimate of the amount of energy lost to the coating alone can be obtained 

using the normal direction energy l o s  for experiments performed on both coated and bare 

substrates, as a fimction of incident normal direction energy (Figure 3.1 5). 

The following steps demonstrate how to use these plots for estimating energy losses to 

the coating due to normal effects at high incident normal velocities [1]. Ail energies and 

energy losses in the following steps are due to normal effects. 



Let 4 be the incident kinetic energy for the particula. data point of interest, and let Ip qua1 the 

incident kinetic energy of a sphcre thet just penetrates the coating to the substrate. 

(a) Use the My-plastic mode1 (equaîion (3.20)) to calculate Ip the incident kinetic energy to 

penetrate the coating, correspondhg to the onset of coatlig removal. 

(b) Subtract Ip h m  4 to estimate the incident kinetic energy that is available to deform the 

steel nibstrate. As iilustrated in Figure 3.12, once the coaîing has been penetrated, impact 

proceeds as if the substmte were bare. 

Incident normal dùection energy, 1 (mJ) 

Figure 3.15: Energy loss due to normal direction effects vs. normal incident kinetic 
encrgy. Eguatkns shown a n  iînear cegression eurve fits. O - 40 pm ccoating, - 
bare steel. 

(c) Use the linear cuve fit of the energy loss vs. incoming enexgy for bare steel (bottom curve 

of Figure 3.15) with the result of @) to estimate the energy loss to the steel &strate. 
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(d) Use the top curve of Figure 3.15 with Id to find the energy loss for the coated system 

(which is made up of energy loss to the coating and energy loss to the substmte). Subtract 

the energy loss to the steel substrate obtained in (c) h m  this energy los. This is an 

estimate of the amont of the energy lost to the coating. 

Figures similm to Figure 3.1 5 were obtained for al1 coating thicknesses, and the above 

steps were performed on ali data obtained in this snidy. The r d t i n g  estimates of energy loss 

to the coating due to normal effccts can be found in Figure 3.16. The lines are best- linear 

curve fits for each coafing thickness using only the nonzero data points. 

O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Normal Energy Loss to Coating (mJ) 

Figure 3.16: Area of coating removed vs. energy lost to coating for coatiog 
thicimas: A U)  pm, X 40 pm, O 25 p. 0 20 p. Be& lincar fit Ues: --- 50 
Fm, -40 Fm, -25 Fm, -2û )rm. 

Though thete is signifiant scatter, there is, as seen before in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.8, and 

Figure 3.9, a threshold value of the normal energy l o s  correspondhg to the omet of coathg 

removal. The ihreshold increases with coating thickness, and beyond if the area removed 
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increases rapidly with energy loss (approaching a step incrrase). The energy losses due to 

tangentid effects for coated substrates (Figure 3.5) are approximately equal to the energy 

Iosses due to tangentid effects to the coating itself. This is because the energy losses due to 

tangentid effects were found be very low for impacts on bare substrates when the impact angle 

was varied fiwn 17 to 90' for incident total velocities of 50 and 90 mis Oess than 10% of total 

energy lost in most cases). 

As the incident normal kinetic energy is increased beyond that required to penetrate the 

coating to the substrate, the area of coating removed increases. It is hypothesised that this may 

be due to the defornation of the particle after it contacts the steel substrate. Because the steel's 

Young's Modulus was approximately three times than that of the glas, it is possible that, upon 

contacting the steel, the glas particles experienced s imcant  lateral deformation which 

resulted in increased shear stresses at the coating/substrate interface. An esthate of the extent 

of this deformation can be obtained by using a Hertzian d y s i s  [37]. 

Although the substnue will deform plasticaliy at higher impact velocities, it is noted that 

coating removal did occur for a range of velocities that do not cause plastic deformation of the 

steel (Figure 3.2). Hence, the use of an elastic (Hertzian) aaalysis was expected to yield 

realistic results, at least for intemiediate velocities. For exampie, according to Table 3.4, a 39 

ds incident normal velocity was required to just penetrate a 40 jm coating, conesponding to 

0.27 27 total incident energy (particle velocity is zero at substrate contact). Now, assume that 

a second particle is incident at 50 d s  normal velocity, corresponding to 0.46 mJ of incident 

normal energy. The particle would again use 0.27 mJ of incident energy in penetratiag the 

coatiag and the remaining incident energy would be 0.19 mJ. Asamhg all of the remaining 

incident energy is available to deform the substrate and particle, the Hertzian analysis gives a 

maximum deflection of the steel substrate of approximately 3 pm, and the particb diameter at 

the point of impact decreases approximately 8 p. The additional volume of coating displaced 

by this particle deformation was approxhate1y 40% of the original coating volume displaced 

by the p e n d o n  to the substrate. Therefore, significant arnoimts of lateral deformation of the 

coating are expected to occur as  the particle deforms (flattens), even at the relatively low 



velocity of 50 m/s .  This additional deformation of the coating may account for the continuing 

increase in the area removed. 

As noted above, an i n t e d g  result in the context of coating removal using blast 

c1eaniDg is that it may be possible to remove the coating without causing visible permanent 

damage to the substrate. Aa examination of the impact sites for ail experiments (optical 

mimscope at 160X) showed the existence of a range of incident normal velocities, beginning 

at the coating penetration velocity, where coating removai o c c d  with no visible damage to 

the substrate. For the 50 pm coating7 this range was about 50-80 mls, for the 40 p coating 

about 40-65 m / s ,  and about 21-36 rn/s for the 25 pn coating (no conclusions could be drawn 

from the 20 mis experiments due to a lack of data in the proper range). The lack of damage to 

the substrate in these cases is thought to be due ta the coatllig protecting the substrate. At 

higher velocities, the particle does not lose enough energy penetrating the coating, and 

suffcient incident energy remains to deform the substrate. It is important to note that this 

result, although interesting, is not applicable to streams of particles such as in blast cleaning, 

because, d e r  removing the coating7 subsequent impacts on the bare steel wouid damage the 

substrate. 

3.5 Delamination mechanism: Impact-Induced Buckling 

Examination of the impact sites in Figure 3.1 revealed delamination that was 

approximately circular, with a raised (buckled) portion of coating in the centre. This behaviour 

is consistent with coating delamination due to the bucküng of the coating. Similar patterns of 

behaviour have ken observecl by others in the context of the qysi-static buckling of 

precompressed thin films [38,39,40,4l ,421, and in particular by Evans and Hutchinson [40], 

who snidied the static indentation-induced buckling of thin nIms. 



3.5.1 Theory and analysis: Buckliiig anaiysis of ciamped ~g constrained h m  deflecüng 
at an arbitrary inner radius 

In the analysis of Evans and Hutchhn [40], the delaminated wating was modeîleci as a 

clamped circular plate, and an asymptotic pst-buckling solution developed by Thompson and 

Hunt [43] was modified and used to cletennine the pst-buckled response of the coating. Strain 

energy arguments were then used to estimate the strain energy release rate and mode mix of the 

interface delamination crack. 

4 
Figure 3.17: Possible equüibrium patbs for an axially compressed flat plate. 

Figure 3.17 depicts two possible paths that might be taken by an edge stress, G, vs. edge 

displacement, A, curve when a flat plaie is subject to an applied compressive edge force. If the 

edge stress is less than a critical buckling stress, oc, then the path taken is the one marked 

'unbuckled' in Figure 3.17. OtheMlise, the path taken is the one marked 'buckled'. The 

analysis of Evans and Hutchinson [40] relies on the calculation of the initial dope of the pst- 

buckled paîh (Figure 3.17) and the calculation of the criticai force at the edge of the 

delamination required for buckling to occur, which is expressed as a buckling parameter, Ci 

dehed as, 



where a is the radius of delamination, pC is the critical buckling force and D is the plane-strain 

flexural rigidity per unit length defined as, 

where E and h are, respectively, the Young's modulus and the thickness of the coating. The 

value of Cl caicuiated by Evans and Hutchinson and others is 14.68 [40,43,44]. The analysis 

of Evans and Hutchinson was boised on a coating fke to deflect anywhere within the 

delamination radius. Figure 3.1, however, shows that this is not the case for the present 

system. The imprint of the particle is visible in the coating at the impact site and a smail dot of 

crushed paint remains attached to the nibstrate, indicating that the presence of the particle rnay 

limit the buckling over a finite area. Evans and Hutchinson acknowledged this, and used a 

numerical analysis to calculate a buckling parameter, Ci, of 42.68 for a buckled coating which 

is prevented h m  deflecting at a single point in the centre of the indentation; no attempt was 

made to cdcdate the initiai pst-buckling slope for this case 1401. Their analysis, however, is 

not applicable to cases, such as the present, where a finite ara (Le. more than just a single 

point) is prevented fiom deflectlig. In the present work, a new pst-buckiing analysis 

developed by the author [9,10], dso based on the method of Thompson and Hunt [43], was 

performed for cases where the coating is prevented h m  buckling at some radius fiom the 

centre of impact, due to the presence of the particle. This was then uscd to calculate the strain 

energy release rate and mode mix at the outer edge of the delaminating coating using an 

existing strain energy release rate/rnode-mix analysis [38,45]. 

The buckled coating is modelled as a flat plate subject to an extemal d o m  force per 

mit length (circumference) P at the outer radius of delaminaton, r = a (Figure 3.18). The outer 



boundary (r = a) is clarnped (but allowed to translate in plane), and at some radius, b, the plate 

is pinned (i.e. prevented from deflecting out of plane, but dowed to translate in plane) due to 

the presence of the impacting particle. 

Figure 3.18: Clampci-pinned annular piate configuration wed in buckling analysis. 

In the absence of buciding, the '%fundamentai'' response is, 

where uF(r) and wF(r) are the in-plane and out-of-plane displacements, respectively, of the 

unbuckled coating. The problem c m  also be interpreted as an amular ring subject to quai 

compressive forces per unit l a &  P, on the inner (r = b) and outer (r = a) bomdaries. 

The potential energy, V, of this system is 



where JE is the elastic stretching energy of the system, JL is the work done by the force P, and JB 

is the strain energy of bending which are given by, 

and 

where E is the Young's modulw, h is the thickness, and v is the Poisson's ratio of the coating, 

respectively, and ç and Q are the saains in the radiai and circumferentiai directions, 

respectively. The primes indicate differentiation with respect to r. 

The middle SUTface sûains, according to Von Karman non-linear plate theory, can be 

written as, 



Following the approach of Thompson and Hunt [43], the changes in displacement, due to 

b u c b g ,  h m  the fündamentd (unbuckled) state are defined as, 

Substituting this into the expression for the potentiai energy, equation (3.13, the potentiai 

energy becomes, in t e m  of the incremental buckling displacements, w(r) and v(r), 

Substitution of the hdamental response, equation (3 -9) into equation (3.17) yields, 



where the linear ternis have disappeared because the fundamental (unbuckled) state is one of 

equilibrium, (6V of the fiuihental response equals zero). Equation (3.18) has exactly the 

same form as equation (3.15) except that there is a quadratic load tem instead of a linear one, 

and can be rewriteen as 

Taking the fim variation of V, 

Using integration by parts, and knowing that SV = O must be satisfied for di 6w, the resulting 

two differential equations are, 



for the out-of-plane response, and 

for the in-plane response, with the boundary requirements given by, 

By integrating once, the out-of-plane equation, (3.2 l), can be simplined to 

where k is an integration constant to be detennined h m  the boimdary conditions: 

at r = a (clamped), 



and at r = b (pinneci at the inner radius due to the presence of the particle), 

Mer inserthg equations (3.25) and (326) into equation (3.23), the remaining boundary 

conditions to be satisfied are, 

The first of equation (3.27) shows that the bending moment must be zero at the pin at b, 

and the second that the change in radial edge stress due to buckling is zero at both a and b. 

Thus, the variational procedure has provided the proper boundary conditions for the problem. 

The outo'plane M e d i a l  equation (3.2 1 ), and the in-plane differential equation (3.221, must 

be solved using the bounàary conditions given by equations (3.25)-(3.27). An exact solution 

can be obtained numerically, but an asymptotic one [9] is sufficient for the purposes of this 

study, and can be obtained by the series expansion of the displacements and forces. This is 

expiained in Appendiv C. 

3.52 Theory and anaiysis: Caiculation of a m s t  strain energy release rate and mode mir 
for interfacial cracks 

The calculation of the strah energy release rate and mode mix for interfacial cracks is, in 

general, comphcated by the elastic mismatch between the coating and substrate, and thus some 

rnodiiication to the usual fi-dmework of hear elastic hcture mechanics is reqykd [38]. 

Dundurs descriid the elastic mismatch in terms of two nondimensional parameters [46], 



where the mbscnpts C and S refer to, respectively, the coating and the substrate. In plane 

and and are the shear modulus of the coating and substrate, respectively. Combinations 

of  materials that give rise to PD = O give crack tip fields that are simple, and thus it is usual to 

assume that PD = O. However, in the present case, the coaîing is much more cornpliant than the 

substrate, and thus PD + O. In this case, the tractions on the interface at a distance r directly 

ahead of the crack can be written as [38], 

where 

The complex stress intekty factor K=K['%.K[~~ has real and imaginary parts which are 

nmilar to the conventional mode 1 and mode II stress intensity factors in linear elastic fiacture 

rnechanics. However, the I? term in equation (3.30) introduces an oscillaihg singulanty which 

compiicates matters for Bo # O. In this case, the idea of mode 1 and mode II stress fields must 

be modifieci. Hutcbinson and Suo suggested, in this case7 a dennition of mode mix in terms of 

a characteristic Length, l7 as follows [38], 



Im KI" 
= -[+/] Re KI" 

where K is the complex stress intensity factor. A mode 1 crack then becomw one that has zero 

shear traction at a distance 1 ahead of the crack tip, and a mode [I crack one that has zero 

normal traction at that point [38]. The choice of the refemce Iength, 1, is arbitrary, and Sw 

and Hutchiiison suggest the use of the film thichess in the thin film case [38]. Cornparisons of 

data obtained at different coating thicknesses can then be compared using the transformation 

law, 

where hi and h2 are the two coating thicknesses being compared. The shift is negligible for 

d E. 

Another important feature of the oscUating shgularity is that the crack faces are 

predicted to interpeneûate at a srnail distance ahead of the crack tip. This Mer complicates 

matters, but, fortunately, in moa cases, the size of the region in which the crack faces are in 

contact is very smail compared to the process zone (plastic zone), and thus the usual argument 

of linear elastic fbcture mechanics (LEFM) can be invoked (i.e. the behaviour of the matcrial 

in the process zone is assumed to be characterised by the state at some distance h m  the crack 

tip where the stress state, as given by equation (3.30), is weii-behaved) [471. For the present 

system, the demonstrated independence of the aitical interfacial strain energy release rate on 

geornetry (Le. coating thickness), together with the good agreement in predicted and 

experimentally detennined delamination size (see Section 3.63) is used to justify the use of an 

LEFM approach. 



Hutchinson and Suo give an estllaate of the range of y over which the crack faces are 

expected to be open as a fiuiction of two parameters, I, (which cbat.acterises the size of the 

process zone), and L, (which characterises an in-plane length of the geometry king 

considered). For E>O, the condition for which the crack is open is [38], 

For a coated system, typical values of 1 and L are, respectively, the coating thickness, and the 

crack length. It d l  be shown in Section 3.6 that, for the present case, this range is very large. 

For a more detailed discussion of bimaterial interfaces under conditions of nonzero P, the 

reader is referred to reference [38]. 

Expressions for the strain energy release rate and mode rnix, as dehed above, for the 

case of a thin coating on a substrate are [38]: 

tan \V = 
lrn(K.hU) - J 1 2 ~ ( a )  cos o - hP sin o - 
~e(Kh'') - a ~ ( a ) s i n o - h P c o s o  

where K is the complex stress intensity factor, G is the strain energy release rate, y is the phase 

angle (which is a measure of the relative amounts of mode 1 and mode II at the interface, i.e. 

the mode mix) and M(a) and P are the bending moment per lmit circderence and force per 

unit circderence, respectively, at the delaminated edge (r = a), as show in Figure 3.19. The 

value of o depends on the elastic mismatch at the inteiface between the coating and substrate 

and can be found h m  the tables in reference [45]. 



AlhycUS~eel Coating *stem 

Figure 3.19: Configuration of impact site, (a) unbuckled, (b) buckled. Force, P, and 
moment, M, reactions in coating at edge of delamination (r = a). 

In order to h d  the strah energy release rate and phase angle as de- in equatiom. 

(3.35) and (3.30, the d o m  M(a) and P are required The above buckling analysis c m  be 

used to h d  these as foiiows [9]. Figure 3.1 7 illustrates the pst-buckled p& Assrrming an 

indentation of volume V, as shown in Figure 3.19, a displacement of A must be applied at the 

edge of the clamped ring (r = a) in the unbuckled configurafion in order to ofkt  the dilatation 

of the coating due to the indentation, which is given by [40], 



This induces a compressive biaxial stress in the disk, in the unbuckled state, of 

The initial dope of the buckled path (Figure 3.17) can be fomd by applying the r d t s  of 

the pst-buckling d y s i s .  Let A be the in-plane displacement at r = a in the buckled 

configuration, and let 

be the critical displacement at the outer edge of the delamination (r = a) necessary for buckling 

to occur. The critical compressive stress to initiate buckling, oc, using equation (3.3,  cm then 

be written as, 

and, using equation (3.38), the bucküng condition is expressed as a critical indentation volume, 

v c ,  



The dope of the unbuckled portion of Figure 3.17 is 1. The equation for the buckled portion of 

Figure 3.1 7 cm be written as: 

where ae is the initial siope of the pst-buckied portion of the curve. When the coating 

buckles, the disphcement at the outer edge (r = a) is, using equation (3.16), 

where v(a) is the additionai in-plane displacement due to buckling. The initial pst-buckied 

dope is written, using Figure 3.17, as, 

Manipdating equatioas (C. 1 ), (C. M), (C.25), (3 AO), (3.43) and (3.44), the siope becomes, 



which, aithough not obvious, is independent of a for fixed p = Ma. Equation (3.45) is the initial 

post-buckled slope, and its dependence on p is shown in Figure C.2 in Appendix C. 

Rewriting equation (C.25), 

and using equation (3 A), and the fact that (Figure 3.17), 

where M(r) is the bending moment pex unit Iength, equations (C. 1 l), (CZ), (3.48) and (3.49) 

can be used to find the force, P, and the bending moment M(a) at the edge of the delamination 
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(Figure 3.19) for subsequent substihition into equatiom (3.35) and (3.36) to find the arrest 

value of the strain energy release rate and mode mix for cracks due to indentation-induced 

buckhg. 

35.3 Estimation of criticai interfacial shear stress required to initiate delamination 

The above analysis works well for estimating the arrest vaiues of the strain energy release 

rate and phase angle of cracks in thin buckled coatings, but makes no mention of how the 

cracks initiated. Equation (3.38) shows that the biaxial stress induced by the indentation of the 

coating, and thus the sîrain energy release rate, inmases sharply as the delamination radius 

decreases. It is difficuit to determine the magnitude of the strain energy release rate under 

these conditions, because the initiai location and size of the interfacial crack cannot be 

detennined accurately, and because of the difficuity in obtaining the stress state in this area. 

If one assumes a completely plastic zone directly below the indenting sphere, roughly the 

shape of a cylinder with radius c (contact radius), and height h (coating thickness), and the 

M e r  assumption is made that the crack initiates h m  the edge of this zone, Matthewson [48] 

has developed a mode1 for determining the interfacial shear stress required to initiate an 

indentation-induced delamination. This analysis shall be refnred to as the 'plastic hole 

Matthewson analysis'. Conceptually, the analysis involves removing the cylinder of plasticaliy 

defomed material, and replacing it by a radial compressive pressure equal to 2 3  times 

(determinecl using Tresca criterion) the mean contact pressure requited to create the plastic 

zone. This radial compressive pressure is then used as a boundary condition in the 

approxhate elastic stress analysis presented in Appendix B, and the resulting expression for 

interfacial shear stress at the edge of the hole (r = c) is [48], 



K, (y )  

where pd is the mean pressure (dynamic hardness), KI '(x)=d KI(x)/dx, Ki(x) is the first-order 

modified Bessel firnction of the second kind, v is Poisson's ratio of the coating, c is the contact 

radius, h is the coating thickness, and 

The normal stress across the interface is predicted to be zero. It shouid be noted that this 

approximate analysis is based on normai stresses and strains which are averaged through the 

thickness of the coating (as in the case in Appendix B), and thus, the r d t i n g  interfacial shear 

stress is not suitable for the calculation of the energy release rate and phase angle. 

Nevertheless, this nominal value of the interfacial shear stress at initiation is useful in 

descnbing the conditions under which initiation of a debond will occur (this will be 

demonstrated below). 

3.6 Experimental verifkation of impact-induced buckling mechanism 

The aim of this section is to verify the theory presented in Section 3.5 through experiment. 

In order to test the analysis, individual glas spheres (the same used in Section 3.3, 0.64 mm 

diameter, m4.364 mg, E=70 GPa) and steel spheres (0.73 mm diameter, m=1.49 mg, E=210 

GPa) were launched against alkyd coated steel panels (same as describeci in Section 3.2) of 

varying paint film thickness (20 - 50 p), and the incident and reboimd velocities were 

measured photographicaily, in the Mariner ouuined in Chapter 2. 
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The coating always delamiriated at the interface between the coating and the steel substrate, 

leavhg a raised blister of coating as shown in Figure 3.1. This blister was thought to be due to 

the coating buckling, hence motivating the analysis of Section 3.5. In order to paform the 

buckihg anaiysis, the indentation volume, V, the radius at which vertical deflection is 

prevented fiam occlnring due to the presence of the particle, b, and the radius of delamination, 

a, were detemillied as described below [l O]. 

3.6.1 Determination of indentation volume, V, and radius at which buckiing is prevented 
fmm occurring due to presence of particle, b 

In Section 3.4.2, it was found that the kinematics of a single particle as it penetrates into 

the coated substrate (under conditions of impact) couid be described well by a simple plastic- 

flow modeL The coating was assumeci to behave locally in a M y  plastic manner during the 

impact, resisting indentation with a constant dynamic flow pressure (or dynamic hardness). 

The dynamic flow pressure is similar to the hardness in static indentation tests, and is defined 

as the force divided by the area over which the force is being applied by the indenting particle. 

Once pd bas been determined, the indentation depth, d, can be easily obtained via equations 

(3.5) and (3.6), and dculation of the indentation volume, V, for use in the buckling and strain 

energy release rate, becomes a simple matter of geometry. 

In the cases where the incident velocity is just Nfficient to cause penetntion of the particle 

to the mbstrate (Figure 3.20 (a)), the calculation of V, is simply the volume of the spherical 

cap portion of the sphere bounded by the coating thickness, h. The radius at which the coating 

is prevented fiom deflecting, b, is taken to be the contact radius between the particle and 

substrate (b = O in this case). in cases where the incident velocity is greater than that required 

to just penetrate the coating to the substrate (Figure 3.20 (b)), the calcuiation of V, and b are 

more complicated, because the deformaiion of the particle as it coilides with the hard steel 

substrate after penetration will displace additional coating. It is believed that this is the 

principle mechaniSm fesponsiile for the growth in delamination area as the incident kinetic 

energy increases. 
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Figure 3.20: Calculation of indentation volume, V, and radius, b, at wbich coathg 
is prevented from bucküng due to presence of indenting particte: (a) penetration of 
particie to coaünghubstrate interface. (b) penetration of parücle into sabstrate. 

A complete adysis of the kinematics of the indenthg particle would take into account the 

elastic-plastic behaviour of the coating, particle and the substrate, a s  it penetrates the coating. 

Because such an elastic-plastic compliance relationship is difficult to obtain, a Hertzian 

analysis [15] was used to mode1 the d e f o d o n  of the particle and substraîe after penetration 

into the bare steel substrate. The Rsistance to indentation provided by the coating after the 

particle had reached the substrate was ignored, as was the deformation of the particle due to the 

coating. The indentation volume, V, in this case, was taken as the portion of the defomed 



sphere bounded by the original interf'ace between the coating and subsbaîe, and the original 

coating thichess. Aftw the particle penetrated to the bare substcate, the collision pmceeded as 

if the particle were incident on a ban substrate, as eqlained in Section 3.4.2. The deformation 

of the particle after penetration to the steel substrate was thus modeiled as quasi-static Hertzian, 

with incident kinetic energy e q d  to the ciiffierence between the total incident kinetic energy 

and the incident kiaetic energy requued to penetnite the coating to the bare steel substrate 

(Table 3.2). The radius at which the coating is prevented h m  deflecting due to the presence 

of the impacthg sphere, b, is approximated as the contact radius between the particle and the 

substnite in this HertPan d y s i s ,  as show in Figure 320(b). The deflected profile obtained 

from the Hertzian analysis was then used to calculate the indentation volume, V, and b, for use 

in the bucküng analysis of Section 3.5.2. 

It shouid be noted that after penetration to the bare subsûaîe, there would, in some casa, be 

enough kinetic energy left over to piasticaily deform the substrate. In these cases, the Hertnan 

analysis must be regdeci as approximate. Nevertheles, two experimental observations 

suggest that this approximation is valid: (1) There was a range of incident kinetic energies 

where the coating was removed (i.e. the particle penetrated to the bare mbstrate), but no visible 

permanent deformation was evident in the substrate; and (2) No damage or permanent 

deformation was seen in the impacthg particles. 

The choice of the HertPan contact tadius between the particle and steel subsûate as b, the 

radius to which the coating is prevented fbm buckliug due to the presence of the particle, is 

motivatecl, in part, by the fact that a small dot of crushed paint was lefi attached to the substrate 

after the buckled paint chip delaminated (Figure 3.2(a)). This was paint that was trapped 

between the particle and the subseate, and was roughly the size of the HertPan contact radius 

for a sphere impacting on a bare steel substrate at the appropriate kinetic energy, as explaineci 

above (Le. the total energy minus the portion required to petrate  the coating to the bare 

substrate). 



3.6.2 CalculPtion of reactions, arrest strPin energy release rate, and phase angle ai  edge of 
de famination 

The delamination radius, a, for collisions between glas and steel spheres and alkyd coated 

panels at various incident velocities was obtahed using image analysis in the manner explained 

in Section 3.3.1. The indentation volume, V, and radius at which coathg defleztion was 

prevented fkom occuning, b, (due to the presence of the irnpacting particle) was caiculaîed, for 

both the case of cornplete indentation of the coating (where coating removal just begins to 

occur), and for penetrations beyond the coating thickness. 

steel 

steel 
glass 
piass 
glass 
giass 

Table 3.5: Experimentally determhed arrest strain energy release rates (Ga and 
phase angles (y) for glass and steel spheres impacting alkyd coatings of varying 
thickness, h = coating thickness, N = number of experiments performed, V, = 
normal component of incident veldty, a = incident angle of attack, Average a = 
average delamination radius, b= radius at which coating is pmvented fmm 
deflectiag due to presence of particle, V, = critical indentation volume to came 
buckling, V, = calculateci indentation volume. 

The buckling anaiysis (Section 3.5.1) was then used to find the bending moment, M(a), 

and compressive force, P, per unit circumference at the edge of the delaminated coating. These 



reactions were used, together with the delamination d u s ,  a, to calculate the arrest value of the 

strain energy release rate, G, and the phase angle, y, for the impact sites, as explaineci in 

Sections 3 .S. 1 and 3.5.2. The phase angle calculation requires the caiculation of a parameter a>, 

which depends on the Dundur's parametea. This value was extrapolated fiom the tables in 

Reference [45] as 52.5'. To facilitate calcdations, the plastic and HertPan analyses required 

for calculation of V, and b, the buckliag analysis required for calculation of M(a) and P, and 

the strah energy release ratdphase angle analysis were all set up in a MathCaci Plus 6.0 

(Mathsoft inc.) worksheet, and the Rsults are show in Table 3.5. The MathCad 

irnplementatioo can be found in Appendix D. 

in Section 3.5.2, it was noted that some coatinghbstrate combinations give nse to 

interfaciai crack stress fields that are more complicated than the usual ones of linear elastic 

hcture mechanics. The present aUcyd/steel system is one such system. The parameters that 

describe the elastic mismatch at the bimatenal interfice are the Dundur's parameters a~ and PD 
(see [38,45]). For the present system, a~ = -0.975, and Po = -0.153. The fat that 

introduces an o d a t i n g  singularity in the stress field directly ahead of the interfacial crack, 

which can be described by a parameter E (equal to 0.049 for the present system). A d t  of 

this complication is that the crack faces are predicted to interpenetrate at some distance behind 

the crack under certain conditions. Hutchinson and Suo [38] give an estimate of the range of 

phase angles, v, over which this is not expected to occur as a f'unction of 1, which characterises 

the size of the process zone (plastic zone at crack tip), and L, which characterises an in-plane 

length of the geometry being considered. If 1 is taken as a typical coating thickness, h, and L is 

taken as a typical radius of delamination, a, then, for the present system, the range is fomd to 

be on the order of -84" < y < 90°. The phase angles obtained with the present system (Table 

3.5) are weii within this range, so it is expected that the crack faces will not interpenetrate in 

any of the present cases. 

For nonzero p, the phase angle must be defined in terms of a characteristic Iength, 1. A 

mode 1 crack then becornes one that has zero shear traction at a distance 1 ahead of the crack 

tip, and a mode II crack one that has z a o  normal &adon at that point [38]. For coatings, I is 
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usuaily taken as the wating thickness, h, which creates a problem if c o m ~ s o n s  of G and y 

are made between different coating thicknesses. Fomniately, the transformation given in 

equation (3.33) (which is a fwiction of only the thicknesses involved and E), and discussed in 

Section 3.5.2, can be used to convert between coating thicknesses. For the present system, 

takllig the largest and srnailest coating thickness (20 and 50 pn) gives a conversion factor of 

approximately 2.5' which must be added to the phase angle of the smaller thickness. Because 

this change is well within the experirnental scatter of the data, it was ignoreci. For a detailed 

discussion of bllnaterial interface cracks, the reader is r e f d  to reference [38]. 

Each one of the entries in Table 3.5 represents the average of measurements for multiple 

experiments performed at each coating thickness. It was necessary to pcrform multiple 

experiments due to the relatively large scatter in coating rernoval radius expaienced in these 

types of experiments [see Figure 3.6, for example]. It should be noted that the last three rows 

of Table 3.5 represent experiments performed at angles of atiack ciiffient than 90' (i.e. not at 

normal incidence). In these cases, the collision was treated using only the normal component 

of incident velocity, and the delamination radii are average values (since for an angle of attack 

different fiom 90°, the delaminations are slightly skewed into ovals). 

The first three rows in Table 3.5 represent particle velocities to just peneûate the coating to 

the steel substrate (Table 3.2), and the arrest strain energy release rates, G,, should be very 

close to each 0 t h .  This is because the sûain energy release rate shodd be a property of the 

iateiface, and the dependence on coating thickness should thus be very weak (assurning also a 

weak dependence of critical strain energy release rate on phase angle over the relatively s m d  

range of phase angles in Table 3 S). The remaining entries in Table 3.5 are for velocities where 

the particle penetrates through the coathg and into the steel substrate. ûverall, the amst strain 

energy release rates do not change much (average = 243 J/I& standard deviation = 37 Um2) 

which is again to be expected because of the assumecl weak dependence of strain energy 

release rate on phase angle over the range of phase angles considerd The differences are 

probably due more to experimental scatter than any phase angle dependence. 



I f  the average of the first three values of Gc (Table 3.5, omet of delamination) are taken as 

a material property of the system, and again, assuming that O, does not change significantly 

over the range of phase angles considered, ptedictions can be made of the delamination radii 

for cases in which the incident kinetic energy is Nch that the particle penetrates through the 

coating and into the substrate. The incident energy required to penetrate the costing to the 

substrate was subtracted from the total incident energy, and this ~maining energy was used as 

the incident kinetic energy on a bare substrate in the Hertzian analysis giving b and V, as 

explained above. The delamination radius was then adjustecl in the buckling analysis until the 

anest strain energy release rate equaiied G ,  the average of the fïrst three values in Table 3.5 

(223 J/&). ïhis value of delamination radius was taken as the predicted delamination radius, 

and is compared to the measured delamination radius in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6: Compatison of measured and predicted delamination radü for k t  eleven 
data points of Table 3.5. 

Coathg 
Thickness, 

h (w) 

24 

The entries in Table 3.6 conespond to the last eleven entries of Table 3.5. The agreement 

between m d  and predicted delamination radii is good, particuiarly given the scatter 

Angle 
of 

Attack 
(deg4 
90 

Incident 
N o m d  
Velocity, 
va (mis) 
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Messured 
Delamination 

Radius, a, 
(w) 
330 

Predicted 
Delamination 

Radius, 
a, (pm) 

330 

Percent 
Difference 

2@p0 
a,)/(am+a,).lOO 
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inherent to fhcture phmornenon of this type, and the fact that the variation in critical strain 

energy release with respect to phase angle was ignorai 

3.6.3 Estimation of critical interfacial shear stress requireà to initiate dehination 

Initiation values of strain energy release rate and mode mix (phase angle) are not easily 

obtained. However, a method to estimate the critical interfacial shear stress required to initiate 

delamination has been developed [48] and discussed in Section 3.5.3 (plastic hole Matthewson 

analysis). Conceptually, the mode1 involves removing a cylinder of radius c (the coating 

contact radius) and height h (coating thickness), which is assumed to be the size of the plastic 

zone under the indentation, and replacing it with radial compressive stress equal to 3 3  times 

(due to the Tresca critenon) the dynamic hardness, pd. A nominal value of the interfacial shear 

stress at the edge of this hole (where a delarnination crack is assumeci to initiate) was calculateci 

using the simple stress aaaiysis [48]. The MathCad Plus 7.0 (Mathsoft Inc) sheet constructed 

to perform this analysis can be found in Appendix D. The parameters that are required are the 

dynamic hardness, pd (Table 3.2), and the contact radius, c. The mode1 is only valid for 

indentations which are less than or equal to the thickness of the coating (i.e. it is not valid for 

cases in which the particle penetrates to the substnite causing particle and substrate 

deformation), and was originally developed for static indentations. It can easily be extendeci to 

collisions using the idedy-plastic coilision mode1 used in Section 3.4.2. 

20 
40 

explaineci in Section 3.53 and Reference 1481 

Penetration 
depth, d 
6@ 

Coating 
Thickness 
hm) 

40 
50 

' 
Dynamic 
Hardness 
@+w 

glas 
steel 

Interfacial 
Shear 
Stress, 

Particle 

Table 3.7: Nominai interfacial shear stress at the edge of the 'plastic boleV using anaiysis 
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Taking the values of dynamic hardness shown in Table 3.2, and calculating the contact 

radius at incident velocities required to just peneûate the coating resuits in the nomipal 

interfacial shear stress values (at the edge of the plastic zone) shown in Table 3.7. The values 

are relatively constant (maximum difference W e e n  two values is about 20 %). This, together 

with the fact that the coating does not delaminate until the values of incident velocity in Table 

3.7 are reached, indicates that the delaminations initiate under similar conditions regardes of 

coating thickness and particle size. 

3.7 Angular Particles 

The preceding analysis for spherical particles showed that the extent of buckhg was 

largely dependent on the volume of coating displaced by the impacting particle. The anaiysis 

and expaiments were simplined by the fact that the problem was axi-symmetnc and that 

tangentid effects could be ignored. For angular particles, problems arise in both an 

experirnentai and a theoreticai study. The extent of buckling should s t i l l  depend on the volume 

of coating displaced, but in order to calcuiate this, the particle size and shape, as weff as the 

exact orientation of the particle at the moment of impact, would have to be kwwn. One would 

have to chanictense the incident particles in terms of their size and shape, and then ensure that 

they arrive at the target in a kwwn orientation. Ia the literature, the ody investigator to study 

angdar impacts was Hutchings, who filmed impacts of square plates with metal targets using 

high-speed photography [7]. The particies in that study were essentidy two dimensional, with 

the impact occiaring with the plane of the plate normal to the target surface. Unfortunately, the 

experimental apparatus describecl in Chapter 2 was not suited to such experirnents. 

Even if an experimental study were possible, the diffîculties associateci with the analysis 

wodd be formidable. A numerical analysis of the type presented in Chapter 5 would have to 

be perfomed in order to calculate the trajectory of the particle as it cut/ploughed tbmugh the 

coating in order to calculate the volume of coating displaced. This having been done, a pst- 

buckled analysis would have to be perfomed without the convenience of the problem king 

axi-symmetric. Even in the simple case of a two-dimeasional square particle of the type 

Hutchings used [7], impacthg at normai incidence, the compressive strrsses induced in the 
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coating wouid be dificuit to d y s e  because the simplification of eqi-biaxial stress would not 

exist Such an analysis would be impossible in closed-form and could only be performed 

numeridy using finite element d y s i s  (FEA). 

In order to qualitatively assess the behaviour of the aUryd/steel system when impacted by 

angular particles, a series of simple experiments was perfomied. Inrgular g l a s  media was 

sorted by hand, and characterised using image anaiysis software. The pararneters used to 

describe the size and shape were mundness ratio (ratio of the perimeter to 4% times the 

projected area of the particle), aspect ratio (ratio of Iongest to shortest length measured), and 

maximum length. The pimicles were meamnd individually in 5 randorn orientations, and the 

results were averaged Only particles that met the following Cnteria were used in the 

experiments: roundness ratio = 1.2 to 1.4, aspect ratio = t .2 to 1.4, maximum length = 0.8 to 

1 .O mm. The average mas  (0.442 mg) was fond by measuring the total mass of 85 such 

particles, and diMding by 85. Single particles of the type meeting the above criteria were then 

lauoched at various incident velocities and angles of anack against 40 prn coating thickness 

specimens, and the impact sites were photographed. 

It was hoped that by calculating the radius of a sphere of quivalent m a s  (0.34 mm) of 

the irregular particles, it might be possible to use the methods of this chapter to predict 

delamination behaviour. This, however, proved not to be the case. Examination of the impact 

sites reveaied that none of the trends with respect to dependence of area removed on incident 

angle, velocity, etc. that were observed for spherical particles occurred with angular particles. 

in f m  it was found that, even under identical incident angle and velocity, some impacts 

caused buckling, and some did not. In the cases where buckling did not occur, there were 

simply depressions in the coating at the impact site, with no material removai. In addition, it 

was noted that the particles sometimes fnicaned upon impact, a phenornenon not observed in 

the impact of glass spheres. 

An example of a site where buckling did occur is shown in Figine 3.21. Even at normal 

incidence, the l o s  of symmetry discussed above is evident The buckled material is all on one 

side of the impact site. Removal of the buckkd portion via the tape mdhod d i s c d  in 
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Section 3.3.1 revealed extensive damage to the substrate in the form of a dent in the -1. 

ûther impacts pedormed at the same incident conditions revealed no buckling? but with dents 

left in the steel substrate below the impact site. It was found that the delamination area was 

always less for angdar particles than tbat found for spherical particles of equal mas. 

Figure 321: Impact site 
incidence. 

ror irregular giass particle Iauuched at 42 m/s and normal 

The fact that such tmpredictable behaviour occurs is most likely due to the fact that the 

orientation of the particle upon impact is variable and highly significant In some experiments, 

a blunt portion of the particle probably contacted the coating, causing a large volume of coating 

to be displaced, and buckling to occur as in Figure 3.21. In other cases, a sharp point might 

have contacted, causing the particle to peneûate h u g h  the coating to the substrate, but, in the 

process, not displacing enough coating volume to cause buckling. In this case, the coating does 

not delaminate, but there is sti l l  damage to the substmte due to the particle hitting the substmte, 

a very undesirable effect in many blast cleaning applications. 

The adysis of Chapter 5 reveals that, in anguiar particle impacts, a signifïcant amount of 

incident kinetic energy can be converied to rotationai energy upon impact. This encrgy is, for 

coating removal purposes, wasted, because the rotaiional energy is better used displacing the 

volume necessary to cause buckling to occur. In addition., ,th anguiar particles, energy is also 

wasted in fhctmhg the particle. 

The above arguments and observaîions lead ta the conclusion that spherical particles are 

most effective in ranoving coatings that budde delaminate because of the low rebormd 
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rotationai energy, low probability of particle f'racture, and the possibility of coating 

delamination without mbstnite damage. For this reeson, M e r  investigation of angular 

impacts for this coating system was not pursueci. 

3.8 Summary 
For this aUcydhteeVglass bead system, both the omet and magnitude of coating 

delamination was controlled by normal impact effects, and a maximum in coatuig removal 

occumd at nomial incidence with spherical particles. A quasi-static deformation d y s i s  was 

d c i e n t  to predict the critical amount of normal energy required to penetrate a coating of 

given thichess. This critical normal kinetic energy was found to correlate with the onset of 

coating removd, and was independent of total incident energy and angle of attack. A range of 

incident normal kinetic energies was found where the coating was removed without darnaging 

the steel mbstrate. 

The initiation of removal of the coating was consistent with the generation of a quasi-static 

critical interfacial shear stress. The critical shear stress appeared to be reached after the coating 

was completely penetrated. Therafler, it wes assumed that the particle continued the collision 

with the bare substrate, causing sigdicant lateral deformation as the particle flattened, leading 

to a furthet increase in interfacial shear stress. 

Arialytical techniques have been developed to determine the amst value of the strain 

energy release rate and the phase angle for impact-induced buckling of thin coatings on rigid 

substrates. The theoretical model [9] for indentation-induced buckling of thin coatings on stiff 

substrates has bcen verified experimentally using data for individual giass and steel spheres 

impacthg against a painted steel n i b m e .  It was found thet the kinernatics of particle 

penetration through the coating to the subsaate could be accurately describecl ushg an ideally- 

plastic indentation model. Subsequent deformation of the substrate and particle were 

adequately descn'bed by a quasi-static Hertzian aaalysis. The coupling 

analysis and an existing strain energy re ldmode-mk analysis [38] 

predictions of the coating delamination radius for a variety of 

of a novel budding 

resulted in accurate 

impact conditions. 



Chapter  4 

Urethane CoatingIEpoxy Primer/Aluminum 
Substrate System 

In Chapter 3, single glas beads were launched agallist substrates coated with an alkyd 

paint, for the purpose of understanding the iùndarnental mechanisns which govern the removal 

of organic coatings in blast cleaning. The examination of impact sites h m  these experiments 

revealed behaviour consistent with coating delamination due to the bucklhg of the coating. 

Further experiments with an automotive topcoat have indicated that this delamination 

behaviour may be typical of a class of coatings having relatively weak interfacial bond strength 

[8]. In this chapter, a second class of coatings that cannot be made to delaminate, regardes of 

impact conditions due to their relatively high hardness and interfacial strength, is examioed. 

These coaiings must be removed by mechanical erosion. The rigid-plastic theory of Section 

3.4.2 and a novel elastic-plastic theory are used to predict the crater size, shape, and rebound 

parameters as a function of incident velocity and angle for collisions between ûoth sphencal 

and angular particles and a thin organic coating on an aluminum substrate. Most of the 

material in this chapter will soon be published by the author [49]. 

4.1 Experiments 

Impact experiments were carried out on a mode1 systan consisting of a typical aerospace 

coating system: MIL-P-23377 epoxy polyamide primer (nominal 25 pn thick) with M1L-C- 

83286 polyurethane topcoat (nominal 75 pm thick) on 0.66 mm thick AA2024T3 clad 

aluminum panels (pretreated with a chemical conversion coating). All painted panels were 

prepared by the Canadian Department of National Defence. 



Figure 3.1: WYKO threedimensionat profiie of impact site for nomal incidence 
and 55 m/s incident velocity. 
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Using an ultnisonic time-of-flight method (same used in Section 3.2), the Young's 

Modulus and Poisson's Ratio of the coating were found to be, respectively, 4.57 GPa, and 

0.376. Using the setup of Chapter 2, steel spheres (diameter = 0.89 * 0.0 1 mm, mass = 2.92 * 
0.2 mg) were launched at these coated panels at different velocities and angles of attack, 

keeping the total incident velocity constant at 55 &S. 

O 20 40 60 80 
Incident Angle (degms) 

Figure 43: Rebound angle versus incident angle. Total incident velocity = SSmls .  
X - measuted values, A - predicted values using present elastic-pluoc analysis, - 
predicted values using fufly-piastic mode! [Mi. Error bars representing 1 
standard deviation in the f i e  triab for each data point, are so close that they are 
overiaid by the data symbols, and thus are omitted here. AU three symbois overlie 
each other at 90° incident angle. 

Incident aml rebound velocities and angies were m e a d  using a video canera and 

strobe lights as desc~lcbed in Chapter 2. The three-dimensional profiles of the impact mers  

were also obtained with an opticai suface profilorneter (WYKO), with a remlution on the 



orùer of the wavelength of white light. An example of a three-dimensional profilorneter scan 

can be found in Figure 4.1. The raised material at the edges of the crater is thought to be 

available for knock-off by subsequent impacts. 

The measured rebound angles and velocities are plotted v e ~ s  the angle of atiack in 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, respectively. Each experimental data point represents the average of 

five measurements. The incident and rebound angles were measined from the same origin on 

the surface of the paint (i.e. 90' corresponds to normal impact). As expected, the &und 

velocity and angle decrease as the incident angle increases. 

Incident Angle (deg.) 

Figure 43: Rebound velocity versus incident angle. Total incident veloeity = 55 m/s. 
xsieasiireà values, A - preâicteci values usiiig present elastic-plastic anaiysis, O - 
preàiacd vaiuo using fay-plastic mode1 1241. Error bars represent 1 standard 
deviation ia the üve triais for eacb esperimental da& point. 
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O 20 40 60 80 
Incident Angle (deg.) 

figure 4.4: Maximum length of impact crater versus incident angle. Total incident 
velocity = 55 m/s. X - measured values, A - predicted values using present elastic- 
plastic analysis, [7 - pdicted values using fully-plutic mode1 1241. Error ban 
represent * 1 standard deviation in the five triab for each experimeotal data point. 

The maximum measured length, depth, and volume of each impact crater are presented in 

Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6, nspectively. Each data point represents the average of 5 

measurements. An interesting feature is the plateau in crater length, depth and volume at high 

incident angies (between 70' and 90)' seen in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6. This 

plateau corresponds to the region of minimum rebound velocity seen in Figure 4.3 between 

approximately 70° and 90°. 



O 20 40 60 80 
Incident Angle (deg.) 

Figure 4.5: Maximum depth of impact cratet versus incident angle. Total incident 
vclocity = 55 tu/% X - measund values, A - preâicted valua using prcscat elastic- 
plastic analysis, O - predicteû valua using fully-plastic mode1 1241. Error ban 
represent 1 standard deviation in the fwe trials for eacb erperimental data point 

Because there was pileup at the edge of the crater (Figure 4 3 ,  there was some question 

as to how the crater length shodd be denned. In Figure 4.4, the length of the m e r  was taken 

to be the distance h m  the inside leading edge of the crater (on the side of the pileup closer to 

the centre of impact) to the inside trailing edge of the crater, at a height equal to the 

undisturbed coating surface, as show in Figure 4.7. 



O 20 40 60 80 
Incident Angle (deg.) 

Figure 4.6: Measured crater volume versus incident angle. Error bars represent * I 
standard deviation in the fwe triais for each data point. 

F i g w  4.8 shows the WYKO optical profilorneter two-dimensional cross section (plane 

perpendicular to the surfie, at the centre of the impact site) used to measure the length of the 

crater show in Figure 4.1. In cases such as those shown in Figure 4.1, where the impact is at 

normal incidence and the crater is approximately symmetric, the average between the longest 

and shortest length (i.e. using two cross sections of  the type show in Figure 4.8) was taken as 

the length of the crater. In cases where the impact occurred at incidence Merent than nomal, 

the length of the crater was taken as the maximum length (i.e. using the cross-section that gave 

a maximum length of crater). 
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Direction of Im~act 

Primer 

Steel 
Figure 4.7: Crater de!ïnition (not to sale). 

Figure 4.8: ~ ~ c ~ u i o a n l  cross section of profile showa in Figure A l  taken at 
centre of impact site. Verticai ban indicate w b t n  crater ltngtb was mcrutired. 

4.2 Coilision kinematies 

InChapta3, it was showntha?, for~cleimpactagabtcoatedsubstrates atmodenite 

speeds, such as those iised in blast clcaning (50-150 mls  [49D, dynamic effects were found to 
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be negligible, and the collision could be üeated as quasi-static. h order to analyse such quasi- 

static impacts, a relationship rnust be obtained between P, the instantaneous force on the 

particle, and d, the penetration of the partide into the coathg. 

Figure 4.9: Assumed (elastic-plastic), actual (elastic-plastic), and fully plastic carves 
of: (a) force-âeflection, and @) mean pressardeflection. 



A typical P d  curve for the collision of a sphere with a substrate at normal incidence is 

shown in Figure 4.9(a). If the instantaneous contact force P, is dindeci by the instantaneous 

contact area, then the mean contact pressure, b, can be also plotted as a hct ion of the 

petration depth, d (Figure 4.9(b)). 

The amount of elastic energy stored and returned to the system cm be calculated by 

integrating the P d  curve using the appropnate limits. M e n  the coating has M y  yielded, the 

contact pressure miches a constant value, pd, called the dynamic hardness or plastic flow 

pressure. 

The elastic-plastic transition portion of the contact is not well dehed [S 11, so it is usual, in 

the analysis of collisions with semi-infinte substrates, to assume rigid-plastic behaviour. This 

approach has been used with good success in the impact of hard steel spheres against soft target 

materials [5,24-3 11. It is assumed that the particle is undeformable (and thus much harder than 

the substrate), and that a fitlly-plastic condition is reached very quickly in the impact process. 

In this case, the elastic and elastic-plastic transition portions of Figure 4.9 are assumed 

negligiile. The main drawback of this approach is that, because elastic effects are ignored and 

the sphere itself is considered rigicî, in a nomal incidence impact ali of the energy is consumed 

in plastic deformation, leading to a prediction of zero springback in the crater and thus zero 

rebound vefocity. This is clearly not the case in redistic collisions. 

J o h n  obtained good predictions for the coefficient of restitution and elastic springback 

for no& direction collisions involving hard spheres against ductile semi-infinite metal targets 

by assirming rigid-plastic behaviour for the incident portion of the impact, and M y  elastic 

behaviour for the rebound portion [15]. He assumed that after rebound, the crater wouid relax 

to some radius of curvature p that was l es  than the particle radius R The strain energy 

associated with the rebormd portion of the impact, king M y  elastic and thus reversibie, could 

be modelIed as the reverse of an indentation of a crater of radius of curvahire p to radius of 

cwature R By asswing that the depth of indentation is relatively md, he was able to 

calculate rebond panmeters for normal direction impacts using a Hertzian analysis [151. 



For semi-infinite substrates? when yield is first exceeded, the plastic zone is small and 

îbiiy contained by the surrounding elastic material, so that plastic strains are of the same order 

as nvrounding eiastic strains. The material displaced by the indentor is accommodated Iargeiy 

by an elastic expansion of the surrounding solid. As the indentation becornes deeper, an 

increasing pressure is tequired beneath the indentor to produce the necessary expansion (this is 

the elastic-plastic transition range in Figure 4.9). Eventuaiiy (in the M y  plastic range), the 

plastic zone breaks out and the displaced material escapes by plastic fiow to the sides of the 

indentor (plastic range with h= pd) [15]. In the case of coated substrates? because most 

organic coatings (i.e. paints) are elastomeric, yielding will begin only when the indentation 

depth is a significant fiaction of the distance to the substrate. As the force, P, on the sphere 

continues to increase (i.e. an increasing indentation depth), the material displaced by the 

indentor cannot be as readily accommodated by the elastic expansion of the smuncüng 

coating due to the presence of the substrate, and thus the transition to M y  plastic behwiour 

occurs rapidly. For this reason, the elastic-plastic transition portion of the impact was asmmed 

very d, and was ignored in the present analysis. 

4 3  Analysis of impacts 

43.1 Rigid-plastic (fPlly plastic) adysb 

It is possible that, if the irnpacting particle does not completely penetrate the coating to 

the substrate, the plastic analysis due to Hutchings et al. [24] for semi-intinte substrates can 

also be used for coatings. Thir will be show to be the case in the present study. In the 

Literature, this approach is usually r e f d  to as 'rigid-plastic', implying tbat the particle is 

assumed rigid, and the target material M y  plastic. Because the particle is assumed to be rigid 

in d analyses presented, the Hutchings et al. [24] approach shall be referred to as ' M y -  

plastic' in this study. As mentioned above, if My-plastic behaviour is assumed, the elastic and 

elastic-plastic trimîtion portions of Figure 4.9 are ignored. In this case, the force P, that resists 

indentation, is assumeci to be proportional to a constant flow pressure (or dynarnic hardness) 



mdtiplied by the ins&ntaneous contact area, and acts dong a radial iine, as shown in Figure 

Figure 4.10: Fully-plastic analysis of impncting spheres: (a) when enter Îs in full 
contact with sphere, and (b) when crater loses full contact with sphere 

In addition, a fiction force is asmmed, which is proportionai to P (coetncient of fiction, 

p) and acts normal to it The material below the indentor has yielded in compression with 

normal stress q and flows at a constant shear sîress r,. According to the Tresca criterion, 

where r,, is the yield shear stress, and 01 and 03 are the maximum and minimum elastic 

principal stresses at the onset of yield. 
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Two different cases m u t  be considered: the case of the sphencd particle Mly fiiling the 

crater (Fipure 4. lOa), and the case when the sphere no longer U s  the crater (Figure 4.10b). 

For completeness, the differential equations goveming the motion of the sphere h u g h  the 

coating are presented; the details can be found in [24,27,28]. 

For the case where the sphere M y  fills the crater (Figure 4.10(a)), the equations are [27l: 

where y and x are the y and x components of the acceleration of the centre of the sphere, pd is 

the dynarnic hardness of the coating defined as the indentation force required to reach M y  

plastic conditions divided by the contact area at that point, p is a fiction coefficient, and R and 

m are, respectively, the radius and mass of the sphere shown in Figure 4.10. Note that the 

origin of the cosrdinate system in Figure 4.10(a) is at the point of initiai contact between the 

sphere and coating. 

For the case of the sphere which no longer nIls the =ter (Figure 4.10@)), the relevant 

equations were first developed by Huichings et ai. [24], then modified by Rickersby and 

MacMillan [21, and are given here in the fom suggested by Sundararajan et al. [28], 



where pd and m are as above, A is the instantanmus contact area, and y is the angle defined in 

Figure 4.10(b). Expressions for A and y can be found in [28]. AU collisions begin with fidi 

contact, but at a certain point during the impact, the sphem will lose full contact Equations 

(4.2) and (4.3) must thus be solved und the point where full contact between the sphere and 

the coating is lost, and equations (4.4) and (4.5) hold h m  that point until the end of t&e 

collision. 

Knowing the incident velocity and angle of attack, the trajectory of the sphere, and thus 

the rebound velocity, rebound angle, and Crater dimensions c m  be determined by non-hear 

differentiai equations (4.2)-(4.5). In practice, these equations must be solved using numerid 

methods, and the authors have found that the Runge-Kutta fùnction in MathCad 7.0 (Mathsofi 

hc.) is particdarly useful. 

The dynamic hardness, pd, and the fiction coefficient, p, are required for this anafysis. It 

is umal to adjust these parameters und a best fit of experimentai data is achieved [7,24-281. 

In the present snidy, a method similar to that of T'iataiah et. al. [30], and introduced in 

Section 3.4.2 was used: If the size of impact craters at a particular velocity and normai 

incidence are lmown, then the dynamic hardness cm be estimated by setting the incident 

kinetic energy equal to the work done in plastically deforming the coating, 

where vi is the incident velocity, m is the m a s  of the incident particle, and P(d) is the load as a 

fiindon of the indentation depth. If the pileup of material adjacent to the Crater edges is 

neglected, the indentation depth, d, and hence the forcedepth relationship, P(d), caa be 

expressed in tenns of the contact radius, c. Making the appropriate substitutions and re- 

arratlging equation (4.6) results in the foilowing expression for the dynamic hardness, 



where R is the particle 

penetration. When a 

radius, and c- 

particle strikes, 

is the maximum contact 

the coating below the 

radius reached at deepest 

particle will experience 

compressive plastic deformation in the direction of the impact, and plastic radial expansion. 

On rebound, some of the compression in the direction of impact will be recovered due to 

elastic effects, but much less radial expansion will be recovered. 'Ihe material sumunding the 

crater will thus be left in a state of residual biaxial compressive stress, which will inhibit radial 

recovery within the crater. Furthemore, the elastic deformations up to the point of yield wiU 

be much greater in the direction of impact than in the radial direction [20, 521, and thus, the 

elastic recovery will also be greater. For these reasons, it can be assumeci that the final crater 

radius m e a d  after an impact (i.e. after elastic recovery) will be approximately equal to the 

maximum contact radius reached during the impact, % in equation (4.7). This was found to 

be the case by Tirupataiah et al. for impacts on semi-infinite metai substrates [30]. In this 

manner, measurements of mter diameter can be used to estimate the dynamic bardness. For 

the present wating system, was measwd as 0.420 mm for a 55 m/s normal direction 

impact of a 0.89 mm steel sphere, and hence the dyaamic hardness was found to be ~ ~ 1 1 2 0  

MPa. 

The fiction coefficient, in the case of impacts, is best thougbt of as the impulse ratio, p, 

which is the ratio of the normal to tangentid impulse in the impact and wiil, in general, be a 

function of the incident impact angle [19]. Hutchings et al. have found that the value of the 

impulse ratio has Little effect on the prdctions of the My-plastic model, and as such, rnay be 

assigned an arbitrary value which best fits the experimental data [26]. The best fit was found 

with @O01 for the present data (i.e. minimal e f f a  of fiction). 

nie preceding My-plastic analysis was implemented in a MathCad 7.0 (Mathsoft Inc.) 

spreadsheet, and preâictions of rebound velocity, rebound angle, crater depth, and crater length 



are plotted in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, and Figure 4.5, dong yith the experimentaiiy determineci 

values. The MathCad implementation of this plastic analysis can be found in Appendix D. 

4 3 2  Elastic-plastic anaiysis of impact 

The main drawback to using the fully-plastic analysis, as mentionad before, is the neglect 

of elastic springback. In reai collisions, there will be a certain amount of springback at ail 

angles of attack This is most evident at normal incidence, where the rebound velocity and 

sp~gback  are predicted to be zero acwrding to fully-plastic theory (Figure 4.5). This is 

clearly not the case in r d  collisions; there will be cornponents of no& rebound velocity and 

sp~gback  in collisions at any angle. For this reason, an elastic-plastic model of collision was 

developed [49]. 

For normal incidence collisions, according to Figure 4.9, the particle first encounters an 

elastic retardhg force, then an elastic-plastic transition retarding force, and M y  a plastic 

retarding force. In order to correctly model the incident portion of the collision, the appropriate 

forcedeflection (Pd) relaîionships must be hown for the elastic, elastic-plastic, and M y  

plastic conditions. The elastic-plastic transition portion of the curve is difncult to obtain, so the 

collision is assumed to follow the elastic incident path umil fully plastic conditions have been 

reached, as shown in Figure 4.9. The fully plastic condition is then used until the point of 

maximum penetration, where it is assumed that the particle normal (y direction) velocity is 

zero. At this point, an elastic rebound contact force causes the sphere to accelerate away fiom 

the coating. 

The elastic portion of the impact cm be modelled using the analysis of Matthewson [20]. 

piesenteci in its modifieci form in Appendix B in which the coating is assumed to be thin 

enough so that the siresses and strains can be desaibed adequately by tbeir averages through 

the thickness of the coating. This anaiysis is used to obtain the elastic P-d relationship 

desçniing the incident and rebound eiastic portions of Figure 4.9. An estimate of the point of 

transition between elastic and W y  plastic behaviour can be made using the modined 

Matthewson analysis by d g  that the state of stress below the indenting particle, at fint 



yield, is demibed by the Tresca criterion, quation (4.1), at a stress equal to the flow pressure 

(i.e. a, = pa). At this point, the fully plastic analysis of Hutchings et al., describeci in Section 

4.3.1, was used to the point where the particle velocity drops to zero (Le. W. 
The elastic rebound P-ci relationship wiil be diffmnt h m  that of incidence. It can be 

rnodelled as the reverse of an elastic indentation of the final (relaxed) crater to the point where 

the rebound begins (W. If the final mater shape &er springback is relatively flat, the 

rebound Pd relationship can be obtained by using the modified Matthewson analysis 

(Appendix B) with an equivdent waîing of thickness h', equal to the onginai coating 

thickness, h, minus the final relaxed indentation depth, dm (Figure 4.1 l), i.e. [49], 

where &hc is the elastic deformation for a coating of thickness h' (equal to the final thickness 

at the bottom of the crater) presed to a depth of d,. 

Figure 4.11: Geometry of assumai revenible rebound process. 

A second condition existing at the omet of rebound is, 



corresponding to the M y  plastic state. The nnal thickness h' is adjusted in the modined 

Matthewson mode1 untii the conditions given by equations (4.8) and (4.9) are met at the point 

of maxirxlum indentation. The proper Pd relationship is then extracted for use in determinhg 

the kinematics of rebound. It should be noted that the stress condition is evaluated at a point 

directly bclow the indentation, since this is the point of maximum stress where Ml plasticity 

will be reached first. This is a slightly different approach than that used by Johnson, who 

assumed, for semi-Wte targets, that the reversible elastic indentation would occur on the 

relaxed Crater starting at the relaxed crater depth and ending at a Hertzian mean pressure 

(calculated by t a h g  the Hertzian force and dividing it by the contact area) equal to the 

dynarnic hardness [5 11. 

For impacts at an arbitrary angle, the sphere does not, in general, make full contact with 

the whole crater (Figure 4. lob), and it is more difficult to determine the effect of elastic 

springback on the trajectory of the particle as it ploughs through the coating. An assumption 

must be made as to when the elastic rebound force takes effect in this study, it was assumed 

that the elastic rebound contact force is applied to the particle fiom the point of deepest 

penetration, d, (where the y velocity of the particle reaches zero), to the point where the 

particle leaves the coating, at dm. The elastic sp~gback of the aailing regions of the crater, 

prior to the maximum depth being reached, is assumed to occur after the particle has passed, 

and hence does not affect the tmjectory. Once the particle has stopped moWig h the y- 

direction, the coating is assumed to s p ~ g  back around the particle, and the appropriate P-ci 

relationship, as described above, is used to descri'be the rebound. The rebound force is 

assumed to always act in the y-direction. 

The determination of the kinematics of indentation and rebound according to the elastic- 

plastic mode1 can thus be summarised in three steps as follows [49]: 

(1) An elastic analysis such as the modified Matthewson [Appendut BI analysis is used to 

determine the incident P-d relationship for impact upon a coating of tbickness h. This 



relationship gives the kinematics of indentation to the transition point between elastic and 

fuily plastic behaviout, Le. to the point where equation (4.1) is satisfied with the flow 

pressure, p,,,, equal to the dynamic hardness, pd. 

The M y  plastic analysis describeci in Section 4.3.1 is wd from the elastic-plastic 

transition point util the sphere has penetrated to the maximum depth, dm, where the y- 

direction velocity is zero. 

Assumin& that the springback begins at d,, the rebound P-d relationship is determined 

using an iterative procedure with equations (4.8) and (4.9). The elastic force, P, that 

causes the particle to rebound, is assumed to always act vertically (Le. in the y direction). 

Furthemore, the elastic rebound is assumeci to not affect the crater length (Le. even 

though the rebound takes place h m  the point where the ydirection velocity is zero, and 

the particle may still have a signifiant x-direction velocity, it is assumed that the 

remaining xldirection velocity does not cause M e r  permanent deformation of the 

coating) The mter length is thus fully defhed at the point of maximum penetration. 

The preceding elastic-plastic analysis was used to calculate rebound velocity, rebound angle, 

and the final shape of the Crater. The resuIts are presented in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, 

and Figure 4.5. 

4.4 Cornparison of Experimental and Analytical Results 

Figure 4.2 shows that the elastic-plastic analysis fits the measured rebound angles better 

than the fi.tiiy-plastic theory, thereby supporthg the assumption that the rebotmd elastic effects 

occur ody h m  the point of maximum indentation (where the ydirection velocity is zero). 

Both the My-plastic and elastic-plastic models do not consider the effect that the lip of 

ploughed material at the edge of the crater wiU have on the trajectory of the particle. It had 

been speculated in the litenihne [29] that this might contriiute to the My-plastic model's 

overestimate in rebomd angle, because the lip at the leading edge of the Crater would increase 

the eBective contact area, leading to a Iowa rebound angle. However, Figure 4.2 shows that 



consideration of elastic rebound effects alone is enough to yield good agreement with 

experimental rebound angles. 

Figure 4.3 shows tbat the fiilIy-plastic theory fits the experimental data for measured 

rebound velocities sligbtly better than the elastic-plastic analysis at aii angles except for normal 

incidence. This is most likely because the elastic-plastic analysis does not take into account 

any retarding force in the x-direction after the maximum depth has bem reached. The elastic- 

plastic theory will therefore predict slightly higher x-cornponent rebound velocities than is 

realistic. This is reinforcecl by the fact that very accurate predictions of nbound velocity are 

made at 90 O, wbere the effect of the x-cornponent of velocity is non-existent. As expected, the 

fùily-plastic theory cannot predict the rebound velocity at 90° incidence. 

Figure 4.4 demonstrates that the elastic-plastic and Wy-plastic theories are both quite 

good at predicting the nnal crater length. The elastic-plastic anafysis is slightly better at 

intermediate incident angles, and the My-plastic analysis is slightiy better at very hi& and 

very low incident angles. The fact that the fully-plastic analysis works weU at very high angles 

is not nirprising, given that the y-component of incident velocity wili be highea there, and thus 

fully plastic conditions will be reached relatively quickly. 

Figure 4.5 shows that the elastic-plastic analysis accurately predicts the final depth of the 

crater after springback. This is important for caiculations of matenal removal in blast cleaning 

applications, since the materiai that is displaced to form the lip of the crater (pile-up, shown in 

Figure 4.7) is in a position to be knocked off by subsequent impacts. Because the My-plastic 

theory neglects springback, it is not surprishg that it over-estimates the crater depth. Organic 

coatings are, in general, more elastomeric than met& and will thus experience more elastic 

recovery of crater depth upon rebouml. For this m o n ,  it can be concluded thaî the elastic- 

plastic model is a more accurate fepresentation of organic coating behaviour, whereas, for 

me&, the My-plastic mode1 is sufncient. The assumption of a snall elastic-plastic transition 

region (Figrne 4.9) is supprted by the good agreement between the predictions of the elastic- 

plastic mode1 and experimental values (Figure 4.2-Figure 4.5). 



In Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6, a plateau is reached in the measured 

quantities for high angles of attack There are two possible explaaations for this. The first is a 

simple consequence of how the data are presented. The trends in Figure 4.3-Figure 4.6 look 

üke sinusoicial curves, indicating that there is a strong correlation between the plotted data and 

the nonnal component of the incident velocity, i.e. vm-55 m/s sin(a). This implies that the 

plateau reached at hi& angles of attack is due to the relatively d l  change in incident nomial 

velocity between 60' and 90' (approximately 6 d s ) .  Another possib1e reason for the plateaus 

is the variation in dynamic hardness. A mentioned in Section 3.42, in general, the dynamic 

hardness is not a constant for a given coating system because it can be a bct ion both of 

coating thickness and indentation depth. For example, as a particle penetnites deeper, the 

presence of a harder substnite will increase the effective hardness of the coating; i.e. a coating 

becornes effectively harder the thinner it is, or the deeper the indentation, as others [35, 361 

have found, and as was show in Section 3.4.2. At high angles of attack where the penetration 

is greatest, it is possible that the presence of the substrate begins to strongiy affect the effective 

hardness of the coating, resulting in the plateaus in experimental data seen in Figure 4.3-Figure 

4.6. Nevertheless, because the plateaus are also seen in the predictcd values in Figure 4.3- 

Figure 4.6, and a constant dynamic hardness is assumed for aU predictiom, it is likely that any 

dynamic hardness effects are neghgible. It is concluded, therefore, that the plateaus are a result 

of the strong correlation between normal direction effects and the quantities plotted in Figure 

4.3-Figure 4.6. 

The penetration depths reached in the present experiments ranged fiom 50% of the 

coating thickness to approximateIy 17% of the coating thickness. Therefore, for the present 

models, the dynamic hardness is considered an average value, capable of adequate1y describing 

the overaii behaviour of the coating system over this range of penetration depths. However, 

this d y s i s  should be valid for penetrations approaching the coating thickness if the dynamic 

hardness is pmpef'ly adjusteci. For particles that penetrate the coatllig and sîrike the substrate, it 

might be possible to modify the mode1 by using the present analysis until the particle reaches 

the substrate, and by then repeating the analysis d g  that the remaining kinetic energy is 



incident on the bare substrate The dynamic hardnes and elastic P d  cuve of the bare substrate 

would have to be determineci, and the particle rnight no longer be considered rigid compareci to 

the substrate. 

The reason that the Mly-plastic rmalysis works reasonably well in aU but the pndiction 

of crater depth and reboimd angie is that, as the particle penetrates, a core of plastically 

defomed material quickly develops directly below the indenthg particle, as was discussed by 

Johnson [Sl] for semi-infinite substrates. For thin coatuigs, the M y  plastic state wiil be 

reached quickly because of the constraint of the substmte, and thus the analysis wiil work well 

in describing the incident portion of the impact, where the effcct of springback is minimal. 

However, superimposed on this plastic stress, there will be an elastic stress that is recovered 

upon rebound. The elastic rebound force increases with the volume of elastically stresseci 

coating, which in tum increases with the peneaation depth. The effect of the elastic rebound 

force will be more pronounced at higher angles of impact where the penetration depth is 

greater, and thus the elastic-plastic mode1 will be more accurate in this range. 

In this chapter, it was found that a Wy-plastic theory of indentation [24] gave good 

predictions of crater le& and rebound velocity for the coating system studied. The 

predictions of rebound angle and crater depth, however, did not agree well with expeximental 

observations. A new elestic-plastic analysis [49] was found to predict ail of these quantities 

w d ,  and can be used to calculate the amount of plastically deformed material appearing at the 

edges of the impact crater. It is thought that this raised coating material is prone to king 

knocked off by other impacthg particles in a blast cleaning application. 
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C h a p t e r  5 

Analyticai Investigation of Erosion by Angular 
Particles 

In this chapter, the erosion of substrates of arbitrary dynamic hardness and fiction 

coefficient, due to the impact of individual angular particles, is analysed with the purpose of 

predicting crater six, shape, and reboimd panuneters as a fiuiction of incident particle velocity, 

angie, orientation, and shape. A rigid-plastic theory due to Hutchings et. al. [l, developed for 

square plates impacthg âictionless surfaces, is generalised for arbitrarily shaped particles 

impacting surfaces having nonzero fiidon. The specific case of symmetric angular particles 

of arbitrary angularity is studied in detail. Because of time restrictions, connmüng angular 

p d c l e  experiments were not conducteci; however, the mode1 is shown to match Hutchings' 

experimental data for square steel piaies on miooth steel d a c e s  [q. A pmetr ic  study of 

the effect of the input parameters on the crater volume (and thus the amount of materiai 

appearing as pileup at the edge of the mer) is presented. It is believed that this piled-up 

material is available to be knocked off by subsequent collisions, and that this mode1 can be 

used to predict coating removal behaviour in blast cleanllig operatiom. Most of the material in 

this chapter wil l  soon be published by the author [53,54] 

5.1 Background 

In earlier papers, Hutchings [7,24-2q showed that crater size, crater shape and rebound 

parameters um be successfully predicted for collisions between bot& sphencal and square 
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particles and various target materiais if Mly plastic behaviour was assumed for the target, and 

the particle was assumeci rigid. These models approximated the resisting force to indentation 

as the dynamic hardness of the material multipliai by the instantaneous contact area Because 

the contact area changes as the particle travels through the target material, the govemhg 

differential equations are non-ünear, and the problem must be solved numericaüy. Other 

successful applications of this theory on semi-infinite target materials inciude the work of 

Slmdararajan e t  al. [28-3 11. It has been demonstrateci in Chapter 4 that this method can aiso be 

used successfully to predict the crater size and shape, and rebound parameters for impacts 

between spherical particles and certain types of organic coatings provided that the particle does 

not penetrate to the substrate. 

In the present study, the work of Hutchings with regards to square particles [l is 
extended to arbitrarily-shaped particles impacting targets at arbitrary orientations. The method 

is applicable to both semi-Wte and coated systems (asmming that the assumptions of rigid- 

plastic theory hold). The specific case of angular partictes having equal length sides, but of 

arbitrary angularîty is discussed in detail. The present mode1 [53, 541 also accounts for the 

effects of fiction, and is used to predict the crater volume and rebound parameters (velocity, 

angle, and angular velocity) for rigid, symmetric, angular particles of any size, anguianty and 

initial orientation, impacting target materiais of arbitrary dynamic hardness and fiction 

coefficient at various angles of attack and incident velocities. 

5.2 Formulation of problem for general case 

Refenhg to Figure 5.1, the position of the centre of m a s  and orientation of an ditrarily 

shaped 3dimensional particle cm be descritbed at t he ,  t, by an inertial co-ordinate system 

located at the first point of contact of the particle with the target (X, Y, Z), and a body-fixed co- 

ordinate system attacheci at the centre of m a s ~  (x, y, 2). The target surface is defined by Z = 0. 

The mrdinate  systmi (x', y', 2') is atîached to the centre of mass of the particle but remains 

paraUe1 to the inertial W e .  The orientation of the particle cm therefore be descriid by the 

Euler angles (O,#, y) depicteci in Figure 5.1, aml the position of the centre of mass of the 



particle will be describeci by the co-ordinates Od, Y, &). The exterd contact force acting on 

the particle, F, can be resolved into its inertiai h e  cornpotlents Fx. Fv, and Fz. The probiem 

has 6 degrees of M o m :  thm position cosrdinates, and thne orientation CO-ordinates. 

Figure 5.1: Defmitîon of Euler Angles, 8, y, 4 , inertiai (X,Y,ZJ, and body fueâ 
(r,y,z) cccordinates systems useci in geneml analysk Cwrdinate systern (xt,yl,zo) is 
attached to the centre of mass (CM), and remains paraiiei to the a& 

The kinetic energy, E, of the particle at any given time is, 
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where IL I,!', and Iz are the mass moments of inertia about the principal axes, and ah, Y, and 

oz are the components of the angular velocity of the particle relative to the inda1  space 

resolved dong the instantaneous directions of the body-fixcd axes (x, y, 2): 

A dot above a variable represents differentiation with respect to thne. Insertion of 

equation (5.2) into equation (5.1) resdts in a general expression for the kinetic energy of the 

particle, and using the Lagrangian formulation assuming gravitational effects negligible, the 

equations of motion are, 

where qi represents each of the six generalised CO-ordinates, t is tirne, and Qi is the generalised 

extemal force in the direction of the generalised cwrdinate. It is seen duit, in the case of a fiee 

particle, there will be six coupled differentiai equations describing the motion. 

According to rigid-plastic theory, the instantaneous contact force, @, acting normal to 

an infinitesimai element of the Surface of the particle, is the dynamic hardness, muitiplied by 

the instantanmus elernent of contact sudace area, dA (with unit vector outward normal to the 

contact dace ) ,  

The suffixe of an arbitrarily shaped particle can be descxiid, in body-hed co-ordinates, by, 



and this can be expressed in ternis of inertial co-ordinates using the appropriate direction 

cosine transformations (see, for exampie, [ S I )  to obtain Z = g o .  

Fgure 5.2: Surface a m  element dA, and projected surface area element dA, Z = O 
represents the surface of the target 

in the inertial fiame of reference, using equation (5.4), the total contact force acting on the 

particle becomes, 

where dA is the d a c e  area Merentid given by, 
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5 is a unit vector nonnd to the contact d a c e  area element dA pointing towards the inside of 

the paxticle (Figure 5.2). The a r a  element, dA, over which the integration takes place is the 

projection of the contact area on the X-Y plane (Figure 5.2). 

The components of the resisting force, P , in each of the X, Y, and Z directions (Px, Pv, 

and Pz) cm be obtained by fo&g the dot product of equation (5.7) with each of the unit 

vectors in the directions of the inertial axes. The fiction force, 'Ï', cm be obtained by 

multiplying the normal force of equation (5.6) by the fiction coefficient, ~ i ,  and wiil be along 

the coatacting particle SUTface in the direction opposite to the local W o n  of motion. The 

components of in the inertiai fnune of reference (Tx, Tu, and Tz) are obtained by forming 

the dot product of (whose direction depends on the direction of motion) with the unit vectors 

in the inertiai b e .  The redtant forces acting on the particle along each of the inertial axes 

are: 

The generalised forces, Qi, in the direction of the €44, y axes in equation (5.3) are 

moments and must be expresseci as appropriate components in each of these directions. For 

example, if the CO-ordiaates of the point of application of an eiement of force relative to the 

body-nxed co-ordinate system are (xt y t  zf) (Figure 5.21, then the components of the 

differential moments are: 



where the moments dM, dM,, and dMz are in the direction of the body-ked coordinates (Le. 

dMx = dF;yr - dFyzf, etc. with cl&, dFy, dFz king expressed dong the directions of the body- 

fixed - ( x y ù  [551)* 

The moments of equation (5.9) can be fond by integrating equation (5.9) over the 

contact area, which is initidy the intemction of the d a c e  g K Y )  with the Z = O plane (if the 

target is flat). It should be noted tbat the contact area will change during the impact, and thus 

should be considered a fiindon of tirne (Le. it is the instantaneous contact area). S k  the 

total force depends on the contact area, it too wili change in both direction and magnitude with 

time. 

53 Symmehic particles 

53.1 Formulation of equations of motion 

The erosion behaviour typical of angular particles c m  be obtained by studying the 

simpLified case of symmetric particles of uniform thickness (two-dimensiod) [53,54]. Figure 

5.3 shows a particle of thû type at some tirne, t, during impact on a flat d a c e  (2 = O). The 

notation for the body-fixeci and inertial co-ordinate systems is the same as the general case 

describeci above. The problem is essentially two dimensional, and y, +, q, o, & F, My, and 

Mz all equal zero, thereby reducing equations (5.1) and (5.9) to, 



Figure 5.3: Cwrdiaate system definitions used for speciFic case of symmetric 
particles of side length h. 

and the differentiai equations d d b i n g  the motion, equation (5.3), reduce to 

Because the particle mis assumeci to impact with the Y-Z plane perpendicular to the 

d a c e  (i.e. the x' direction was always parailel to the X direaion in Figure 5.3), the problem 

remairis two dimensional at ali times, and thus the mass, m, moment of inertia, 1, and applied 
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forces are e x p d  per unit thickness in the x direction. For the particle in Figure 5.3, the 

moment of inertia is, 

Referring to Figure 5.3, the particle shape cm be desçribed in body-fixecl coordinates by the 

following fùnction, 

where A is the particle angularity, and h is the length of one side of the particle (Figure 5.3). 

The I in the above equations refers to the fact that there are two values of z for each y (the 

upper sign in each pair refers to the SUTfâce of the particle above the z = O plane in Figure 5.3, 

and s W  be referred to as the 'top' of the particle, while the lower sign refers to the suface of 

the particle below the z = O plane and shall be r e f d  to as the 'bottom' of the particle). 

Equation (5.14). in the inertial fiame co-ordinates, becomes, 

for Y, - h cos(A) cos(0) S Y 9 Y,, T h sin(A) sin@) 

h ~ h ( 2 A )  z(X, Y) = 2, +(Y- Y,) tan(BTA) I- 
2 cos@ T A) 

for Y, T h sin(A) sin(0) a Y 5 Y, + h cos(A) cos(9) 

The instantanmus contact force (equaîion (5.6)) is, in this case 



where, the sign now indiCates whether the force in question is on the left (-) or right (+) side, 

of the bottom part of the particle (the portion of the particle above the y axis is assumed not to 

contact the substnite at any time). The unit vectoa, j and k , in equation (5.16) are in the Y 

and Z directions, respectively. The integration takes place over the region Y,, which is the 

projection of the contact area on the Y ais. It mut be noted that the contact area may be 

broken up into distinct intervals on each side of the particle if the particle makes simuitaneous 

contact over more than one contiguous area At any instant in time, fiom equation (5.1 9, dZ = 

tan(WA)dY, so that equation (5.16) can be rewritten as, 

which is valid for both the left and nght sides of the bottom of the particle. The regions of 

integration in equation (5.17), Z, and Y, are the projections of the instantaneous contact area 

on the Z and Y axes, respectively. 

The magnitude of the fiction forces acting on the contacting d a c e s  wïU be the 

magnitude of the force in equation (5.16) multiplied by the coefficient of Fiction and will act 

along the contact surface. Unit vectors along the surfàce of the particle are, 



where the upper sign in each * pair indicates that the fiction force acts towards the vertex of 

the particle, and the lower sign away h m  the vertex, and the subscripts L and R, represent the 

left and right contact faces, respectively. Multiplication of the magnitude of the force in 

equation (5.17) by the fiiction coefficient, p, and the vectors in equation (5.18) results in the 

fiïction forces acting o v e  the instantaneous contact area. The expressions for the fnction 

forces acting on the lefi and right sides of the particle in the Y and Z directions, TLy, T+. TRy, 

and TRZ 

where, as before, the upper sign indicates itîction towards the vertex of the particle, and the 

lower one, fnction away fiom the vertex. The total instantanmus forces acting on the lefi and 

right side of the particle in the Y and Z directions become, 



where, again the upper sign on the * denotes fiction towards the particle vertex, and the lower 

sign is for friction away fkom the particle vertm. 

Because there is no + and y dependence in this problem, the body-fixed x-axis will 

always remain paralie1 to the inertial X axis, and Mx = Mx = Me; therefore it is convenient to 

work in inertial cosrdinates. The instantaneous moments in the X direction acting on the left 

and right sides of the bottom portion of the particle are found by rnultiplying the differentids of 

the forces in equation (520) by the appropriate moment arms expresseci in inertial coordinates, 

(20 - Z for forces in the Y direction, and Y - Y. for forces in the Z direction) and integrating 

over the contact area, Le., 

with the usual * sign convention for the direction of fiction, and Y. and & are the CO-ordinates 

of the centre of mass of the particle expressed in the inertial h e  of reference. Substitution of 

equations (5.20) and (521) into equation (5.12) r d t s  in a systern of three coupled differential 

equations deeb ing  the motion of the centre of mass of the particle (Yo, &) and the 

orientation of the particle, 0, at any time during the impact 

5.32 Nrimerid solution of the merential equations 

The forces and moments acting on the particle, quations (5.20) and (521) were derived 

for a fixed instant in the.  The area of integration (i.e. the contact ana) for these forces and 

moments, however, wiil change with time as the particle travels through the target materiai. As 
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long as the particle is in fidl contact with the target material, the Limits of integration in 

equations (5.20) and (5.21) are denned by the vertex of the particle contacthg the target, and 

the intersection of the left and nght sides of the particle with the Y auis. However, at some 

point during the impact the particle will probably lose full contact with the target material, and 

may be in contact only over segments of each of the left and nght side of the particle (Figure 

5.4). It is thus very difficult to obtain general expressions for the iimits of integration in 

equaîions (5.20) and (5.21) at any instant in tirne. The equations are best solved numerically in 

time steps, with the above forces and moments assumeci constant over each time intentai. 

The system of second order differential equations describing the particle dynamics, 

equation (5.12), can be reduced to the following set of six first-order differential equations, 

where aU parameters are fimctions of the. Equations ( 5 2 2 )  c m  be solved by using the fourth- 

order Runge-Kutta method over each time step as follows [53]: 

(1) Specify the input variables: incident velocity, Vb angle of attack, a, and particle 

orientation, Bi, fiction coefficient, p, dynamic hardness of the target, ph Iength of a side of 



the particle, h, anguiarity of the particle, A, and density of the particle material, p. nie 

initial rotational velocity is assumecl to be zero. 

(2) The initial contact areas, and thus the limits of integration for equations (5.20) and (521), 

are de t edec i  by assuming the particle is initially in full contact with the target mataial. 

Equations (5.22) are then solved to obtain the position and orientation at the end of the first 

time step. The cwrdinates of the vertex of the particle, and the le@ and nght intersection 

of the particle profile with the Y ais, are stored as the crater profile at the end of the first 

Sep. 

(3) The position, orientation, iinear and angular velocities of the particle obtained h m  the 

pnvious time step (step (2)) are used as the initial conditions in solving equation (5.22) to 

obtain the current particle position, velocities and orientation, again assuming fidl contact. 

By using the algorithm outlined below, the current crater profile, as  weli as the contact ana 

for use in equations (5.20) and (5.21) (to calculate the force and moment for the next time 

step) can be determined based on this current particle position. The contact area may ody 

be over portions of the particle at this point, so that the integrais of equations (5.20) and 

(5.21) may have to be carried out over different contact intervals on each of the left and 

right side of the particle. 

Step (3) is repeated using the position, orientation, iinear and angular velocities of the particle 

at the end ofeach time step, as the initial conditions for the next time sep. At the end of each 

time step, the intersection between the current particle profile and the previous crater profile is 

used to update the crater profile, and to determine the contact area, and thus the force, for the 

next tirne step. The direction of fiction is determined by comparing the contact areas in 

subsequent t h e  steps. if the contact area over a given contact interval on either the left or 

right side, in a given tirne step, dccrrases in the subsequent t h e  step, the Ection is assumai to 

act towards the particle vertex for the subsequent interval, otherwise it is assumed to act away 

h m  the particle vertex. The procedure is repeated until the particle vertex 2-co-ordinate 

reaches Z = O, indicating that the collision has ended. 
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5.33 Aïgorithm for deteminhg c i r t w  profiie and contact area at end of each step 

The most Wcult part of the above procedure is the determination of the Crater profile 

and contact area at the end of each time step. Figure 5.4 depicts a certain time step with the 

curent position of the particle s h o w  and the current and previous crater profiles. The 'nodes' 

marked by the numbers without primes in Figure 5.4 define line segments making up the miter 

profile determined in the previous time step, and are assumed stored in an anay, and the nodes 

marked by nmbers with primes define the current crater profile. The distance between nodes 

has been exaggerated for clarity. The Roman numerais 1, II, and iII, defining the co-ordinates 

of the left vertex, middle vertex, and right vertex of the particle in the current position are 

assumed known, obtained from the co-ordinates of the centre of m a s  (Yo&) by application of 

equation (5.1 5). 

interval 2 
Figure 5.4: Previoas crater profile (1 JJ...), current crater prome (l',2'J9 ...) and 
force application intervals for the next time step. 



In order to determine the current crater profile, it is necessary to determine the 

intersection of the current particle d a c e  with the previous crater profile. This can be done by 

finding the intersection of previous crater segments (the lines formed by connecting two 

consecutive unprimed nodes, Figurr 5.4) with the particle su1"I.ace. Because the left and right 

side of the bottom part of the particle d a c e  are desaibed by different equations, it is 

necessary to locate the transition fiom checking the in terdon of previous crater segments 

with the left side of the current particle surface to checking the intersection of previous cniter 

segments with the right side of the current particle d a c e .  It is thus a~~lll~led that the previous 

crater segment at which this transition occurs is known at the beginning of each tirne step 

(determination of this crater segment is explained below). In general, there can be multiple 

intersection points (and thus multiple force segments) of the current particle surface with the 

previous crater profile on either of the left and right side of the particle. In practice, however, 

the a d o r  has found that no more than two force segments appear on either the left or right 

sides of the particle. 

The tasks are: (a) to determine if the previous crater nodes will be part of the cumnt 

crater profile (b) find the intersection of the c m n t  particle position with the previous cniter 

profile, and (c) determine the interval of Y over which contact occurs for use in equations 

(5.20) and (5.21) to detemine the forces for the next time step. 

The detailed procedure is as follows 1531: 

(1) Determine the equations defuiing the current left and right sides of the particle by using 

points 1, II, and III (Figure 5.4). The equafions will have the fom, 

where m and b are the slope and Z intercept of the cumnt particle profle, respectively, the 

superscripts L and R refer to the left and right d e  of the particle, and the subscript P 

indicates that the equations refa to the particle. 



(2) Detemine the equation of the first segment of the previous aater profiie using points t and 

2 in Figure 5.4, which will have the form, 

where mc and bc are the slope and Z intercept of the crater profile. 

(3) Fhd the intersection of the current particle d a c e  with the previous crater segment in 

question using equations (5.23) and (5.24). Determine whether this intersection actuaily 

occurs on the previous crater segment in question. If it does not, determine whether the 

two crater nodes forming the -ter segment in question are on the inside or outside of the 

particle sudace. For example, to determine if a specific crafer node on the left side of 

vertex II is inside or outside of the particle sinface, the points (Y:, 2;) and (Y: ,z:) 
(Figure 5.5) are f o d  by projecting the node (Y:, z!) onto the particle surface. A 

simila procedure holds for cratm nodes on the right side of vertex II. The criteria for a 

mde king inside or outside of the particle d a c e  is different depending on whether nodes 

are king checked against the left or right side of the particle, and Figure 5.5 shows an 

example of each case: 
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If the node is on the outside of the particle, then it becomes a node in the current crater, 

otherwise it is not a node on the current Crater. 

II 
Figure 5.5: Points (Y~,z;), (Y;,z~), (Y;,Z',), and (Y&:) used 10 

determine whcther @en noda (Y:, Z: ) and (Y:, 2:) are inside or outside of 
particle surface. 

Step (3) is repeated on subsequent nodal segments until an intersection between the particle 

and the previous crater profle is obtained. The intersection point becomes a wde on the 

cumnt crater profile, and the nrst of the limits of integration for the forces and moments of 

equatiom (5.20) and (5.21). Step (3) is then repeated on subsequent segments until another 

intersection point is reached, which then becomes the second limit of integration. 

In this manner, alI nodal segments for the previous crater pronle are checked for 

intersection with the Ieft side of the particle, nodes are checked to see whether they belong in 

the current mter profile or not, and integration limits are assigneci for forces and moments on 

the left side of the particle. 

When the transition crater segment (at which the transition between checking the left and 

right side of the particles against the previous crater pronle) is reached, the vertex of the 

particle is checked as a possible node on the c m n t  mater prole. This is done by determining 
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whether the vertex is inside or outside of the crater, using the method of equation (SîS), but 

with the transition crater segment (e.g. segment 4-5 in Figrire 5.4) used in place of the particle 

profile @-II), and the particle vertex coordinates (&,Zn) u s 4  in place of the crater node 

(Y.&). If the vertex is found to be on the outside of the crater profile, thai the vertex is 

assiged as a c-t crata profile node and the subsequent nodes on the previous crater profile 

are checked against the nght side of the particte. The mater segment (current) containing the 

vertex is stored as the transition segment for the next t h e  step. If the vertex is found to be 

inside of the mter profile, then it is not part of the current crater profile, and the transition 

segment does not change. 

53.4 Limitations of model 

It would be useful at this point to list the limitations of the model, as applied to the 

symmetric particles of Figure 5.3. The limitations on the model can be s u m s e d  as follows: 

(a) Rigid-plastic theory is assumeci. The particles must be nondeforming, and the target 

material must behave fully plastic, and is thus described by a constant dynamic 

hardness detïned as the nomai force resisting the indentation divided by the 

instantanmus contact area. The direction of a force differential is assumed 

perpendicular to the Uistantaneous contact a m  dinerentid. No elastic effects are 

accornmodated by the model. 

@) Particles are ~ymmetric, with side length h, as shown in Figure 5.3. The thichess of 

the particle is constant, and impact is assumed to occur with the y-z plane of the 

particle pefpendicular to the d a c e  of the target matmal. The problern is thus 

essentially two-dimensional, with particle mas, moment of inertia, and the volume of 

the crater aU expressed on a per-unit-thickness basis. 

(c) The model will sometimes predict that the particle rotates forward (i.e. it turnbies) to 

the point that a secondary impact occurs. The mode1 is valid only to the staa of the 

secondary impact, and uius predictions of crater area will not include the secondary 
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impact. This is not a limitation of the fiindamentai theory, but a Iimitation of the 

computer program written to implement the model (as explained in Section 5.5). 

(d) Though the model can accommodate nonzero initial rotational velocity, to reduce the 

number of variables, the initial rotationai velocity was asmmed zero in this study. 

(e) At any point during the impact, only the bottorn part of the particle (the material below 

the y axis in Figure 5.3) is assumed to contact the target. Note that this does not 

necessarily meaa that the vertices at y = hcos(A) cannot be below the Y ais .  If one 

of the edges on the top part of the particle above the y axis becornes a traüing edge (as 

a r d t  of backward rotation), it will not corne into contact with the target material, and 

thus the model is still valid. However, if the particle rotates folwafds, the top part of 

the paaicle will become a leading edge and thus contact the material, and the model is 

not valid. This is not a limitation of the model, but the computer implementation. 

(f) The model does not consider the destination of the plowed target material ( i.e. the 

model does not predict the formation of 'lips' of plowed target material above Z = 0). 

(g) The model assumes constant fiiction coefficient, p. 

5.4 Cornparison with experimental data 

In the case of square particles (i.e. A = 45 deg.), the mode1 cm be compared with 

experimental data involving the coilision of 8 x 8 x 1.5 mm thick steel plates with steel targets 

obtained by Hutchings [7]. The rneasured Crater volume, energy loss, and rebound rotational 

energy obtained by Hutchings, toge& with the restiits of the present model are presented in 

Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8. It should be noted that the data are a combination of the 

data at iti = 0°, IO0, and 25" plotted togetha: The initial rake angle defined by Hutchings is 

equai to 45' minus the present initiai orientation angle, Bi. The dynamic hardness, pd, used in 

these figures was the same as used by Hutchings (4 GPa), and, to faciltate cornparison with the 

results of Hutchings' analysis, the fiction coefficient, p, was chosen to be zero. It wiü be 

shown in the next section that fiction has a very srnail effect on the d t s  of the model, if is 

d (approx. < 0.1). 
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Figure 56 :  Crater Volume vs. Incident Velocity for different initial particle 
orientations, €Ii (Fiure 5.3). Predictions of madel with angle of attack a = 30°, 
angularity, A = 45O, dynamic hardness pd = 4 GPa, friction coefficient, p = O shown 
as solid lines, Experimental data of Hutchings (71 for 8 x 8 x 1 3  mm thick steel 
plates impacting steel targets for Bi = 0°, IO0, 2 5 O  shown as dots. 

0.1 I I I I 1 1 1 1  I 
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Figure 5.7: Energy Loss vs. incident Velocity for different initial particle 
orientations, Or (Figure 5.3). Predictions of mode1 with angle of attack a = 30°, 
angularity A = 4S0, dynamic hardness pd = 4 GPa, friction coenicient p = O shown as 
solid lines. Erperimental data of Hutchings 17) for 8 x 8 x 1 J mm thick steel plates 
impacting steel targeb for 6 = 0°, IO0, 2 9  shown as dots. 
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Figure 5.8: RotationaI Energy vs. Incident Velocity for different initial particle 
orientations, 0, (Figure 5.3). Predictions of mode1 with angle of attack a = 30°, 
angularity A = 4S0, dynamic hardness pd = 4 GPa, friction coeîflcient p = O shown as 
solid lines. Experimental data of Hutchings (7 for 8 x 8 x 1.5 mm thick steel plates 
impacting steel targets for 8, = 0°, 100,25O shown as dots. 

There is good agreement with the experimental r d t s  in all cases. No systematic 

variation in the measured quantities with rake angle was observed in the experiments of 

Hutchings [7j. Although the present model predicts a small variation with initial orientation, if 

such a variation actually exists in the experhnentai data, the inherent data scatter wodd most 

likely hide it. 

It should be noted that aii predictions obtained by the present model shown in Figure 5.6, 

Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8 are within 1% of the predictions ma& by the Hutchings model (not 

shown) [7]. This, together with the agreement with the experimental data lends support to the 

validity of the present model. 



5.5 Parametric study of impact of symmetric anplar particles 

in Section 5.3, a rigid-plastic theory for the impact of syrnrnetric particles with plastic 

targets was developed It was found that the d t b g  ciifferentai equations cannot be solved 

in closed-form, and the problem is best solved in tirne steps via a computer. In this section., the 

crater size, &, is examinai as a fùnction of particle size, h, anguiarity, A, initial particle 

orientation, ei, initial angle of attack, a, initial velocity, vi, target dynamic bardness, pd, and 

fiction coefficient, p. The purpose is to predict the conditions under which rnaxhum material 

removal occurs. 

55.1 Implementation of model 

A computer program to implement the d y s i s  of the symmetric particle of Section 5.3 

was written using the MathCad 7.0 Plus programming language. This program can be found in 

Appendix D, with a brief description of each finzction written aiso being given. The prognun 

dowed for aIl of the inputs discussed at the end of the previous paragraph, dong with the 

chosen time step, and calculated the ûajectory of the particle as it ploughed through the target, 

the nnal crater profile, rebound angle, rebound linear velocity, rebound rotational velocity, and 

rebound orientation. In each time step, the differentiai equatiotions were solved using the fouth 

order Rimge-Km hct ion in MathCad. The time step required for model convergence was 

deterxnined by decreasing it until the Merence between successive nins of the model was l e s  

than 1%. Depending on the input parameters usecl, the required time steps varied between 0.01 

p and 0.2 p, which corresponds to appmxirnately 0.5 % of the impact duration. 

5.53 Dimensionai anriysis 

nie following eight input parameters cm be varied: incident velocity, vi, length of a side 

of the particle, h, angle of attack, a, initial particle orientation, &, anguIarity of the particle, A, 

target dynamic hardness, p& paaicle density, p, and fiction coefficient, p. The output of 

ciarent interest is the crater volume per unit width, or, equivalently, the Crater cross-sectional 
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area, A, in the Y-Z plane (the rrbound velocity and rebound angle can also be predicted by the 

model, but these are of secondary interest). A simple dimensional analysis reveals that the 

number of parameters can be reduced by use of the following two dimensioniess groups [54]: 

It, = Ac 
2h2 cos Asin A 

(5271 

The denominator of equation (5.27) is the area of the particle in the Y-Z plane so that 1r2 

gives the ratio of the cxater volume to the particle volume (both per unit thickness). If the 

numerator and denominator of xi are multipiied by the particle volume, it is seen that (see 

equation (5.30)) rrl is ratio of the plastic work required to create a cniter having the size of the 

incident particle to the incident kinetic energy of the particle. In order to v@ that the model 

results scaleà, different values of pd and vi were usecl, each giving ri=l 2.8, and the model was 

run for different values of 0, A, and a. It was found that correspondhg n2 values (model 

output in this case) wete within 2% of each other, provided that the time seps were adjusted 

for convergence, and that the conditions outlhed in Section 5.3.4 were met The number of 

parameters to be varied is thus reduced to X I ,  a, 0, p, and A, and the only output parameter is 

Zz* 

5.5.3 Mode1 systems 

Two model systems were chosen for a parametric study of the effects of varying input 

parameters on crater area. The ht was chosen to facilitate cornparison between the present 

model and the work of Hutchings [7], who studied the impact of square steel plates with steel 

targets. The relevant parameters are: dynamic hardness? pd = 4 G 4  density of steel, ~ 7 8 1 3  

kdm3, and a typical d u e  of vi = 200 m/s. This results in a xi value of 12.8. The t h e  step 



used for this system was 0.2 p, which is the same value used by Hutchings [7J for die special 

case of A = 45'. 

The second system was rneant to emuiate erosion of an organic coating by wheat starch 

particles [36]. As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the dynamic hardness, pb of such a coating is 

dependant on the substnrte material on which the coating is applied and on the thickness of the 

coating [35,36]. For the coating of Chapter 4, the dynamic hardness is approximately 1120 

MPa, and the density, p, of wheat starch is approximately 1450 kg/m3. Measurements of 

particle velocities in blast cleaning applications have show that a typical vaiue of particle 

incident velocity is 188 mis [36]. This results in a rl value of 21.9, and the thne step used for 

this system was 0.02 p. 

5.5.4 Results and Discussion 

Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show some typical particle trajectories (plotted every 4 p 

h m  lefi to right) obtained with the cornputer implementation of the model for particles of 

various sizes and shapes and input conditions. Figure 5.9 shows the resuits of the model for 

low to mid angularity, and Figure 5.10 shows the results for high anguiarity. In each of Figure 

5.9 and Figure 5.10, (a) and (c) illustrate backwards rotation of the particle, and (b) and (d) 

illustrate forward rotation of the particte. Hutcbings also observeci this type of behavior in his 

study of the impact of square particles [A. 
Figure 5.1 1 and Figure 5.12 show the final caiculated Crater profiles corresponding to the 

conditions in in Figrne 5.9 and Figure 5.10. In general, collisions in which backward rotation 

occurs ((a) and (c)) resuit Ui long W o w  craters, while collisions with forward rotation ((b) 

and (ci)) result in shorta, but deeper craters. 



Figure 5.9 Particle trajectories at 4 ps intervals, obtaiaed with mode1 for ?cl = 12.8, 
and anguhrity, A, incident angle, a, initiai orientation, Ob and particie side length, 
h, of= (a) 30°, lSO, 27O, 8.6 mm (b) 30°, 4 9 ,  0°, 8.6 mm, (c) 49, 2S0, 37O,  8.0 mm (d) 
4S0, 25O, 20°, 8.0 mm. A solution time step of 0 3  ps was used in all cases. 



Figure 5.10: Particle trajectories at 4 p intervais, obtained with mode1 for RI = 12.8, 
and angularity, A, incident ange, a, initial orientation, eb and particle side lengtb, 
h, ol: (a) 60°, 2S0, SS0,8.6 mm @) 60°, 2S0, 20°, 8.6 mm (c) 800, 2S0, 7S0, 13.7 mm (d) 
80°, 2S0, 9513.7 mm. A solution time step of 0.2 pi was used in al1 cases. 
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Figure 5.11: Crater profdes obtaiaed witb mode1 correspondhg to impacts shown in 
Figure 5.9. 



Figure 5.12: Crater profiles obtained with mode1 comesponding to impacts shown in 
Figure 5.10. 

Figure 5.13-Figure 5.15 demonstrate how the dimensionles miter volume, Q, varies 

with xi for square particles (A = 45') at three different angles of attack, a = 2S0, 4S0, and 85" 

in the fiictionless case. It is seen that the dirnensionless crater volume, x2, decreases with 

increasing xi (uicreased pa or smailer kinetic energy), that the general shape of the curve is 

maintainecl for ai l  X I ,  and that the peak value of n2 occurs at the same value of Bi ~gardless of 

xi. The implication is that, for a given particle, and fbced target material (Le. fked h, p, and 

pd), increasing the incident velocity does not signîfïcantiy change the impact behaviour, but 

does create proportionaily bigger cnitefi. 
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F i r e  5.13: Dimensionless crater volume, IC~, as a function of initial orientation, eh 
for square articles im acting a frictionleas target at angle of attack, a = 2S0 and xl P eqoaito:&,.ix8, 2 im4,o25,n51,A205.  

-60 -40 -20 O 20 40 60 
0, (deg-1 

Figare S.l& Dimensionless crster volume, R, as a function of initial orientation, Oh 
for square artides impacting a frfcîiodess target at angk of attack, a = 4 9  and .rr, 
quai to: : b, M 12.8, A 21.4, O 25, [7 51, A 205. 



Figure 5.15: Dimensionles8 Crater volume, q, as a function of initial orientation, el, 
for square articles impacting a fricti e s  target at angle of attack, a = 8S0 and xl 

to: : b7 ,~  12.8, A m, 0 25, &I, A 205. 

The reiative difference between the peak and minimum i t 2  values becomes d e r  with 

increasing xi,  meaning that the effect of initial particle orientation, Bi, becomes less 

pronounced as ri increases. Similar trends are observed at al1 angles of attack, a. Finally, 

cornparison of Figure 5.15 with Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 shows that the effect of initial 

orientation dimiaishes at high angles of aîtack This point WU be M e r  addressed later. 

It should be noted that the initial orientation, ei, is only varied h m  -A to A. Behaviour 

for values of Bi outside this range c m  be predicted by noting that the initial conditions in this 

case are the same as for an impact of a piutide with complementary angularity, A* occuning at 

an initial orientation, Bi* describecl by the following relationship: 

8,' = €Ii - go0 for ei > O 

Clî' = Bi + 90° for Bi < O 
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where the relationship between the angularity, A, and its complement, A*, is, 

For example, a particle with A = 30' impacting with ei = 35' can equivalently be describecl by 

a particle with angularity, A* = 60° impacting with Bi = -55'. 

It also should be noted that, especially at high angles o f  attack, a particle might lose al1 of 

its kinetic energy at some point during the impact, and remain embedded in the target material 

(because the model neglects elastic spring-back). An estimate of the conditions under which 

this wül occur can be obtained by noting that the dynamic hardness, pd, muitiplied by the nnal 

crater volume (cross-sectional A, tirnes l), is approximately equal to the work done in creating 

the crater, in the absence of Wction. Assuming that dl of the kinetic energy is consumed in 

work done creating the crater, the foilowing ~Iationship holds (per unit width): 

1 2  pdA, = - mv, 
2 

The mass per mit width of the particle, m, is 

where p is the density of the particle, and A is the angularity (Figure 5.3). Ushg equations 

(5.26), (527) ,  (5.30), and (5.3 l), the condition for the particle embedding becomes, 



where 6,is the maximum possible dimemioniess mater area correspondhg to particle 

embedding. For the square particle cases (A = 45') shown in Figure 5.13- Figure 5.15, for ni = 

7.0, 12.8, 21.9, 25, 51, and 205, ir,= 0.071, 0.039, 0.023, 0.020, 0.010, and 0.0024, 

respectively. Cornparison of the peak values of nz with 3, in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 

shows that the particles do not embed in these cases. The flatness of the curves in Figure 5.15 

near or at 5, indicatcs that particles are very ükely to embed at high angles of attack, 

regardles of orientation. The fact that particles are more likely to embed at steep angles of 

attack is to be expected, given that particles wili rotate l a s  impacting at close to normal 

incidence (and thus less of the incident kinetic energy will be converted to rotational energy). 

This point is M e r  supportad by noting that the peaks in materiai removal occw at the 

transition between forward and backward rotation (see discussion of Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20 

below) where particle rotation through the impact is minimized. 
. .  . 

Figure 5.16: Dimeasionles Crater volume, n, as a function of initial orientation, Ob 
for particles impacting a frictionless target at angle of attack, a = S0 and xl fued at 
two values: nt = 12.8 and A values: A 80°, 0 6 0 0  m450, JO0, 109 q = 21.9, 
A values: A 8P, 0 60°, 0 45O, v 309 0 109 



Figure 5.17: Dimensionless crater volume, x2, as a function of initial orientation, el, 
for particles impacting a frictionless target at angle of a = 2S0 and xl fued at 

A values: A 800, O 600, a 49,  v 30°, 0 IOo. 
hvo values: ir, = 12.8 and A values: A 80°, @ 6 ~  JO0, @ lû? r, = 2 1.9, 

Figure 5.18: Dimensionless crater volume, x2, as a fiinction of initial orientation, 
for particles impacthg a fnctionless target at angle of at!ac a = 45O and xl fired at 
two vaha: nl= 128 and A values: A W, 600 &, Mq &O? q =11.9, 
A values: A 800, 0 60°, 0 4S0, V W, O IO0. 
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Figure 5.19: Dimensionless crater volume, IC~,  as 8 fundon of initial orientation, eh 
for particles impacthg a frictionless target at angle of a = 6 9  and x,  fued at 

A values: A SoO, O 6W, 0 450, V 30°, 0 109 
two values: xl = 12.8 and A values: A 809 60° . 309 100. xi  = 21.9, 

Figure 5.20: Dimensionless crater volume, q, as a function of initial orientation, Ob 
for partides impacting a frictionless target at angle of attack, a = 8S0 and nt fixed at 
hvo values: q = 12.8 and A vaiua: A 80°, 4 600 m40, 30°, 0 IO0. xl = 21.9, A 
vaiiia: A 800, O W, 0 49 ,  v 300, 0 100. 



Figure S. 1dFigure 520 show the effect of varying the Uiitial orientation angie, Bi, on n2 

for the two model systems deScTibed in Section 5.5.3. Similady shaped cwes  r d t  for the 

two systems, with the material removai being higher for the lower RI valw, as expected h m  

Figure 5.13-Figure 5.15. 

Noting that rrdp gives the Crater volume per unit particle mas, since the particle density, 

p, is hed in each of the two model systems, direct cornparisons of the effect of angularity on 

materiai removal can be made using Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20 (Le. each set of RZ Cumes at a 

constant ni effmtively descriii particles havhg the same mas,  regardles of A). For 

example, in Figure 5.16, one can say that a particle of fked mass and k e d  incident velocity 

having angularity A = 80' will remove the most material h m  a prescribed target (Le. fixed 

pd), or equivalentiy, it can be said that particles having A = 80' rnake the most efficient use of 

particle mas. 

The q i d  decrease in material removal after the peaks seen in Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20 is 

due to the transition between forward rotation (ploughing) and backward rotation (cutting) of 

the particle (see Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.1 0). This Mplies that material removal is a maximm 

at the orientation at which the transition between foward and backward rotation occurs. It is 

interesthg to note that this transîtion does not occur for A = 30° and A = 45" at a=85O (Figure 

5.20). This is because the energy is d consumeci in plastic deformation of the target material 

before significant rotation cm occur. There is no transition point for A = 10° (an extrernely flat 

particle) at aü angles of attack because the vertical contact force moment arm tending to rotate 

the particle (the distance fiom the centre of mass to the vertical contact force) bacbards is too 

small. 

The vaiues of 6, corresponding to total l o s  of kinetic energy @article remains embedded 

and does not rebound) for the two values of xi plotted in Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20 (12.8 and 

21.9) are 0.039 and 0.023, reqectively. The c w e s  for A = 80" in Figure 5.16 (for a = 5') 

fiatten at the fi, values, indicating that particle embedding occurs even at very s M o w  angles 

of atîack for very angular particles. Embeddhg occurs with sharp (high A) particles over 
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greater intervais of initial orientation as the angle of attack increases (Le. the impact becornes 

closer to normal), and particles of lower angulanty (Le. 45") also begin to embed at a = 6 5 O .  

At close to normal incidence (Figure 5.20), particla embed regarciiess of angularity over some 

range of initial orientations. It is interesting to note that at nomial incidence, a = 90°, even 

though the mode1 negiects elastic spring back, the higher angularity particles will not embed 

over the whole range of incident orientations; this mode1 will still predict both a reboimd 

rotational and translational velocity. This is because, for high angularity particles at very high 

and very low initial orientationsy there will be Y-direction (Figure 5.3) movement of the centre 

of m a s  of the particle induccd by the Ycomponent of the contact force. 

The c w e s  in Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20 display increasingly large, flattened peaks as the 

angle of attack increases, indicating that there is less dependence of materid removd on initiai 

orientation for higher angles of attack (i.e. closer to normal incidence). In a blast cleaning 

application, the particles are likely to be of dEerent angularity, and to impinge with random 

orientation. This, together with the fact that the material removal is higbest for a specifk 

orientation at higher angles of attack, implies t h a ~  one would expect maximum removal at 

normal incidence (i.e. a = 90 O) for blast cleaning, neglecting any multiparticle interference 

(i.e. collisions between inbound and rebounding particles). 

The greatest values of rr2 in Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20 occur for the A = 80" particles, 

implying that on a per unit particle m a s  basis, the most material can be removeci by highly 

angular particles, if they impact at the proper orientation angle. Highly mguiar particles are 

not, however, the most efficient at every initial orientation angle, as  can be seen fkom Figure 

5.ldFigure 5.20 (at lower Bi). As mentioned above, it is likely that particles in a blast stream 

would anive at the target d a c e  in random orientations, and it would thus be desirable to 

make some overall assessrnent of the effectiveness of a particle of a given anguiarity over the 

fidl range of initial orientations. As shown in equations (528) and (5.29), particles of 

complementary anguiarity (e.g. A= 10° and A = 80') are acnially the same particle, impacting 

with either the sharper vatex leading (as in the A = 80" case) or the blunter vertex leading (as 

in the A = 10° case) depending on the initial orientation. Thus, particles with complementary 
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angularity can be pairrd, and the average volume removed for a specific particle (i+. A = 

80°/100, A = 30°/600, A = 45OI45O) cdculated in each of the cases in Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20. 

To do this, the area under the n2 c w e s  for each of these three pairad particle sets was 

calculated, and the result divided by 180° (which is the fùil range of orientation angles spanned 

by any particle). The r d t s  are shown in Table 5.1 for al1 cases plotted in Figure 5.16-Figure 

5.20. 

Table 5.1: Average value of for al1 cases in Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20. 

If one assumes that particles of a particular angularity set are blasted at a d a c e ,  and that 

particles are no more likely to arrive in one orientation than any other, the values Ui Table 5.1 

represent the per particle expected value of x2. At very low angles of attack (a = 5"), highly 

elongated particles are most effective; at a W o w  angle of attack (a  = 25O), all particles are 

equdy effective; and at intemediate and high angles of atîack (a = 45O to 85% square 

particles are moa effective. The effect of particle shspe on material removal is more 

pronounced as the angle of attack becornes steeper (e.g. for ri =12.8, the diBirence between the 

maximum and minimum ~2 in Table 5.1 incrrases nom 6 % at a = 2S0 to 28 % at a = 8S0). 

The effect of particle shape on materiai removal, is, however, relativeiy insensitive to 

variations in ni (e-g. at a = 8S0 the difference in maximum and minimum Q in Table 5.1 

changes fiom 25% for ni = 21.9 to 28% for ni = 12.8). It should be emphasized that the d t s  

in Table 5.1 are averages over the whole range of incident orientations, and that higher n2 



values can be obtained if the orientation angles are nxed at the values corresponcüng to the 

peaks in Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20 (recall that ii, = 0.039 for ni = 12.8, and f i , = 0.023 for ni = 

2 1.9). 

in Figure 5.16-Figure 5.20, towards the left side of the figures, there are some rnissing 

points iriside the range Bi > -A. These points represent cases where point (e) of Section 5.3.4 is 

violated, and the mode1 c a ~ o t  pmperly predict the total crater area. This only occurs at higher 

angles of attack (>4S0), 
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Figure 5.21: Dimensionless crater volume!, %a, as a function of initial orientation, eh 
for particles impacting a target having friction coefficient, p = 0.1 at an angle of 
attack, a = S0 and n, = 12.8. Anguhrity, A values: A W,6 600 .45O, 300, 
100. 

For very low values of coefficient of fiction (such as the 0.001 value w d  in the analysis 

of rigid-plastic collisions of stcel spheres on the irrethane co&g discussed Chapter 4), the 

effect of fiction on coilisions involving the angular particles in the present study was found to 

be negligible. However, for coiiisions between steel spheres and various metal targets, 

Sundararajan [3 11 found that the coefficient of fiction can be signincantly larger, on the order 

of 0.1. To illustrate the effect of fiction for anguiar particles, Figure 5.2 1, Figure 5.2, and 

Figtue 5.23 were constructeci, assuming coilision between steel spheres and a steel target at 200 
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m/s (ni = 12.8) with a constant coefficient of fiction of p = 0.1 at three diffant angies of 

attack. 

0.040 1 

Figure 5.22: Dimensioaless Crater volame, nt, as a functioo of initial orientation, eh 
for particles impacting a target having friction coefficient, = 0.1 at an angle of 
ittnck, or = 4 5 O  and nl = 12.8. Anguiarity, A values: A 809 &O0 4S0, JO0, 
1 O*. 

Cornparhg Figure 5.1 6 and Figure 5.2 1, it is evident that the effect of fiiction is minimai 

at very shallow angles of attack (a = 5*), which is not swpn~ing, aven that the contact area, 

and thus the area over which the fiction is assumeci to act, is relatively d. The n2 values 

are siightly lower in the constant fiction case (Figure 521) than in the fiictionless case (Figure 

5.16). This is expected because some of the kinetic energy that is available to deform the target 

in the fiictionles case wilI  be consumed in the constaut fiction case. In Figure 5.21, the peak 

of the A = 80' c w e  represents approximately 94% energy loss, wfiereas in the fiictionless 

case, Figure 5.16, the peak is at 100% energy loss (i.e. k, ), irnplying thaî particle embedding 

is les likely to occur for higher fiction materials than for lower fiction ones at v a y  shallow 

angles of attack. The transiton h m  forward to backward rotation occurs at approximately the 



same initial orientation regardless of the presence of fiction for collisions at very shallow 

angle of attack. 

Cornparison of Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.22 for colfisions at a = 4S0 reveals a more 

pronounced effect of fiiction than was seen at very sMow angles of attack. The basic trends 

are the same in both figures7 with the values of nz being lower in the constant fiiction case, as 

expected. It is important to note that for the case of nonzero fiidon, equation (5.32) no longer 

holds, and there thus will not be a weli defined cut-off value of R, for particle embedding. The 

portions of the cuves for A = 80' and A = 60' in Figure 5.22 falling berneen approximately 

30°< Bi < 70' and 35O< ei < 4S0, respedvely, were found to represent full energy los  and thus 

particle embedding. The range of values over which particle embedding takes place is 

approximately equal in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.22, indicating that the presence of fiction has 

little effect on whether the particles are likely to embed at intermediate angles of aîtack. The 7r2 

values over these particle embedding ranges are somewhat sensitive to the initial orientation of 

the particle, d t i n g  in the irregular shape of the curves, but the variation of nz is not very 

large over this range. The transition fkom forward to backward rotation of the particle (onset of 

sharp decrease in 7 ~ )  also occurs at approximately the same incident orientation, regardless of 

the presence of friction. It is interesting to note that, in the case of constant fiction, the o v d  

maximum in nz occurs for square (A = 4S0) particles, whereas it occurs in the A = 80' case for 

fiictionless surfaces. This is probabiy because the square particles will produce fiction forces 

on the two contact surfaces that are closer to each other in magnitude than the ones produced 

by sharper particles. ïhis d t s  in a minimisation of the effects of the fictional force on the 

rotation of the particle, in tum resulting in less enagy king consumeci in rotational energy in 

the square particle case. 

Cornpaison of Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.23 for collisions at a = 85' shows the effect of 

friction at a high angle of attack, The overail trends of the curves in Figure 5.20 and Figure 

5.23 are the m e ,  with the xz values king lower in the constant Ection case, as expected 

Particle embedduig for the constant W o n  case of Figure 5.23 was found to occur over the 

range -20' < Bi < 20' for A = 80°, -5' < ei < 5" for A = 60' and over the whole range of valid 
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Bi for A = 4S0, 30' and 10'. These ranges are approximately the same as those found in the 

fiictioniess case. A sûiking clifference between Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.23 is that the 

maximum in 1 ~ 2  is a bction of particle angularity in Figure 5.23, whereas in Figure 5.20 it is a 

constant value, fi,. This is probably because the more angular particles penetrate the target 

deeper than the less angular particles, and thus have larger contact areas, resuiting in more of 

the incident kinetic energy being consumed by fiction. In Figure 5.23, the highest ir2 values 

occur for the least angular particles, as  expected, because the fiction forces wilI act more in the 

direction of vertical motion for the more angular particles, and thus the rrtarding force caused 

by fiction will be maxilaiseci in this case. 

Figure 5.23: Dimensioaless Crater volume, x2, as a function of initiai orientation, BI, 
for particles impacting a target having friction coefficient, = 0.1 at an angle of 
nttaek, a = 8S0 and q = 12.8. Angularity, A values: A 80°, 4 9 ,  30°, 
100. 

Similat trends in the effect of fiction were fomd for higher fiction coefficients, with the 

resulting IQ values decreasing as the coefficient of fiidon increased For example, for p = 0.3, 



a = 453 and A = 80°, particle embedding @eak ir2) was fomd to occur over an interval of 

30°< Bi < 70' (the same as the for p = 0.1 and fnctionless cases), at a value that oscillated 

between approximatel y 0.0 1 7 and 0.022 (as opposed to between 0.028 and 0.03 3 in the p = 0.1 

case). 

One limitation of the model is the assumption of constant fiction. In reaîity, the fiction 

coefficient can be a fiuiction of the local sliding velocity; for example, Sundararajan [3 11 found 

that for b r a s  and copper targets, the coefficient of friction can Vary as much as 100% as the 

sliding velocity changes fiom 20-160 d s .  Including this effect in the model might result in 

significantly différent results for Mme materiais. Nevertheles, there are target matenals such 

as steel where the coefficient of fiction is appmximately constant [31], and the results of the 

present constant fiction model can be used. A modification of the present model for non- 

constant coefficient of fiiction is a subject for hmne study. 

5.6 Summary 

A method to analyse collisions between arbitrarily shaped rigid particles and flat target 

materials has been presented under the assumption of M y  plastic behaviour of the target 

material. The generai formulation of the mode1 cm be appiied to rigid particles of arbitrary 

shape, size and density coiliding with targets of specined dynamic hatdwss ( d e r  the 

assumption of M y  plastic behaviour) at arbitrary incident velocity, orientation, and angle of 

attack 

The special case of symmetrîc particles of the type shown in Figure 5.3 was discussed in 

detail, and a m e r  subset, the case of square particles, was compared to experimentai data 

obtained by Hutchings [A. The excellent agreement obtained with the experimental data and 

an eariier model by Hutchings provides an initiai confimiaton of the validity of the present 

model. 

The effect of varying input parameters on the amourît of target material removed was 

then studied with the main conclusions summarised as follows: 



(a) A dimensional analysis resulted in dimensionless parameters thaî @y simplify the 

problem of impact of a rigid, symmetric particle of arbitrary anpuiarity with a plasticdly 

behaving target having arbitrary fnction coefficient at any angle of attack, initial particle 

orientation, and initial velocity. 

(b) An upper limit to crster volume occm when the pdcles embed. The limit is welî dehed 

and independent of particle angdarity in the fiictiodess case, and dependant on initial 

particle orientation and angulanty in the constant friction case. 

(c) Low anguiarity (blunter) particles are generally more likely to embed at hi& angles of 

attack regardles of orientation for both the constant fnction and fiictioniess case. 

Embedding occurs for sharp (hi& angularity) particles over greater intervals of initial 

orientation, as the angle of attack inmeases. 

(d) Changing the dirnensiodess parmeter ni resuIted in similar trends with respect to the 

variation of ~2 with bitid orientation angle. Overail, however, the a values decreased 

with increasing ni. 

(e) The crater volume was maximum at the transition between forward and backward rotation 

of the particle. 

(f) The crater volume was maximum at normal incidence in the fiictionless case. 

(g) On a per unit particle mass basis. highly angular particles creatad the largest craters? 

provided that they arrivai at the proper incident orientation in the fiictiodess case. For 

constant fiction, this was tme only at very SMOW to intermediate angles of amk.  

(h) When averaged over al1 possible initial particle orientations, elongated particles are most 

effective at removing target m a t d  at very shallow angles of attack, aU particles are 

equally effective at shallow angles of aîtack, and square particles are most effective at 

intennediate and high angles of attack. 

(i) Very low friction coefficients produce negiigible changes in crater volume as compared to 

the fi.ictionless case at aii angles of aüack, Higher fiction coefficients result in negligible 

changes in crater volume at W o w  angles of attack, with the effects inmashg as the 



angle of attack becornes steeper. In aii cases, the initial orientation for transition fiom 

forward to backward rotation is unaffécted by fiction. 



Chapter  6 

Discussion of mechanical 
blasting parameters affecting 

properties and 
coating removal 

The two coating systerns describeci in Chaptas 3 and 4 have completely different 

removai mechanisms associated with them. This chapter considers the differences between 

these systems, as well as the implications of these differences for blast cleaniog and for coating 

manufactluers. 

6.1 Coating system and particle properties 

The coating removal mechanism of the dkyd coating system discussed in Chapter 3 was 

found to be impact-induced buckiing delainination, whereas, the urethane system of Chapter 4 

was fomd to erode, rather than delaminate. It is important to identify the properties of the 

coating systems and the blasting parameters that determine the removal mechanism, and the 

extent of removal. In other words, how can coatuig removal be maximised (or conversely, how 

can coating systems be designed to maximise removal resistance) for a given type of particle 

impact? It is cl= that the properties of the coating/substrate system are as important as those 

of the coating itseif. Moreover, the coatinghbstrate system cm exhibit Merent behaviour 

depending on the characteristics of the particle and its incident conditions. 

Clparly, the singie most important material property of the coatuig is the dynamic hardness. 

For the alkyd coating system, the omet of removal is 

displaceci by the impacting particle, which is strongiy 
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governed by the volume of coaîing 

dependant on the coating dyaamic 



hardness, and for the urethme system, the amount of coating pushed into Lips at the edge of the 

crater aiso depends strongly on the coating dynamic hardness. In both cases, a coating shouid 

be made as hard as possible if it is not to be removed by impacthg particles. 

It has becorne clear that the dynamic hardness pd, of a coating is, to some extent, a fimction 

of the thickwss of the coating (see Chapters 3 and 4). The thicker the coating, in general, the 

easier it is to indent because pd is effectively decreased. This is not a material effect but rather 

one of constraint of the plastic field below the indentor by the substnrte. in fact, pd bas also 

been found to depend on substnite properties, with coatings applied to harder substrates having 

higher effective hardness [36]. Thinner coatings will resist indentation more than thick ones, 

as the presence of the harder substnite is felt more by the impacting particle. An impacting 

particle at a given velocity will thus leave a bigger dimple on a thicker coating than a thin one. 

But, at the same t h e ,  it takes morr incident kinetic energy to delaminate a thicker coating, 

assuming that, as in Chapter 3, the particle must penetrate the coating to the bare substrate to 

initiate delaminaîion. Because large dimples are not pleasing h m  an aesthetic point of view, 

and coating delamination is obviously not desirabie, the paint thickness should be chosen such 

that the trade-aff between impmving appearance after impact (use thin coating) and prevention 

of delamination (use thick coatuig) is optimised. 

The hardness of the particle is ais0 important. If the particle is softer than the coating, then 

it wiîi lose all of its incident kinetic energy in its own deformation and essentially leave the 

coating untouched. For both coating systems studied, the impacting particle mut be harder 

than the target coating if any damage is to be done to the coating. A test of this hypothesis was 

made by launching 0.96 mm cellulose acetate spheres (m = 0.602 mg) a -  a 40 p thick 

aUcyd/steel specimen at 100 d s .  The incident energy corresponding to the incident conditions 

is appro>rimately 3 mJ, which, according to Figure 3.8, is comparable with the incident enagies 

of the glas spheres used in Chapter 3. The onginai purpose of the experiment was to see ifa 

polymer particle would remove more material than a glas particie, given that it would surely 

deform more (and thus displace more paint) upon penetration to the substrate. The result of the 

experiments was that the cellulose acetate spheres did not damage the coating at all, and, upon 



e d o n  of the sphaes after impact, it was found that they were permanently flattened. 

The reason for the lack of damage to the coating was because the cellulose acetate spheres 

were not hard enough to indent the coating, and thus all of the kinetic energy was lost 

deforming the particles themselves. 

In the case of the alkyd/steel system, it would be desirable, fiom a maximal coaiing 

removal perspective, for the particle to be so&r than the substrate material below the coating. 

This would encourage greater flattehg of the particle as it hit the substrate, thereby displacing 

more coating volume, and thus increasing the amount of coating removed (Figure 3.20). The 

optimum particle would be one (iaunched at a kinetic enagy sutficient to penetntte the coating 

Mly to the substrate) that is hard enough to penetrate the coating, but is cornpliant enough to 

flatten significantly when it reaches the harder substrate. A hollow particle, or one with a foam 

core would meet these criteria. It would be hard enough on the outside to penetmte the coating, 

but king hoîiow would d o w  it to deform (flanen) more when it hits the substrate, thus 

minimishg damage to the substrate while maximishg coating removal. 

6.1.2 Young's Moduius 

The Young's modulus, E, of the coaîing is also very important. For the alkydsteei systern, 

the cntical buckling volume did not depend on Young's moduius (the volume was dependent 

on dynamic hardness, as discussed above), but the strain energy release rate was inversely 

proportional to E (equation (3.35)). However, competing with this was the fact that beading 

moments induced by buckling were directly proportional to E (equation (3.49)), and since the 

bending moment is squared in the strain energy release expression, the net effect is that the 

stmh energy release rate increases with increasing E. Thus, if two coatings had the same 

intedicial fkture strength (GJ, and dynamic hardness, pd, then the one with the higher 

Young's moduius, E, would delaminate more upon impact. Coating  manufacturer^ should thus 

lower the Young's modulus of coatings to enhance buckling delaniination resistance (assuming 

other properties constant). 



For coatings that mde, plastic effectp largely dominate the process and thus Young's 

modulus is not very important. For the same yield strength however, a Iow E will promote 

more springback (and hence l e s  materiai pushed into lips at the edge of the impact crater), 

because the amount of recoverable elastic deformation will be i n d  The conclusion is 

again that a Iowa E coating is more erosion &stant. 

The Young's moduius of the pa,rt.de is also important in buckle-driven delamination 

systems. It was foimd in Chapter 3 that, for particles penetrating through the coating to the 

bare substrate, signifiant amounts of additional coating volume wcre displacecl by the particle 

flattening as it bit the substrate (Figure 3.20). A low particle modulus would encourage this 

behaviour, as d i s c d  above. 

In the case of eroding coating systems, the more ngid the particle the better fiom the 

perspective of maximishg coating removai. The Young's modulus should be as high as 

possible to minimise incident kinetic energy king wasted in elastic deformation of the particle. 

6.13 Poisson's mtio 

There was a h ,  according to the plastic hole Matthewson anaiysis, a dependence of the 

interfacial shear stress on Poisson's ratio. Equation (3.50) predicts a 30% deawtse in 

maximum interfacial shear stress when Poisson's ratio is increased h m  0.1 to 0.5. 

Incompressibk materiais (mch as Nbber-like coatings) are thus less Wrely to delaminate. 

As in the case of Young's modulus, Poison ratio effects for coatings that erode such as 

the rnethane of Chapter 4 are minimum, because the erosion is dominated by plastic effects 

characterised by the dynamic hardness alone. 

As the Poisson's ratio of the particle increases, there should be increasing l a t d  

deformation (or flzüknhg) a @de that is colliding with a bare substrate. By the arguments 

presented in Section 6.1.2, 2, wodd mean that more coating would be disp1aced by the 

impacting particle (if it ~ e 8 ~ h e s  the subsbrate). nius, it wouid be desirable for a particle to be 

as close to incompressible as possible, for maximum coathg mov& and hence the 'ideal' 

hollow particle discussed in Section 6.1.1 should be made of incompressi%le materid 



6.1.4 Yield strength 

The cmating yield strength was an important parameter in both coating systems examine& 

In the case of the urethane coating, which was fomd to fail by erosioq plastic effects 

conhokd the entire process. A wating with low yield strength would exhibit much l e s  elastic 

springback (se Figure 4.9) in such a system, and thus more matenal would be pushed into Lips 

at the edge of the impact Crater, avaiiable for removal by subsequent impacts. 

In the case of coatings that are removed by buckle-driven delamination, the lower the 

yield strength (for constant E), the quicker full plasticity wili be reached, and the greater WU be 

the extent of volume dispiaced by the indenthg particle. There will thus be higher biaxiai 

compressive streses induced in the delaminateci coating adjacent to the contact zone, and thus 

a larger extait of buckling. 

if the coating is an elastomer (Le. a materid that has a very hi& elongation to yield), then 

most of the incident kinetic energy WU be reninied to the particle on rebound, with very iittle 

damage to the coating. In this case, a very small amount of the energy is avaiiable to either 

delaminate or erode the coating, and the coating would prove difxicult to remove in either 

matuler. 

In both coatiag systems, a high particle yield strength would ensure that no incident 

energy is wasted in plastic deformation of the particle, and blast cleaning particles should thus 

be very high sûength. 

6.1.5 Inteiiaciai strength 

in both coating systems te@ the use of a M y  plastic d y s i s  to descri& the incident 

k inedcs  pmved adeqUBfe. This aises the important question of why the two coating 

systems exbiiit such d i f f i t  removal mechanisms given that the incident kinemaiics are 

essentiaily the same. 

The answer may lie in the last of the important matenal pmpeaies of the coating system: 

the interfaCid bond strength. It is hypothesised that castings with very high interfacial strength 

wilI not delaminate¶ w matter how hi& the incident kinetic enexgy. in this case? the materiai 



displaceci by the presmce of the indenting particle does not induce high enough interf8Cial 

stress to delamuiatt the coating. For these types of coatings, one should see a crater where the 

particle impacted, as there wiU be sigaiscmt local plastic flow, but there wiIi not be any 

delamination. The only way to remove such a coating is by erosion, as was the case for the 

urethane wating system of Chapter 4. 

Recent experiments perfonned on an automotive urethane topcoat/steel substrate system 

have led to the conclusion that removal is govaned by a buckle-driven delamination 

mechaniSm similar to that experienced by the alkyd systern in Chapter 3 [8]. The Young's 

modulus, Poisson's ratio and dynamic hardness are of the same order as the eroding urethaae 

systmi of Chapter 4, and yet the coaîhg delaminates rather than erodes. In addition, the 

coating of Reference [8] delaminatcd to a much lesser extent than the system of Chapter 3. 

This cannot be due to the Merences in Young's moâulus, because the arguments of Section 

6.1.2 imply that the higher E would cause higher reactions at the crack tip and thus a larger 

delamination. The ody explanation for this behaviour is d-erences in interfial strength: the 

alkyd system of Chapter 3 has the lowest interfacial strength, followed by the coating of 

Reference [8], and M y ,  the coating of Chapter 4, d o s e  interfacial strength is so high as to 

not aUow delamination to occur. 

6.2 Effect of incident parameters on coating removal meehanism 

The fiia that the incident kinematics of both coatings could be descflcbed by the same 

mode1 implies that it rnay be possible to force a coating to erode simply by altering the incident 

parameters. For example, it might be possible to emde the a&yd system of Chapter 3 by 

launching anguiar particles at low velocity (to maximise cutting erosion behaviour, and 

minimise dispiaced coating volume). This was found to be the case, as explained in Section 

3.6, where it was foud thaî angular particles sornetimes caused buckling, and sometimes did 

not In the cases where buclclhg did not occur, examination of the impact sites revealed 

behaviour consistent with ploughing or euteiag erosion. In addition, Figure 3.1 (a) shows that, 

if the incident m d  velocity is below that reqiiired for penetration to the bare substnitc (and 
140 



thus delaminaton) to mur in the akyd system of Chapter 3, a crater sllnilar to that observed 

in the urethane system of Chapter 4 d t s .  Thus, the aikyd system can be made to exhibit 

both erosion and buckle-delamioetion behaviour depending on incident parameters. 

The reverse of the above behaviour (i.e. forcing a watiag to buckle-delaminate by 

changing the incident parameters) is, however, not thought to be possible. Striking the 

urethane system of Chapter 4 with steel spheres at a velocity aecessary to cause petration did 

not induce any buckling or delamination. As explained above, because of the high interfacial 

strength, it is not possible to raise interfacial s&esses hi& enough to cause delamidon. 



Chapter  7 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

7.1.1 Experimental setup 

A gas gun capable of launching single particles at speeds of up to 120 m/s was designed 

and constnicted. A CCD camera~he grabberhigh-speed flash setup capable of measuring 

incident and rebond angles and velocities of single particles Iaunched using the gas gun was 

also designed and constructeci. 

7.13 Aikyd painthteel substrate model system 

The impact behaviour of an allçyd paidsteel substrate model coating system was 

examinai by pedonning impact experhents using glas and steel spheres. It was found that: 

(1) The stress response of the system couid be modelled efféctively using quasi-static methods. 

Dynamic effects such as wave reflection at the interface and spabg were eliminated as 

possible coating removal mechanisms. The coating delaminateci dong the interface 

between the coating and the steel substrate. 

(2) Tangentid velocity effects were found to be negligicble in both the initiation and magnitude 

of coatuig removed, and could be ignored for modebg purposes. Thus, ody no& 

effects needed to be considered. 

(3) The initiation of coating Rrnoval cor-reiated well with the n o d  component of incident 

velocity requirad to just petrate the c d g  to the bare steel substrate. This velocity 



couid be calculated using a quasi-static M y  plastic indentation model. The coating was 

not removed unless this criticai incident velocity to penetrate the coating to the bare 

abstrate was achieved. 

(4) After penetration to the bare &strate, the coIiisions pcoceeded as if the particles wae 

incident on a bare steel substnitt. At higher speeds, the magnitude of coating removai 

incxeased beyond tbat at penetration to the bare steel substrate due to the subsequent 

deformation of the particle, which displad mon of the coating. 

(5 )  A range of incident kinetic energies was found where the coating was removed, but the 

substrate was not damageci. 

The mechanism of coating removal was found to be impact-induced buckling 

delamination, in which the impacting particle kinematics were describecl by a fùiiy-plastic 

d y s i s ,  giving the volume of coating displaced by the impacting particle. This displaced 

volume caused qui-biaxial compressive elastic stresses in the coating at some distance fiom 

the impact site, whicb, in trtm, caused the coating to buckle and delaminate in approximately 

ckcuiar blisters (when impacted by single spheres). A method coupling a novel pst-buckled 

analysis of a compresseci disk with an exisring strain energy release analysis was developed 

and found to predict the size of delaminations accurately. 

In addition, an approximate elastic stress analysis in which the local plastically deformed 

material was replaced by a hole with a compressive stress (obtained via the Tresca criterion) 

applied to it, was used to calculate the elastic interfacial stress to initiate a debond It was 

foumi that the debond stress obtained in this manner was not suitable for calculating initiation 

seain energy release rates, but matched experimentally obtained debond conditions weli. 

7.13 Unthnne/epory/aluminum model system 

The impact icthaviour of a urethadepoxyfaluminum model coating system was 

examineci by prrforming impact experimeats using steel spheres. It was foimd that: 



Concituiom and Recwnmendoh'ons 

(1) The coating did not delaminate, no matter the incident kinetic magy of the particle. 

(2) Tangentid effects were important in the nmoval pnness. 

(3) The coating was removeci by ploughing exosion, in which plastically deformed material is 

pushed into Lips at the edge of the impact Crater, where it is available for knockoff by 

subsequent impacts. 

(4) A My-plastic d y s i s  adequately predicted the rebound velocity and crater length, but 

was unable to predict Crater depth and the rebound angle accurately, owing to its neglect of 

elastic effects. 

The My-plastic anaiysis of (4) was modified to accoimt for elastic effects (using an 

approximate elastic stress analysis), and it was found that the rebmd angle and Crater depth 

could be predicted accurately. 

7.1.4 haiytierl investigation of erosion by mgalPr particles 

A method to analyse collisions baween arbitrariy shaped rigid particles and flat target 

materials was presented under the assumption of fully plastic behaviour of the target material. 

The general formulation of the model codd be applied to rigid particles of arbitmry shape, size 

and density coIliding with targets of specifled dynamic hardness (under the assumption of M y  

plastic behaviour) at atbitrary incident velocity, orientation, and angle of attack. 

The special case of symmetric particles of the type shown in Figure 53 was discussed in 

detail, and a M e r  subset, the case of square particles, was comparecl to experYnenta1 data 

obtained by Hutchings [7J. The good agreement obtained with the experimental data proM&d 

an initial con£irmation of the validity of the present, more general, model. 

The effect of varying input parameters on the amount of target material removed was 

then studied witb the main conclusions summarised as follows: 

(1) A dimensionless analysis resulted in dimensionles parameters that m y  simplify the 

problem of impact of a rigid, symmetric particle of arbitrary aupuiarity with a plastidy 



behaving target having arbitrary fnction coefficient at my angle of attadc, initial 

orientation, and initial velocity. 

(2) An upper ümit to crater volume existed when the particles embed The lirnit was well 

definecl and constaut in the fnctionless case, and dependant on initial orientation and 

particle angularity in the constant fiction case. 

(3) Low anguiarity particles were generaiiy more likely to embed at high angles of attack 

regardes of orientation for both the constant fiction and tnctiodess case. Embedding 

occurred for sharp (hi& angulanty) particles over greater intervals of initiai orientation, as 

the angle of attack i n d .  

(4) Changing the dimensionless parameter ni d t e d  in simiiar trends with respect to the 

variation of n2 with initial orientation angle. Oved,  however, the n2 values decreased 

with inmashg RI. 

(5) The maximum crater volume occurred at the transition between forward and backward 

rotation of the particle. 

(6) The maximum crater volume o d  at normal incidence in the ectionless case. 

(7) On a per unit particte mass basis, highly angular particles m t e d  the Iargest craters, 

provided that they arrivecl at the proper incident orientation in the fiictionless case. For 

constant friction, this was ûue only at very shallow to intermediate angles of attack. 

(8) High aspect ratio particles were most effective at removing target material at very shallow 

angles of attack, aU particles were equally effective at shallow angles of attack, and square 

particles were most effective at intermediate and high angles of attack. 

(9) V e y  low fiction coefficients produceci nepiigible changes in cnita volume as compared to 

the fiictiodess case at aU angles of attack Higher fiction coefficients resulted in 

negiigible changes in crater volume at shallow angles of attack, with the effects increasing 

as the angle of aîtack became steeper. In ai l  cases, the initial orientation for transition from 

forward to backward rotation was unaffectexi by fiction. 



Condasions and RecommendQtjons 

7.15 Mechanicai propertles affecting coating syshm behaviour 

The mechanid properties affecting coatiag system behaviour were discussed in Chapter 6. 

The conclusions can be summsrised as folIows: 

The most important m8ferial pmperty of the coating is the dynarnic hardness. From the 

perspective of making erosion resistant coatings, it was found that for both coating 

systems examined, a coating should be made as hard as possible. 

Because large dimples are not pleasing h m  an aesthetic point of view, and coating 

delamination is obviously undesirable, the paint thickness should be chosen nich that the 

trade-off between aesthetics and prevention of delamination is optimised. 

The hardness of particles was found ais0 to be very important. The optimum particle for 

coating removal of systems that buckledelaminate would be one that is hard enough to 

penetrate the coating, but is cornpliant enough to flatten significantly when it reaches the 

hader substrate (iaunched at a kinetic energy sufficimt to petrate the coating M y  to 

the substrate). 

The Young's modulus, E, of the coating is an important pmperty in the case of buckle- 

delaminating coatings. Coatings with a low E are resistant to buckling delamination. For 

coatings that erode, plastic effects Iargely dominate the process and E is not very 

important, For the same yield stmgth, however, a low E will promote more springback 

(and thus l e s  materid pushed into lips at the edge of the impact crater), because the 

amount of remverable elastic deformation wiil be increased. The conclusion is again that 

a coating with a low E is more erosion reSiStant 

The Young's modulus of the particle is aiso important in buckieldriven delaminaîion 

systems. A low parîicle modulus encourages flattening upan impact with the bare 

s u b m e ,  thus inincreasllig the extent of buckling. Particle manuthms  should keep this 

in mind when choosing blast cleaning media matenal. In the case of coating systerns that 

d e ,  the more rigid the particle, the beüer. The Young's modulus should be as high as 

possi%Ie to minimise incident kinetic energy king wasted in elastic deformation of the 

particle. 



(6) Incompressible rnaterials are l e s  likely to delaminate, due to the lower interfacial stmses 

BSSOCiated with them, and thus a high Poisson's raîio of the coating would k desirable in 

the case of buckledelaminating coating systems. As in the case of Young's modulus, 

Poisson ratio effects for coatings that erode such as the one of Chapter 4 are negligible, 

because the emsion is dominated by plastic effkcts characteriseci by the dynamic hardness 

done. 

(7) As the Poisson's ratio of the particle increases, th= will be increesing lateral 

deformation (or flattening) during collision with a bare substrate. By the same arguments 

as in (3), it would be desirable for a particle to be as close to incompressible as possible, 

for maximum coating removal. 

(8) The coating yield strength is an important parameter in both coaîing systems eXarrrmed. 

In the case of the eroding coating system, the entire process is wntrolied by plastic 

effects. A coating with low yield strength wili exhibit much less elastic sprhgback in 

such a system, and thus more matenai will be pushed into lips at the edge of the impact 

m e r ,  available for removai by subseqwnt impacts. In the case of coatings that are 

removed by buckle-driven delamination, the lower the yield strwgth (for constant E), the 

quicker full plasticity wiil be reached, and the greater will be the extent of volume 

displacecl by the indenting piimcle. There WU thus be higher biaxial compressive 

induceci, and thus a larger extent of buckling. 

(9) In both coaîing systems, a high yield strength would ensuR that no incident energy is 

wasted in plestic defonnation of the particle, and particles shodd thus be very high 

-& 
(10) It was concludeci that the inkrkiai strength was the factor controUing whether a coating 

delaminates or erodes. Coatings with very high interfacial strength cannot be made to 

delaminate, no matter how high the incident kinetic energy may be. However, coatings 

with Lower interfiiciai strength can be made to either delaminate or aode by varying the 

properties of the incident particles. 



7.2 Contribution 

This thesis represents the first quantitative analysis of the blast cleaning pro ces^^ and the 

mechanisms of coating removal apsociated with it Though only single impacts are considered, 

it constitutes a significant first step to a complete understanding of the blast cleaning process. 

In addition, severai contributions to the fields of solid particle erosion and coating adysis 

were marie, specifically: 

(1) A novel post-bucküng/strain ewrgy release rate analysis to predict delamination size for 

coatings irnpacted by spherical particles. The pst-bucküng analysis is the nrst to include 

the comtraht of buckluig prevented at a certain radius due to the presence of the 

impacthg particle [9]. 

(2) A modification of the existing approximate Matthewson [20] elastic coatuig stress 

analysis for the more accurate nqxesentation of a sphericai indentor profile. 

(3) The experimentd verification thaî the rigid-plastic erosion model of Hutchings [24] can 

be successfully applied to coatings. 

(4) The modification of the rigid-plastic erosion theory to account for elastic rebound effects 

[491* 

(5) The generalisation of the rigid-plastic erosion model for square particles of Hutchings [q 
to include arbitrarily-sheped particles [53]. The study of the effect of incident particle 

parameters on cniter volume for symmetric angular particles is also novel[54]. 

73 Recommendations 

This thesis, as mentioned previously, constitutes a first step to understanding the blast- 

cleaning process. Thae are several areas that need to be explored fiirther 

(1) The application of the thcories and analyses presented in thip thesis should be adapted for 

multipartïcle streams. For example, a statistical model that predicts, as a function of 

incident angle, the likelihood of rebounding particles interferhg with incident particles 



for a given particle stmm size should be possiible. This wouid aid in the application of 

the analyses of this thesis to real blast cleaning applications. 

(2) 'Ibis thesis identifieci two fùnbental removal mechaaisms: impact-induced buckling 

delamination and erosion. It is thougbt Uist these are typical mechanisns for a large 

variety of coating systems used in industry. Recent work on an automotive medune 

topcoat system [8] has show that the methods of Chapter 3 can be used to predict 

buckledelamination behaMour for that system as well. More experiments on a wider 

variety of coatings would be desirable, in the hopes of identifjhg exactly what 

distinguishes the two classes of coating systerns, and perhaps identify new coating 

removal mechaniSmS. 

(3) Due to time limitations and the difficulty essociated with performing angular particle 

experhents7 it was only possible to compare the anguiar particle erosion mode1 with 

published data for square plates. It would be interesting if the analytical trends of 

Chapter 5 could be v d e à  expcïimentaily for other conditions. This7 together with the 

conclusions of Chapter 6 regarding important particle matenal properties might result in 

the design of an optimum particle for blast cleaning. The effects of particle orientation 

beiug very important, it might be possible to combine the analysis of Chapter 5 with an 

aerodynamic drag arialysis to design a paaicle that is guaranteed to arrive at the target 

d i e  in the orientation that removes the most amount of maten'at. 

(4) The symmeûic angular panicle analysis of Chapter 5 could be fâirly simply modifieci to 

accouat for the effect of varying moment of inertia, without changing the shape of the 

contacthg portion of the particle. This would be accomplished by essentially splitting 

the p d c l e  into a top and bottom part, with the bottom part siaying a symmetric wedge of 

side length h, and the top part having an arbitrary shape, chosen at wili to represent any 

moment of inertia The moment of in& is an important parameter because it 

contri'butes to the determination of how much incident kinetic energy is converted inro 

(wasted) rebound rotational kinetic energy. 



(5) The symme@ic angular particle analysis of Chapter 5, in its prrscnt form, can awount for 

an incident rotationai kinetic mergy, though this was not studied due to t h e  collStTaints* 

(6) The coating steess analysis of Chapter 3 is approximate, with the stresses and strains 

king repnsented by en average through the thickness of the coating. It wouid be 

desirable for a more accurate stress analytis to be developed in order that interfaciai 

stresses for the initiation of delamination be investigated more rigorously. The ultimete 

aim would be to determine initiation critical s t m h  mergy release rates. A number of 

more accurate stress analyses exist in the iiteniture, though they are quite complicated 

(see, for example, Reference [47]). FEA techniques might be used as an alternative. 

(7) As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the dynamic hardness of a wating is a fiinction of its 

thickness. This impiies that in a Rai blast cleaning process, as a coating is d e d ,  the 

resistance to indentation wiil inmase. When the coating is eroded to the point of king 

very thin, the dynamic hardness rnight be several orden of magnitude higher, because the 

influence of the mbstrate wili be large. Furthemore, as the coating is completely 

removecl, the bare substrate will be left exposeci, and thus prone to damage h m  

impacting particles. Meth& of stccounting for this behaviour mut be investigated. 

(8) The conclusions of Chapter 6 should be tested. For example, the effect of Young's 

moduius of the coating could be tested in the foilowing manner Because the coatings are 

visco-eIastic, th= is a saain rate/ternpefatuf~ quivalence. It wouid be interesthg to 

cool the urethane systan of Chapter 4 (thus raising its Young's modulus and making it 

more prone to buckledriven delaminaîîon) and then perfonn expaiments to determine if 

it is possible to delaminate the coating. The convase couid be mmpted as well - the 

alkyd coating system of Chapter 3 might be made to erode at bigher velocities if it was 

heated up (and thus the Young's modulus decreased). Though other pdcle  pmperties 

might also change with temperature, the results of such experiments wouid, nevertheles, 

be interesting. 



Appendix  A 

Computer Program for Experimental Setup 

The foiîowing cornputer program was Wntten in Turbo C to control the flashes, OPTO 22 

I/0 board, and fiame grabber in the experimentai setup of Figure 2.1. The resulting images are 

stored in a TIFF file named 'testtif'. 

#indude 4 0 s . b  
#inchde e h >  /* Definition of cach ODX fimction */ 
#indude <opr.h> /* Symbol & M o n  for each OPR */ 
#include -0.b 
#inchde <stdlîb.h, 
#ùlclude <maî&h> 
#inchde <conio.h> 
#inclu& <cmp.b> /* Compih ûependent tùnction mapping */ 

/* global variable deciamions Y 
int fimi, expt, stop; 
charhe[lûû]; 
char myname[lOO]; 
char m e r ;  
char sav; 
unsigtledbase; 

/* fimction prototypes */ 

void menu(void); 
void grab( void); 

void store(void); 
void initio (void); 

void hitio (void) 
/* THIS PROCEDüRE MTWJZES THE IO OPTû22 BOARD WITH CHANNEL 

OASANrNPUT*/ 

Al 



void menu (void) 
{ 

/* VGA Modes */ 
#define VGAe~480- 16 Ox 12 



int VgaModa( int Mode) 
{ 
siatic union -REGS regs; 

if( Mode = -1) 
{ 

regs.bah = W, l* Get Current Display Mode */ 
- 0x10, &regs, &regs); 
return( (int)regs.h.ai); 
1 

else 
{ 
regshah = O; P Mode Select */ 
regshai = Mode; /* Mode Nurnbtr */ 
- int86( ûx I O, Btregs, &regs); 
reftirn(0); 
1 

1 

void grab(void) 
{ 

int OldVgaMode; 
unsigneci mw, rnh; 
int keying; 

/* Bind to the Oculus Driver */ 
iq odxbindo < 1) 

prin@"Cannot Access any ODx Driverin"); 
Wl); 
1 

sadmajor( 0); /* Bind to &st device */ 
rem; /* Reset Board */ 
OldVgaMode = VgaMode(-1); 

/* Set the VGA card in Graphic Mode 640x480 16 colors */ 
keying = opLw( m G ) ;  
VgaMode( VGA-640x480-la); 
select( 0); P Set& Frame B e  Minor Device */ 
format( 11); P Set Memory Format to 1024xJ 12 */ 
mw = opr-hq( MW); 

= opr_inq( MW; 
opr-set( FZOOMOUT, opr-hq( FZOOMOUTSrZ)); /* Maximum Acquisition Zooming */ 
Vidin( 3,5, I,0,0); P Select Acquisition 640x480 NTSC */ 
fiaiIl( O, 0, mw, mb); P Set fWM to maximum */ 
vidout( 5,1, 1,0, O); /*Select Display 640x480 VGA */ 
dwh( O, 0, mw, mh); /* Set dwin to maximum */ 



if (expt-0) f* ûniy sehtp*/ 

priotq"%iw ,inp(base)); 
gmh0; 
opr-set( KEYTNG, FrameBuEcrOnly); 
%grab( - 1 ); P Continuoiu Acquisition */ 
%&ho; 
fbgiab( 0); /* Stop Acquisition *f 
1 

void main(v0id) 
{ 
f h P I ;  
Mitic(); 
while (1) 

mena; 
fgets(line, sizecif;(liae), stdin); 
=anf&e, nO/qC", &zulsws); 



switch ( m e r )  
{ 

1 :  Pwimta>seeliveimages*/ 
e x p - 9  

grab0; m 
case 2': /* v m t  to pafonn experiment ' 1  

expt= l ; 
grab0; 
b* 
case '3': 
stop= 1 ; 
w 

defàult: 
prinfln\n"); 
prinfln** W A L D  SELECIlON ***M); 



A p p e n d i x  B 

Approximate Elastic StredStrain Mode1 
(Modified Matthewson Analysis) 

The derivation proceeds in the same rnanner as the original Matthewson [20] paper, and 

was pnsented, in part, by the author in Reference [Il. Assuming the displacements in the r and 

z directions, uM(r,z) and vM(r,z), respectively, can be approximated by a power series as, 

u (r, z) = A(r) + B(r)z + c(r)z2 
v (r, Z) = D(r) + E(r)z 

the strains become 

where A(r) and D(r) disappear due ta the fact that UM(I,O) = vM(r,O) = O. The coating was 

assumed very thin and the stress and strairis were assumeci to be d e s a i  adequately by 

averaging through the thickness of the coating. The average strains were thus, 



Figure B.1: Stresses acting on an element of the coating 

The eqdw of the stresses acting on a d element of the coatiag (Figure B.l), in the 

d i a l  direction, gives, 

The engineering strain is 



where G' is the shear modulus of the coating. Because the fiction between the indentor and 

the coating is ignoreci, ri = O, which gives the relationship baween B(r) and C(r). 

By using Hooke's lâw, the average stresses c m  be written as 

T,, (r) = G'B(~) 

- - -  
where O,, O, , O, are the average normal stresses in the r, 9, and z directions as show in 

- - 
Figure B.1,7, is the interfacial shear stress, E, , E, , and Ë; are the corresponding strains 

averaged through the thickness of the coating layer, h is the coatiag thickness, v and G' are the 

Poisson's ratio and shear modulus of the coating, respectively. 

By manipulating the above equation, Matthewson [20] was able derive cWerentiai 

equafions in B(r) and Rr), for both inside and outside the contact radius, c, 



which could be solved for any indentor profile. The profile of the indentor, f(r), in 

Matthewson's paper, was approximated by the fh t  term of a parabolic seaies expansion as, 

where c is the contact radius, and R is the radius of the indenting sphere. This expression was 

wd to caicuiate the average strain in the z direction, and it assumes that the ratio c/R 5 0.2. 

Assuming that the profile g h  in equation (B.9) is useci, expressions for B(r) and C(r) can be 

founcf in Reference [20]. By a simple modification of the model, the author has found that the 

restriction of small c/R can be relaxed somewhat for deeper indentations by adding a term to 

the indentor @article) profile, equation (B.9), as, 

i2 - c 2  
f, (r) = - +- 

2R 8~~ 

This improved approximation to the actual spherical indentor profile, for dR4.5, has a 

maximum error of 2 %, whereas equation (B.9) has a maximum emr of almost 14%. 

Substitution of the improved indentor profile, equation (B. IO), into equation (B.8) gave, 

(OSr Sc) 

(r 2 c) 

and 



These expressions can be used to h d  the stresses and seains in the coating, and the shear 

stress dong the interface with, 

and 

where Ii(x) and Ki(x) are the fïrst-order modified Bessel functioas with, 



An expression for the indentation force, F, can be obtained by integratjng the average 

stress in the z direction over the contact area, 

resulting in, 

This can be cornpared with the indentation force that resuits h m  Matthewson's originai 

analysis [20] : 

where 



The pile-up of coating at the edge of the indentation (Figure 3.1 l), 6h, is the same as the 

one derived by Matthewson [20], and is given by, 

For the range of c/R ratios for the glas bead/aUcyd paint system of Chapter 3, the 

modifieci analysis based on the indentor profile of equation (B.9), yielded forces that were 20- 

25% higher than the original Matthewson d y s i s  [ZO]. 



A p p e n d i x  C 

Asymptotic solution of the buckling problem 

The following asymptotic solution to the buckling problem of Section 3.5.1 has been 

published by the author in Reference 191. 

To obtaui the pst-buckling solution to equations (3.2 1 ) and (3.22), the displacements 

and forces cm be expanded in a series as foiiows, 

~ ( r )  = SW, (r) + s2w2(r) + s3w3(r) + ... 
~ ( r )  = sv,(r) + s2v,(r) + s3v,(r) + ... 

where s is a perturbation parameter that defines progress dong the equilibrium path 

corresponding to buckling, and  signifies the i'th derivative of P with respect to S. If 

equation (C. 1) is substimed into the differential equations (3 2 1) and (3.22), and the boundary 

conditions (eqyations (3.231, (3.25)-(3.27)) and the coefficients of the powers of s are set to 

zero, then a set of differentiai equations and boundary conditions can be collStNcted The first 

three sets of riesulting equations are, 



where 

The first equaîion in each set of equations (C.2XC.4) describes the out-of-plane 

behaviour of the buckled plate, and the second describes the in-plane behaviour. These 

equaîions are the same as those obtained by Thompson and Hunt 1431, with the exception of 

the extra constants kb which are to be determined by the boundary conditions given by, 



wi (a) = C (a) = O 
w,(b) = O  1 

for al1 i, and 

The sets of eqU8fions (C.2HC.4) are solved individually using the boundary conditions, 

quations (CA) and (C.7). Considering the first of equation (C.2), the homogeneous part is 

Bessel's equation, and the particular solution can be found as, 

where y is given by, 

and the general solution can thus be Wntten as, 



where Ji@) and Y , (x) are the nRt order Bessel bctions, and Ai, Bi, and ki are constants to be 

determineci by the boundary conditions. Integration of equation (C. 10) gives, 

(C. 1 1) 

where k2 is another integraiion constant. Applying the boundary conditions results in the 

foliowing homogeneous system of equations, 

This is an eigenvalue problem and the characteristic equation can be found by settbg the 

determinant of the maeix of coefficients of equation (C.12) to zero. The resuiting 

characteristic equation can be rewritten in terms of 

(C. 13) 



and the solution for the smdest n o m  value of pC satisfjhg the homogrnous equation is 

found as, 

(C. 14) 

The particular value of \Y depends on p, whiie the buckling parameter, Ci varies with p as 

in Figiire C.1, show to facilitate caicuiations. The buckling parameter for very d holes 

@+O) is 44.2, based on v = 0.406 (which is the Poisson's ratio for the coating in this study), 

which compares well to the value of 42.68 obtained numeridy by Evans and Hutchinson for 

v = 0.3 (for deflection pmented at a single point, i.e. b O )  [40]. 



Because this is an eigenvaiue problem, the complete solution cannot be found without a 

nonnalising condition. Foiiowing Thompson and Hunt [43], the perturbation parameter s is 

dehed as the displacement at the midpoint of the deflected coating. AU calculateû quantities 

will then be in tem of the midpoiat deflection: 

w - = s, and thus, 
(a;b) 

(C. 15) 

This normaiising condition, together with equation (C. 12) and the boundary conditions, gives 

the constants Al, Bi, kl, and k2, as, 



which gives the fuii f h t  mode buckling solution. The second of quafions (C.21, together with 

the first of equaîions (C.7) gives that v i 4 .  

Roceeding to the second set of equations, the first of equations (C.3) is rewritten in the 

foiiowiog rnanner, 

and multiplying equation (C.17) by rwl' then integrating the result h m  b to a (using 

integration by parts), the unknown lefi-haad side will disappear due to the boundary conditions. 

This procedure is originally due to C d  [56], and was used by Thompson and Hunt [43] in 

their analysis of a clam@ buckied plate. Thus, P'" = 0, and equation (C. 17) is the same as the 

first out-of-plane equation (Ca), and using the last of equation (C.19, wz = O. The second of 

quations (C.3) can be rewritten as, 

and integrating twice, equation (C. 18) can be put in the foIIowing form, 

(C. 18) 

(C. 19) 

The first of the integrals in equation (C. 19) is, 



and the second of the integrais in equation (C. 19) can be written as, 

where 

where g is Euler's constant (4.577). The series expansions are necessary because tbae 

integrais do not have exact solutions. They were derived based on series expressions found in 

the Literaîure (see [57, for example). 

Substituting quafions (C.20) and (C.21) in equafion (C.19) gives v2(r). The only 

unknowns are the constants cl and c2 which can be found by applying the second-order 

boundary condition, given by the second of equation (C. 1 S), yielding, 



The third out of plane equation, equation (C.4), can be written as 

noting that P(') = VI 4. By per5omÜng the manipulation of C d  [56] (mdtiplying by rwiV and 

integrating h m  b to a), the unknown left-hand-side vanishes due to the boundary conditions, 

ad, &et hpl%C&~Il, 

where 

This was integrated numeridy, because an exact solution is exîremely tedious. The force cm 

then be rewritten as, 



where C2 depends on p as in Figure C. 1, and the dependence of C f l C  is shown in Figure C.2, 

to kilitate caiculations. One couid proceed to the third in-plane equation, and then the fourth 

order equatiom, etc., however, the leading terms ob&ined in equation ((2.25) are sufncimt to 

obtain the initiai slope of the pst-buckling path necessary for strain energy release 

calcuiations. 

Figure C.2: Bucküng parameten c2/2cr , and ar. as a himction of p = b/a. 



Appendix D 

Excel and MathCad spreadsheets used to 
analyse data 

D.l Slmple Mierosof't Excel experimental dita spreadsheet 

1 29 
Delay nbouird (p) 

300 
Inclden! a ( d q )  

270 
Rebound a (dw) 

90 
Ohmotor (mm) 

M a u  (kg) 
1 

Incldent Valoclty (mh) 
58.78092809 

14337ô4152 
~ P ~ E N  P (PSI) 

A for spherct nfass steel LI  33 
2.5 m m -  

40 rnkmns 

-1.08023E-14 
inc. nomi v d  (mis) 

-58.78092609 
rab. tang. vel. 

9.150ilE-t6 
mb.norm. vd (mis) 

14.93764152 

Tang. Impuke 
1 .ltl73€-14 

Nom. lmpubs 
73.7185878 

1.58947E-16 
C d .  of R+rt 

0.2541 23851 
Critical Imp. Ratio 

4.tsglE-17 
Nomiiîked Enorgy L m  
Tangontlil DInctkn 

4.58104E-32 
Nonniltud Emrgy b 
Noml  Dlioctfon 

0.935421015 
Totil NormalW 
E~Urgy L O U  

0.935421015 

1 43.4298 44.79194 90 
2 43.347M 52.37423 

Imge Pm 
RObOufM 
Parads anOb a 

1 43.0443 31.97131 
2 4243882 36.41151 90 



Modifed Matthewson Analysis 
Marcello Papini 1997 

Input parameters hem: h := 4 0 1 0 ~ ~  

E := 2470- 1d 

Contact Radius 

Radius of Partide 



dclta(a) = 0.019 
del = 7.758*10-' 

L 
1 

Cl (r) := -- 
2- h 



for c-a 
StmMeS and sttaina 
b i d e  contact a m  

2.v.G 
a zI(r)  := -- e rl(r) + E  ol(r) +E &) + X - g  &) 

1 - 2.v 

Contact Force 



Stresses and 3troios 
Outside contact ana  

for i.>f 



k t i h r  for rtrraa and s b i i o l  rt r. If wa, whcir is contact mdious, thcn 
sohtioi  on I& othenrbc, 
soiution on right 

For i.<r For w 

c (r) = 0.049 E = 4.08540 30 

a (r) = -4421 4 0  8 

a 01 (9 = -4.82140 8 
a &) = 

a zl (r) = -1.006.10 9 
0 d(0 = 

Contact force 
P(a) = -10.868 

aImjo [P(.)-~ llgcieltaB(a) - - - - da 
R a R3.2, 1 Work dont on coating 

Wl (a) s P(r)-(h4td(a))  da C 
d W l  (a) = -3.1 53-10 

W(a) = 

Incident velocity rquired for @en contact radius 



D.3 W p I e  of implemenhbba of p b ü c  hok Mitthewmn iiulyrir in i MathCui rheet 

Piastic Hole Shear Matthewson Analysis 
Marceiîo Papini 1997 

Input p l ~ ~ l l ~ ~ c t t r a  h m :  h r M-IO-~ m r 3.6428610~' 

The problem then becornes to r e m  tbe "cylinder" and n p k  it by the radial stress dts;cribtd above. 
The U3 H radial stress is used as the BC to a Maaticwson type analysis: 

ïhc solution to this pmblem is in my binder and is called "plastic hole" 



(note tbit r < i ~  f - 190- i 0 q  
1 

i dK(a) v 
: 1 



D.4 Sample of hplementati011 of backliag/stdm enem d a a e  nte calcdation in r 
-- 

Mathcad shed 

Buckling analysis and strain energy calculations 

E :. 24700 lo6 
t := .oooollo Coating Wcknua 
v := .406 

b := .000052 Radius at which backiing prevented 
due to presence of partick 

Calculation of f i i~t  bucrllng mode: 

Steel substr8te 
propertics 



Gucm 8 vdut for root Bndhg 
Y := .7 

Conrtants neetid for pst-baelkd ~t~aiysis 
(Expression for A too large to 8ppear in printout) 

I b 
(V - 1)-Jl(7-8) - --(V - l ) .J l ( ' l o b )  - - 

[[-Yo[:-7.(b + a)] + YO(~-.)] + rb[2-&]o~l(~*.) .~] .r  
a 

-*(v - 1)-Y 1 (yob) + (1 - v).Y 1(y-8) t - 
a 





EaWr constant 

ci = 4.6mio 6 

Second in-phne rcsponst: 



CriticaJ Bucküng volume: 

Anaiysis of Suo and Hutchingsoa for moùe ratios and G cala 

(P := s u d t g  flbis vdue w u  foand wing the chart of Zuo+Hutchin.uin (1990)) 

If VeVc,  thtn the buckled so~utioo is v a  otbernirc, the unbuckied solution is 
valid 
Un buckied vo - = 2338 vc 



J 
s :. [ 2 . .  :.-*(g- l)] 4 



D.S S.mple of implementation of dgiâ-phioe ioilysh for ipherid putîcies in i 
MathCd shett 

Spherid particle Hutchings ini iysis:  

Inputs 

v l~ s V*sin(a) v lyg = + 8 . 2 3 7 ~ m ~  -1 

v := V*cos(a) 
v = 25 .9Wm.r~~  -1 

Full contact solution: 

These two matrices are needeà by the Runge Kutta 
function to caiculate solution 



Solution b di in 21 

p : = r -  Y I  

Hem, you n e d  to find when 'astat 

point of reparation. Once found, 
then adjwt the higher time limq so 
that the hundndth enby Is whem the 
sphen detaches. 



Spbar not fidiy hi conta&. 

Enbr dhüached data hem: 

D mat* needed for range kutta crlcuiation is too luge for printout 

y := 

2 
- - Y  + Y,, + p)', ' PS'.Y3 - P.Yo-J:Y3 + Y, 

r r 1 

Y0 - 
rn 

sec 
' YO', 

xo - 
m 

sec " "0.; 



Ham, you n a d  tn find whun Z 
goas imagina y (thrt k when 
th. aphm lowr contact and 
robound.). Adjurt th. uppi  
limit of tirne 80 that the 
hundmâth ekment of Z h when 
the aphere loaes contact 



(1 = 1.10 -3 
Rebound velocity and rngk 

Now make an rmy of the x and y coordinates of the c8nt.r of aie sphere 
in the original 



Bclan b for inimiting the impact 

Plob a cimh of specifieâ ndiur at a sp.cHid origin. 
Entw radius: t = t 

0.f.ult scrih for plot: := a- h := .O0032 
canent :* 0,10, FRAME 

Quick X-Y Plot of a Function 

Producm a nicdy formamd X-Y plot 
from a fundon definition you rupply. 

EnW r hincüon f(x) you want to plot 

b h u H  sales for plob: ri := -S d := s 

Enter number of pointr to plot on x range: 

Animation appeam hem 



Tnnslational component of Volume 

Rotational component of Volume - 
V,:=&W,-dV 

'0 

V , = 2 . 8 6 ~ ~ .   IO-^ m m  3 

Thia is volume afbr dimttachment 

Vol :a V r f  V, 



6 3 Vol = 3.1 19.10 @pm 



ave 



Impact of a 3D 6 sided symmetric particle with a 
s u d c e  of constant dynamic hrrdaess 
By MuceUo Plpini, Univenity of Toronto, Dcpt. Mechmicil and Indiutrhl 
Engineering, 1- 
This sheet d d c r i l r t e  the path take by 8 hided ingdar p d e b  L.vliig 
q u d  1ength ridas in tâe crom s d n  (ieryta h) rnd dcptb a into the page, 
colïidiiy with a surface ha* a à y w d c  ituûam c q d  C pd. The particle 
is wumed to impact with one dp p d e l  to tbe target s u r h c e  to 
elimlnrte rome 3 d efféc!~. The particie an be a WamoudW of any internai 
angle that mœb the above criteria, and am impact nW uiy nkc rngb 
mcuurc c o u n t t r c 1 ~  positive Born tbe nomai to the mrface to the 
irir of symmeby of the puticle. A partide nW quai mgies w o d  k a 
square and wodd look üLc a dlimond in the codQtmion comspondlng 
to zero rake angle. It an impact at any angle of attack and incident 
velocity and an be made of rny "rigid" (Le nondeforming) materhl Note 
that to RU thjl decenüy requïru at leaat a Pcntium 166, and 32 Mm of 
RAMo For iccwate maib and s m d  timcstcps, a Peitiam II nW 64 
Megs of SDRAM wodd be adquate. Pleue be patient when roniiiig the 
mode& as it cm take a bit of üme to eomplete on lower end system. This 
formuiation includm the particle width, but an be cwily converted to a 
per-unit width buis (as wm done in t h  aitemate program foond in the file 
named " F o i " .  
Materiil propertiu and shape definition 

Initiai rngie of attack, ai, raice angit, 81, and velocity. Vi 



This ïs the initirrl condition vecfar n d t d  for the ddbd 
fiindion. The entries iir moditted in the proqim uch dime 
-p. ~nitiiny, dot  of th- = ZC~O to tbt ma qliind 
Won. The en- at -ch timestep are the insbntincoua (top 
to bottoi): 
yû - y eoardinate of center of mirr 
vûy- y vdodty of center of mur 
20 - z coardinate of anter of m88,~ 
vOr - 2 vdociQ of centet of mas8 
e m g ~ e  
eo - mgdar velodty 
y6 -y eoordinate of fint point on first kft side f o m  intcml 
y7-y coordin~te of second point on 6rst le& side force intewai 
yû - y cwrdiairite of first point on second kft ride f o m  intexvil 
y9 -y cwFdinate of second point on second left side force 
intervd 
y10 - y cootdinrrtt of fint point on f h t  right side force intend 
yll-y coordïnate of second point on fmt rigbt side force 
interval 
y12 - y coordiarite of tint point on second right side force 
interval 
y13 -y cwrdinritt of second point on second right side force 
intervd 
y14-y21 pobiüve or negativc vducb of coefficient of M o n  
depending on whehcr left or right ride of partie16 and 
tow& or away h m  v e e a  
y22-y29 z eo~rdini&~ m.tehlag +y13 
Here 1 w n  f o d  to tase i trkk to gtt conditions and v a i w  (constanta 
in uch thamtep such u force intends and coefKcientr of fkicition) 
into the D matris. MathCad nin not acctpt chmghg vaiuea h ide  the 
D matri., bcrciw it is a nu* of hiactiom, so you need to perform a 
tri& YOP bave to pru these to the D ma* by miliog them part of 
the system of differtntirrl q t m t i o u  Le, for esample, the vdoe of y6 
contihu the a y coordiairitt of r force application segmtat, so tba vaiue 
is a constant for tach time rtep. men, insidt the D amtrix, have to add 
an dement thit represemb the derivative of thir condiaon (which ia 8 

comatant), rnd thru you pasa zera Same thiag gocr for y%y29. Thia fi 



Here is the D maûh n d e d  to soivt the din eq's. It t a vector vdueà huidon 
c o n h h b g  the derivatives of everything in the y matri. above. It is too big to be 
shown o i  one page. Ihtart is 
the one for the fiM t h e  s e p  of the dlisioa, and D is for ail subsquent tirne 
steps. - 









T b  bction d e t e ~ e a  wbdhtr a givm i d e  dctiaed by the node eoordi~ta ir 
h i d e  or oaatdde of tht 
putirla ride, rnd L wd to def9ne the aumat c t C I  pmfiie. The yp's and zp'r 
define the putide ride, md (nodey,aoda) define the iode in question. Tbe variable 
'Mt' Ir 1 if the lefi dde of the parti& b hi question, and O if the right ride is in 
qutstion. The funetion rrtivii i 1 (hi the vutbie 'and') ilthe node t b i d e  the 
particle, and O ifit b outside 

uiomuc(yp1,ql ,*,*,nodsy.noda,lam := cafd0-0 

*-m 
niprc- 

YP2-YPl 
WC*- milir.yp2 

lprc1.10-40 if (npO).(lrllrl) 
o s 0  

~ 1 . [ 0  d(nipirOMhib0) 

y2r bm 
mp' 

-mpit.nody+m 
if ml 

I &l if (y2-nody)Sû 

condct If (y2- M Q y ) > O  

lm 

I caadtl if (y2-nody)W 

wrdt2 If y2-nodey<o 

O#d 

This hinetion takes the coordinates of the le& middk, amd ri@t vertices of the 
particle, dong with the previous crater pmfiïe, and determines the carrent 
Crater proflie, rnd the inttrvaia over nhich the forces mPrt be applied in the 
foloning timestep. Cab to 'intendon' and 'inorout' fianctions are made 
when needeâ, of course. The variable 'mcritw' contiiol the transition segment 
from ehcelring the I d  and right rides of the partide for imtersections. 







THE TIME STEP IS ENTERED =RE 

Here is the actuai "main progrimtt whieh alls aU of the hioctions. Evey t h e  rtep, 
the Runge Katta fiinction b calid, the curnnt cmter pm6ie is calcuiated, the 
direction of Wction ir detcrmined, and the force intervals are deteFmiOd The 
program loopa untn the z eoordinate of the mlddie vertex of the particle goes above 
the H uir indicathg thit the coilision is over. The main program retiirns: the y 
and z velocitiu and positions of the centet of mass and the particle orientation angit 
at dl times daring the impact, dong with the finil crater profile carved by the 
particle. Thls data ir then iwd to calculate the trajectoy of the puticle amd the 
r e b o ~ d  parametcm 















The caîi to the main program U hem 

Hem a n  the coordinates and velodties of the center of m u s  of the 
particle, doug with orientation, and angiiLt velocity of the partide at any 
time during t&e Impact. 

What foiiows bdow k jpst to plot the solution in t e m  of n g i p h  of the position of 
the parti& throngh the impact 

Default scah for plot 
o d y  plot every 2ûth pt 

cumnt30,10, rowx 



re defina how many poinb to plot dcmiiiy ucb aide of the padck 
i r3100 



Thme Frimc variabla ue for doing anixnationa Jwt actbate 
tbem by right clicking on them, a d  yoo a n  admate 
the impiet 

The solution b plotteà hem. Nota that 14 mintain the correct 
aspect ratio, you rhodd make the plotting a m  square! 



W D  

CALCULATION OF REBOUND PARAMETERS AND ENERGY LOSSES: 

Ein :=O.Emiit*Vi 
2 



Plot of -ter pmae: 

Cdcuiation of cnter volame (or area PperImit depth) 

This fiuictioi takcs the cnter profile, and fin& the ucr above Le. the Crater rrea O 
volume depending on wbether perlmit or i o t  

Crater Volume rcturned berc 

CntVd r 6JûiW6S38t3115arm 3 

Crater Volum damît width: 
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